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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 The mediated myth (Barthes, 1957) of rock and roll is simultaneously simple and 

complex, discussed openly and mired in code, and contains both surface level and deep 

structures. It is at once a rejection of American capitalism through its insistence on the 

existence “pure” rock and roll outside of industry while being the very embodiment of it 

through its meritocratic and agentic views of rock and roll success, where the best 

product sells the most records. The myth of rock and roll contains promises of openness 

and equality to “anyone” who wishes to “do it” while disguising “averageness” as white, 

male, and heterosexual. As with the function of all myths, each of these dualistic 

statements contains a degree of truth to allow its circulation throughout culture (Dyer, 

1982). However, musicians negotiate what constitutes “truth” through the lens of the 

myth throughout the various stages of their careers. Additionally, the cultural forms and 

individual concepts of rock and roll are not inherently good or bad, or true or false, 

rather, they serve different functions.  

 In the myth of rock and roll, either form or concept by itself would not work; the 

interplay between the two provides the key to understanding the longevity of rock and 

roll. The forms provide a widely available cultural resource and draw musicians into 

“doing” rock and roll. The forms promise social/economic mobility and experiential 

pleasures that can be attained by “anyone” willing to follow a seductively logical set of 
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steps. These musicians' concepts initially reflected the hopefulness of these forms, 

providing the logistics and encouragement for those willing to step into performing rock 

and roll. In this stage, musicians had agency in their own success through an egalitarian 

process. However, material reality cannot match the clarity and unity of the forms, and 

these musicians had to shift their concepts to continue doing rock and roll.  

 These musicians recognized “truth” in experiential moments and valued present 

moments in pursuit of the ideal core of rock and roll. The ideal core contains the potential 

of a religion, magic, or drugs, providing both pleasures as well as a dependency. Rock 

and roll offers a spiritual, transformative, and pleasurable, but ultimately temporary, 

experience. When these pleasures combine with a mythic promise where “anything” can 

happen, doing rock and roll provides a rewarding alternative to ordinary life. While the 

myth promises unrivaled pleasure, these promises seldom come to fruition, and after the 

rock and roll experience, the magic show ends, the epiphany fades, and the drugs wear 

off until the next time. For all of rock and roll's promises of freedom from ordinary lives 

and day jobs, musicians become beholden to the mythic experience of rock and roll itself. 

This myth is terribly flawed, the promises largely unfulfilled, but in those brief present 

moments where these musicians believe they have touched the ideal core of rock and roll, 

all other experiences pale in comparison. While cultural pressures suggest that these 

musicians should be pursuing “better” endeavors than doing rock and roll, they can never 

know them as these musicians are blinded by a myth and addicted to finding that next 

moment. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SITUATING THE CULTURAL PHENOMENON 

 

 

 

 I shudder to imagine the total number of hours I spent watching musicians 

perform on television and movie screens before I played in a band myself. By the time I 

bought my first guitar at 16, I had a well-formed idea of what being a musician entailed 

despite never having attended a concert or knowing any musicians outside of the other 

flannel-wearing kids at my high school. I understood what I thought was a meritocratic 

process where a band forms with some artistic goal, works hard, builds a following, 

succeeds through some media assistance, and sells records to said fan base. Immersed in 

the mediated culture of rock and roll through CDs, cassettes, magazines, television 

shows, radio, and movies, I believed that if I worked hard enough I could succeed as a 

full-time musician, garnering a recording contract and a devoted following. I tried to 

form a band to meet this goal in high school, but the first time it actually stuck was in 

2001 during my second year at Illinois State University in a band called Junkie Princess. 

Early in the process, I sat with Matt Van Ham (singer/bass player) in his dorm in 

Watterson Towers reviewing his time line of how in three months we would be the 

biggest band at ISU, the biggest band in Bloomington-Normal, IL in six months, and the 

biggest band in Illinois within the year by playing as many shows as possible, promoting, 

and selling CDs. The plan made logical sense and we were willing to work hard to 

achieve it. Matt even emailed Poison's drummer Rikki Rocket asking for advice on how 
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to “make it.” Rocket wrote him back, informing him to treat every event like it was the 

biggest event of all time.  

 For every weekend of the subsequent year we followed this advice, promoting 

every basement party or bar gig as the second coming of Aerosmith. Believing that we 

had a fan base from all the hard work promoting and playing bars, clubs, and parties, we 

went into a professional studio and spent $1200 on a 4-song EP, which the 

producer/engineer ensured us was “loud and radio ready.” “Good,” we thought, “we need 

to be radio ready because people will hear it and buy our music.” Despite majoring in 

Mass Communication, I maintained a hypodermic-needle view of media exposure and all 

of us truly believed our payoff was around the corner; once the songs got “out there,” 

anything could happen. We booked a CD release with a band on tour from Winnipeg. In 

the weeks preceding the show, we exhausted ourselves promoting, plastering the campus 

of ISU and surrounding towns with posters, covering every 50 feet of concrete with 

chalk, using online forums to promote, and even doing an on-air acoustic performance 

that day on a college radio station. We burned a pile of CDs in anticipation of our fans 

clamoring over buying a copy. This logic stemmed from the love of VH1's show Bands 

on the Run, over which drummer Kevin Moroney and I had spent our previous summer 

bonding, watching as the unsigned bands went from town to town making fans and 

selling CDs in every episode. They could sell 20 CDs in a town they had never played in 

before and we had been playing the same town for a year, so we imagined selling a 

significant amount more. We made 100 for the release show and hoped it would be 

enough. We sold one.  
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 After the show, my notions about how rock and roll worked shifted and replaced 

the songs, programs, films, and articles I had used to construct these original notions. 

While I became jaded about the success narrative found in the cultural articulations of 

rock and roll I had viewed, read, and heard, my faith in the importance and sanctity of 

rock and roll never wavered. I believed that immersing myself in rock and roll somehow 

made me a better person by association and that rock and roll served some type of greater 

positive cultural function. I never once questioned the possibilities of rock and roll, even 

when I sold one CD at a CD release show, until I began working on this project. In this 

dissertation, I break apart the naturalized cultural assumptions about rock and roll as well 

as individual musicians' understandings of these circulated narratives and symbols. The 

first part of this analysis occurs in Chapter 4, where I examine mediated representations 

about the rock and roll experience for musicians, from the logical narrative of success, to 

my previously unquestioned beliefs about the good and pure nature of rock and roll itself.  

In Chapter 5, I examine how musicians negotiate with these mediated messages that 

circulate throughout culture and provide the expectations surrounding a musician's rock 

and roll experiences.  

Rock and Roll: What It Is and What It Does 

 The Rolling Stones like it, Joan Jett and the Blackhearts love it, and The Ramones 

even founded a high school devoted to it, however, few individuals or groups ever 

directly discuss the exact nature of rock and roll.i Rock and roll's cultural significance 

extends beyond the term itself or even the songs and artists that fall under its descriptive 

umbrella. In this study, I focus on the cultural meanings constructed around the 

represented symbols of rock and roll. Throughout this section, I start to unravel the 
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naturalized meanings surrounding rock and roll as cultural phenomenon as articulated by 

musicians, rock journalists, and scholars. I begin by defining rock and roll in the 

American context as well as discussing its cultural importance and function. While 

finding references for the term “rock and roll” was simple, I found it difficult to locate 

direct definitions of the term. For example, Greil Marcus' book Mystery Train (which 

Rolling Stone called, according to the book’s cover, “Probably the best book ever written 

about rock”) offers no definition of rock and roll. When Shapiro (1995) asked two 

separate radio station workers to define rock and roll, they replied that “definitions were 

impossible” (p. E11). However, the lack of a quotable definition does not suggest that 

rock and roll defies definition. This reluctance to define has significance as it 

demonstrates both the scope of rock and roll as well as its openness for interpretation for 

its audience. Former Rolling Stone editor Jann Wenner provides the parameters for 

defining rock and roll in his introduction to The Rolling Stone History of Rock and Roll 

(1986); he suggests that rock and roll should be examined “as music, as culture, ... as 

business” (p. 11). Each of these functions of rock and roll serves to define rock and roll 

and its cultural significance, as I will suggest in the subsequent paragraphs.  

 The recurring sonic symbols of rock and roll aid in tracing a cultural definition. 

Musically, Wenner (1986) suggests that “when all is said and done, the story of rock and 

roll is the story of a sound. It is the sound of rural blues and folk instruments and voices, 

disseminated through the technologies of radio and records, and eventually electrified” 

(p. 12). The sounds that signify rock and roll permeate with cultural meaning and history 

typically revolving around a linkage to rhythm and blues (Frith & Goodwin, 1990) and a 

constructed distance from pop music (Keightley, 2001). Musically, rock and roll 
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emphasizes the beat of a song made by a drummer, typically merged with a guitar-

dominated melody and highly affective vocal presentation (Hall & Whannel, 1964). 

According to Bangs (1971/1996), these elements allowed rock and roll musicians and 

fans to pursue a “collective ambition . . . to keep the party going and jive and rave and 

kick 'em out cross the decades and only stop for the final Bomb” (p. 64). Musicians and 

listeners sought to realize their ambitions through the combination of electrified rhythm 

and blues with raw, unpolished sonority (Keightley, 2001). To attain the necessary 

rhythms and sounds requires a human element, as Bangs emphasized, “Anything that I 

would want to listen to is made by human beings instead of computers and machines” 

(qtd. in Walsh, 2000, p. 1E). The ubiquity of human presence in rock and roll music 

results in the expectation that bands can perform their songs live without the aid of 

computers or machines (Stahl, 2002). The aesthetic of rock and roll, with its focus on 

human-played instruments, contrasts with technology-based forms of music, such as 

electronica, hip-hop, rap, and many variants on contemporary pop music.  

 This expectation of human-played instruments impacts not only the sounds of 

rock and roll, but also the cultural meanings that arise around its performance. When 

humans come together to perform rock and roll, they engage an imperfect, yet 

provocatively unpredictable activity. Watman (2003) suggests the culture of rock and roll 

results from pre-existing pieces popular culture and shared cultural desires:  

[Rock and roll] plays upon that which already exists. That's the point. It 
takes from the blues, it takes from folk, it takes from teenage lust, from 
rebellion, from the generation gap, the desire for a hero, easy money, and 
rootless cosmopolitanism. It takes and mixes and regurgitates. (p. 17) 
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The human element and history expressed through the symbols of rock and roll combine 

to construct a provocative promise, as articulated by Watman, for those who wish to 

experience it. Rock and roll emanates from popular culture and reflects the desires of 

white, middle class youth and the promises of upward mobility (Frith, 1992). These 

enduring desires receive new articulations with each generation of rock and roll 

musicians. Watman suggests that rock and roll “is not a historical moment, because it is 

by its nature a combination of moments” (p. 17). This combination of moments provides 

a cohesive cultural narrative about rock and roll in addition to a seemingly individualized 

voice of expression for both producers and audiences. Marcus (1990) suggests that the 

desires explored in rock and roll occur “naturally in visions and versions of America: its 

possibilities, limits, openings, traps” (p. 5). Both in lyrical content and in the mediation of 

musicians' experiences, rock and roll embodies the American dream, which “promises 

that if one employs one's energies and talents to the fullest, one will reap the rewards of 

status, wealth, and power” (Fisher, 1973, p.161). While rock and roll fulfills these 

naturalized American desires and constructs itself through popular culture, it remains 

discursively anti-establishment. As Wenner (1986) suggests, “rock and roll [has] been 

under constant attack from without, by an always hostile establishment” (p. 12). This 

“hostile establishment” provides the discursive enemy of rock and roll and stands in 

direct contrast to the individualism articulated in the possibilities of rock and roll that 

circulate through American culture.  

 This study examines the role of rock and roll for individuals in American culture 

and the role of these individuals in constructing meanings around rock and roll. In an 
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NPR interview (Conan, 2007), musician Patti Smith discussed the role of rock and roll in 

American culture:  

[R]ock and roll is our cultural voice. It's evolved, you know, in these -- in 
the last half century. It was always a revolutionary cultural voice, whether 
it was about the beat or the energy or the political content . . . .  I mean it's 
given us a voice for the things that we care about, the things we want to 
know, for political unity as  well as just having fun. (para. 15) 
 

For Smith, the voice provided by rock and roll has revolutionary possibilities that allow 

“us” to question the status quo, or as Wenner called it, “the establishment.” Smith 

suggests that the cultural force of rock and roll continues to provide a voice for this 

critique. Rock and roll’s cultural voice provides an identity and a place within culture 

(Chambers, 1986). Wenner (1986) articulates how rock and roll functions to unify a 

cultures: 

Without question, rock and roll – like America itself – is a great cultural 
assimilator, drawing upon myriad influences, integrating them into an 
ever-expanding inventory and yet maintaining that connective thread to 
the spirit that  set it off in the first place. (pp. 11-12)  
 

These discussions of the cultural importance of rock and roll contain naturalized 

assumptions about rock and roll. For Smith, rock and roll provides a voice to everyone 

and contains the power for change. Wenner makes his statement “without question” and 

references a mythical “spirit” of rock and roll, with this “spirit” having a presumed purity 

to it. Thus musicians like Smith, rock journalists like Wenner, and scholars such as 

Goodall (1991), Grossberg (1986, 1992), Starr and Waterman (2007), and Weinstein 

(1994) legitimate rock and roll as an important cultural institution, a source of identity, 

and a vehicle through which individuals explore the possibilities of their lives. This 
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“spirit” of rock and roll remains unquestioned as pure despite the contradictory practices 

that occur on the cultural level.  

 The spirit of rock and roll represents just one piece of the complex, interwoven 

whole of the myth of rock and roll that circulates in an unproblematic state throughout 

American culture. The myth of rock and roll constitutes a mass of symbols and narratives 

that work in conjunction with one another to circulate a unified and naturalized set of 

meanings. Not only does the myth articulate the how-to and the promises of rock and roll, 

but it also suggests who can do rock and roll. Though I argue in this dissertation that the 

myth constructs rock and roll as an egalitarian experience in which anyone can 

participate, gain a cultural voice, and even achieve success, rock and roll ultimately is a 

gendered, raced, and sexually-oriented practice that privileges masculinity, whiteness, 

and straightness. Scholars have examined the gendered, raced, and sexually-oriented 

representational practices found in other genres’ music videos, such as Hess' (2005) study 

on the role of whiteness in hip-hop and Railton and Watson's (2005) analysis of gender 

and sexual orientation in pop music. While scholars such as Frith & McRobbie (1978), 

Cohen (1997), and Bayton (1988, 1997) have begun such a conversation on the gendered 

practices of rock and roll, no studies exist that explicitly examine the roles of race and 

sexual orientation in rock and roll. To fully examine the roles that masculinity, whiteness, 

and heterosexuality play in rock and roll, I analyze these identity categories as individual, 

though interconnected, pieces of the myth of rock and roll. Although I do not overtly 

consider the impact of these identity categories directly on rock and roll at all times, I 

want to emphasize that they are essential and fundamental components of the myth of 

rock and roll. As I discuss more fully later in this dissertation, the myth of rock and roll 
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suggests that anyone can do rock and roll and, if they try hard enough, succeed. However, 

my analysis of media representations of rock and roll, and my interviews with musicians, 

reveals that the myth positions non-white, non-male, and non-heterosexual musicians as 

second-class citizens in its symbols, narratives, and experiences, if it represents them at 

all Though I realize the myths’ components work as a whole, I believe that it is only by 

deconstructing, and carefully examining, the individual pieces of the myth that I can put 

the myth back together in a denaturalized state. 

 Thus far I have justified examining rock and roll by discussing its prominence in 

American culture as well as its privileged status circulated by scholars, fans, and 

musicians. However, to fully understand the magnitude of rock and roll as a cultural 

force, it is also necessary to examine the business of rock and roll. Rock and roll must 

appear to balance cultural concerns with business ones. As Tucker (1986) suggests, “as 

the industry expanded, artists as well as businessmen had to figure out a way to reconcile 

the music with the commerce it had inspired” (p. 575). Tucker constructs rock and roll 

and the music industry as philosophically mutually exclusive, but practically linked 

together. The business of rock and roll resonates throughout American culture. While no 

definitive numbers exist of the number of rock and roll recordings sold, I examined the 

Recording Industry Association of America list (Top 100 Albums, 2012) of the best 

selling artists of all time (where 10 million sales is the minimum) to get a general idea of 

the magnitude. Including any band or artist played on classic, modern, and alternative 

rock radio stations, I tallied 2.5 billion albums sold, or eight albums of rock for every 

woman, man, and child in the United States. This total includes only the highest selling 

artists and does not include radio airplay, use on television shows, commercials, films 
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and video games, tapes, downloads, or live performances, which would only increase 

both sales numbers and overall listener reach. Few cultural artifacts have this type of 

diffusion.  

Rock and roll’s presence in American culture goes far beyond its recordings as 

rock and roll itself provides a popular and profitable symbol. The meanings surrounding 

rock and roll help drive a multi-billion dollar industry. In this section, I detail just a few 

of the sites of this business. Each business succeeds as a result of the naturalized 

meanings of rock and roll that emphasize its cultural importance and continued relevance. 

The first site of reverence is the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland, Ohio, 

complete with an annual induction ceremony to legitimate the importance of rock and 

roll. The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame stores artifacts and presents the narrative of rock 

and roll as “No other art form has the social significance of Rock and Roll. You simply 

cannot understand Western Culture without taking a serious look at this music” (The 

Story of Rock, 2011, para. 1). More than 8 million visitors have visited this “must see 

music destination” generating $1.7 billion for the city of Cleveland (Economic Impact, 

2011, para. 1). While there is only one Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, 171 worldwide 

locations of the Hard Rock Cafe act as “living museums” with more than 70,000 artifacts, 

providing “the world's most comprehensive 'visual history' of rock 'n' roll” (The Hard 

Rock, 2011, para. 3). The restaurants draw a combined fifty million patrons annually 

(What is a Franchise, 2007) resulting from the power of these artifacts that provide a 

material piece of the revered cultural phenomenon of rock and roll.  

 Rock and roll's cultural reach continues in the simulations of rock stardom as 

provided by video games and schools. Buying Guitar Hero (Activision Blizzard) or Rock 
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Band (MTV Games Harmonix) and a plastic guitar controller allows players to be in a 

band. The Guitar Hero franchise has made over $2 billion in sales with 40 million song 

downloads (players can download different songs not included in their initial purchase to 

play as a part of the game specially mixed for the game) while the Rock Band franchise 

has earned over $1 billion in sales and also over 40 million song downloads (Graser, 

2009). The games allow for the simulated experience of performing with other musicians, 

and in Rock Band, players' improvements in the game directly result in the band receiving 

in-game rewards, such as new instruments and nicer vehicles for touring. Effort directly 

results in success.  

Outside of the virtual realm, a company called School of Rock, based on the 2003 

film, offers students from ages 9-18 the opportunity to learn how to be in a band. The 

company has 58 schools in 23 states and is attempting to franchise 250 additional schools 

in the next five years (Purpose, 2011). The School of Rock, Power Chord Academy, and 

Music & Rock School foster and profit from young musicians' desires to experience rock 

and roll. The Rock n Roll Fantasy Camp takes the fantasy one step further. As their 

website suggests, “Simply stated, our mission is to bring people's musical fantasies to 

life!” (About Rock, 2011, para. 1). Later in the description, they directly draw on the 

cultural rock and roll fantasy, interpellating the reader, “You've always wanted to be able 

to say, 'I'm with the band' and mean it!” (para. 5). Each of these sites of rock and roll 

circulates messages about the cultural importance of rock and roll while providing a place 

for individuals to be near and experience the material culture and experiences of rock and 

roll. The popularity and profitability of these sites demonstrate the continued cultural 

significance of rock and roll as symbol.  
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 In this section, I have started to break apart the naturalized meanings surrounding 

rock and roll as demonstrated through quotes from musicians, rock journalists, and 

scholars as well as the signifying practices of rock and roll businesses. Rock and roll 

constructs meaning through its music, culture, and business. Rock and roll promises 

individuals a voice against the “establishment,” as both listener and producer. For 

musicians, it promises the ability to achieve the American dream while providing this 

voice. Several sites of rock and roll such as the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, The Hard 

Rock Cafe, rock band simulation video games, and Schools of Rock circulate these 

naturalized assumptions “without question.” Each provides a similar unified version of 

rock and roll. These unquestioned assumptions include the presence of a “spirit” of rock 

and roll, its anti-establishment nature, and the relationship between music and business 

where music can remain separate. These unquestioned assumptions provide rock and roll 

with its cultural resiliency.  

Myth 

 While I delve deeper into myth in Chapter 2, I want to briefly define myth here 

and explain its relationship to rock and roll. Myths are shared, persistent narratives that 

aid in making sense of difficult-to-understand phenomena. These shared, persistent 

narratives contain the types of unquestioned assumptions I discussed in the previous 

section. They provide a shared resource for a culture with both positive and negative 

elements. As Fisher (1973) suggests, “Without dreams or myths, a man or nation is 

without a past, present, or future” (p. 161). Without myth, members of a culture would 

not have a shared base of assumptions and beliefs with which to interpret and to which to 

apply to their own lives. For example, the myth of the American dream can provide 
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initiative for individuals to work hard to succeed instead of feeling entitled to success. 

However, it also provides an oversimplified view of success in American society where 

hard work leads directly to success without considering possible mitigating 

circumstances. By breaking apart its naturalized narratives and signifiers, we can 

understand the common sense that myth circulates along with its cultural function. 

 While similar to ideology, myth manifests itself differently. Simply put, mythic 

analysis studies the ideas of culture in their symbolic forms. In order to circulate 

throughout a culture, and subsequently allow members of the culture to share it, a myth 

take a relatively stable form. The narrative provides the vehicle for these recurring 

symbols. May (1991) suggests that myth provides “a way of making sense in a senseless 

world” (p. 15) and occurs in “narrative patterns that give significance to our existence” 

(p. 15). Myth infuses itself into narratives as “a narrative has a beginning and an ending, 

a fact that simultaneously distinguishes it from the rest of the world and opposes it to the 

'real' world” (Metz, 1971, p. 17). This artificial beginning and ending simplifies and binds 

a complex idea into a stable, easily understood, and readily transferable form. As myth 

circulates in representation, it requires a manner by which to convert individual 

experiences into a symbol. Narrative also provides this conversion.  

 For better or worse, myth provides the raw material for life within a culture. 

Rothenbuhler (2007) suggests that “Myth is about possibility and imagination” (p. 204) 

and cultures share these possibilities and imaginings. Myths frequently occur in mediated 

forms, as media textsii must simplify and narrativize complex lived experiences to fit the 

constraints of the medium. Even though some individuals do achieve the promises of a 

culture's myth such as success through hard work, myth turns these individuals into 
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signifiers for the myth through representation and simplification through mediation. 

Mediated myth provides a widely disseminated cultural resource that members of a 

culture can use as an easily understood explanation in the absence of other explanations. 

 In this study, I examine the mediated myth of rock and roll. The myth contains 

recurring narratives as well as unquestioned assumptions and signifiers (tangible symbols 

representing an idea) within these narratives. Before moving into pages of justification, 

previous literature, methods, and analysis, I provide three vignettes about mediated 

representations of rock and roll to illustrate some tangible examples of a theoretical 

discussion. These three texts provided my first “a-ha” moments to begin questioning the 

logistics of rock and roll that typically go without question.  

Three Mediated Articulations of the Myth of Rock and Roll 

 The mediated myth of rock and roll appears across various media while 

maintaining the same essential elements of narrative structure and recurring signifiers. 

This recurring mediated narrative of rock and roll follows the following general 

progression: a band forms; they play a small performance to a small crowd; through their 

efforts of playing multiple performances or getting attention in media their audience size 

increases, this leads to attention from more media as well as record labels; and, by  

combining their artistic vision with the resources of a record label, the band achieves 

fame and fortune. To demonstrate this repeated narrative, in this section I briefly 

examineiii three examples in three different media forms: a film, a television program, 

and a song. I begin with the film That Thing You Do (1996).  

 That Thing You Do. Set in 1964, this film centers around an unknown band from 

Erie, PA named The Wonders (all of whom are young, white, heterosexual males) and 
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their progression from unknown garage band to having the #7 song in America on the 

Billboard 100iv. The choice of Erie, PA implies that a successful group can originate 

from any largely working class, non-rural area instead of only major cities. Geographical 

location does not limit the discovery of a band by both fans and record labels. The group 

is slated to perform at the annual Mercyhurst College talent show when their drummer 

breaks his arm. The band recruits drummer Guy Patterson (Tom Everett Scott) for the 

show and his upbeat approach to their original song sends the crowd into a frenzy and 

provides the catalyst for their eventual success, furthered by his creative drumming and 

good looks. In a CBS This Morning Show interview (McEwen, 1996), Tom Hanks, who 

wrote and directed the film, said, “I love the dynamics of a rock 'n' roll band and what 

can happen, like when one drummer falls out and another falls in and – and you go on 

from there” (para. 15). The recurring assumption that “anything can happen” in rock and 

roll provides one of the foundational principles of the myth and a recurrent theme in this 

dissertation. When the owner of Villapiano's Pizza sees the reaction of the audience, he 

hires them to play at his establishment. A majority of the crowd from the talent show 

attends the show at Villapiano's, suggesting the cumulative nature of an audience. After 

the performance, the band records and reproduces a 45-RPM single to sell at their next 

show with “That Thing You Do” on the A-side, and a ballad, “All My Only Dreams,” on 

the B-side. The night of the event, The Wonders perform to a substantial crowd, again 

including many from the talent show, and sell many records. At the show, local promoter 

Phil Horace (Chris Ellis) buys a record and later makes contact with the group, signing 

them to a managerial contract by promising them radio airplay and out of town shows.  
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 Horace fulfills his promises, getting the group local airplay and a slot on a bill in 

Pittsburgh, PA, the prescribed next step for a band to take on their path toward success. 

Via this airplay, The Wonders attract the attention of Play-Tone Records executive Mr. 

White (Tom Hanks) who signs them to the label. The label promotes the album to radio 

stations and puts The Wonders on tour across the United States with other Play-Tone 

recording artists. The performances and airplay lead to an increase in fans and the sale of 

more records. After the group performs on The Hollywood Television Showcase (framed 

as an analog of the Ed Sullivan Show), they disband due to differences with the label over 

the group's artistic vision clashing with the label's business interests. Disbanded with a 

record still in the charts, Mr. White dubs them “one hit wonders.” This film suggests that 

anything can happen through performing rock and roll. These bands be comprised of any 

“average” person and come from any “average” place. In this narrative, hard work and 

artistic expression through rock and roll music result in a band's popularity. Rock and roll 

promises a life away from these average origins available to anyone. 

 Behind the Music. Arguably one of the most prominent, recurring, contemporary 

sources of the rock and roll myth could be found from 1997-2006 on VH1's Behind the 

Music. From 1997-1999, VH1 aired each of the 26 episodes per season 40 times each 

throughout the year, yielding approximately 1040 airings of these musicians' stories 

annually (Schoemer, 1999). The syndication of the series continues today on both VH1 

and VH1 Classic. In a recurring narrative pattern, the series' 200 episodes feature many 

prominent (e.g., Aerosmith), forgotten (e.g., Leif Garrett), and many artists and groups 

whose fame lies somewhere in between (e.g., Blues Traveler). Advertising Age described 

the show as “a reliable five-act formula: the humble beginnings, the big break, the 
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success, the crash and finally the redemption” (Goetzl, 1999, p. 12). Each episode begins 

with the origins of the artist(s), providing their background through old photos, home 

movies, and interviews with family members. In this section, the musician or band 

articulates their deep love of music. The episode then details the musician’s or band's 

beginning, as they work toward the fulfillment of a dream. The program conveys how, as 

a result of these efforts and a belief in the music they make, the group or artist is 

“discovered” by a label or management company and gets their “break.” Being 

discovered results in increased album sales and a larger fanbase, which in turn results in 

fame and fortune. Drama accompanies this fame and fortune through multiple avenues 

including friction within the band, difficulties with the label (both artistically and 

financially), or drugs and alcohol addiction. The musician or group typically deals with 

this drama in one of two ways: they either overcome the drama to achieve additional 

success (where new records sell more than previous ones) or hit bottom and fade into 

obscurity. Regardless of the outcome, the episode always ends with footage of the 

musician or group working on creating new music, suggesting that through an artist's 

dedication to music, anything can happen. Executive Producer, Gay Rosenthal, suggests 

that the show is an “artist's journey. A story with ups and downs, that's a great story.... 

You see the person overcome” (qtd. in Weiner, 1999, p. D07). The individual can 

“overcome” through hard work as they create music within the supposedly meritocratic 

system that the show constructs, which omits any potential cultural or societal barriers 

(Braton & Turman, 2009).  

 Behind the Music “unrealizes” the lived experiences of the musicians and 

transforms them into easily understood narratives (Metz, 1971). Even though these 
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musicians have lived the experiences that they describe, the process of representation 

transforms them into symbols to serve the myth (Nichols, 1996). Thus, while That Thing 

You Do represents the story of a fictional band and Behind the Music represents the story 

of non-fictional bands, the symbols and narratives function in similar manners due to the 

mediation process, which I discuss further in Chapter 2. They both portray the power of 

rock and roll and the possibility that anything can happen with rock and roll. They both 

portray the life cycle of a band as well as the proper actions necessary to attain and 

maintain success. Behind the Music provides the myth of rock and roll with a nearly 

endless supply of specific examples of the myth in lived reality. The process of attaining 

and maintaining success depicted in each episode emphasizes the possibilities of rock and 

roll that these musicians have realized through hard work and a dedication to music. Each 

episode also emphasizes musicians' struggles against the agents of the music industry to 

maintain the integrity of their rock and roll. Each episode perpetuates the unquestioned 

assumptions of the myth.  

 Boston's “Rock and Roll Band.” Although I do not examine recorded song in my 

textual analyses in Chapter 4, my final vignette examines the song “Rock and Roll Band” 

by the group Boston. I include this song as it both provides an especially clear example of 

some of the culturally accepted assumptions present in the myth of rock and roll while 

demonstrating how a popular group actively deployed the myth. Boston sold 17 million 

copies of their first album in 1976 and their album remains the second-largest selling 

debut album of all time behind Guns N' Roses' Appetite for Destruction (“Top 100 

Albums,” 2012). In the song “Rock and Roll Band,” Boston chronicles their rise to 
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prominence through the same love of rock and roll and determination detailed in the 

previous two examples:  

Well we were just another band out of Boston on the road to try to make 
ends meet. Playin' all the bars, sleepin' in our cars and we practiced right 
on out in the  street. No, we didn't have much money. We barely made 
enough to survive. But when we got up on stage and got ready to play, 
people came alive.  
 

The song begins by suggesting the group's ordinariness as “just another band out of 

Boston” and details their early struggles. As rock and roll bands originate “from the 

people,” they must be propelled to success “by the people,” and must first pay their dues. 

Their lack of initial resources, such as a practice space or a non-automotive home, do not 

prohibit the band from creating music that an audience enjoys. Despite these struggles 

and ordinary origins, the band had a love for and dedication to rock and roll, suggesting 

that anything would be possible. Their audiences progressively grow in size as the band 

continues to perform: 

Dancin' in the streets of Hyannis, we were getting pretty good at the game. 
People  stood in line and didn't seem to mind, you know everybody knew 
our name. Livin' on rock-n-roll music, never worried 'bout the things we 
were missing. When we got up on the stage and got ready to play 
everybody'd listen.  
 

By the second verse, the group has improved at dealing with the business of rock and roll, 

or what they refer to as “the game.” This understanding of the business realm of rock and 

roll necessitates from their increased local fame. To take the next step toward their 

eventual goal of success in rock and roll, the band continues accruing fans in their 

hometown of Boston as well as elsewhere in the state of Massachusetts (Hyannis). The 

progress continues: 
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Playin' for a week in Rhode Island, a man came to the stage one night. He 
smoked a big cigar and drove a Cadillac car and said, “Boys, I think this 
band's  outta sight. Sign the record company contract, you know I've got 
great expectations. When I hear you on the car radio you're gonna be a 
sensation.” 
 

Boston's progress continues as their popularity allows them to travel into a different state 

for an entire week of shows. A record company executive, identifiable by his Cadillac 

car, big cigar, and most importantly, the record company contract, “discovers” the band 

and promises them even wider fame. The receives the offer from the record company as a 

direct result of their continued efforts. This scenario again reinforces the assumption that 

anything can happen to any band in rock and roll.  

 Aside from articulating the shared narrative of a rock and roll band's success, this 

song serves to legitimate Boston as a “real” band who followed the common sense path 

toward success. When Boston wrote the song, the members of the group understood the 

significance of the myth of rock and roll. Despite their image as an actively gigging five-

piece band, the band who recorded the album only had two members, who preferred the 

studio to the stage. According to Boston's official website, www.bandboston.com, Tom 

Scholz and Brad Delp were the only two members of the group when Boston signed with 

Epic Records. Additionally, they performed 89% of the tracks and instruments heard on 

the album. “Rock and Roll Band” featured Delp on vocals, drummer Jim Masdea (who 

would not be included in the band that Epic Records marketed), and Scholz playing 

everything else on the track. Despite the reality of the recordings, behind the actual 

construction and recording of the songs, a full band is pictured and listed on each of the 

17 million copies of their self-titled debut album implying that this was the “Rock and 

Roll Band” that Delp sang about. In reality, the five individuals pictured as “Boston” only 
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performed one song on the entire album together, the final song on the album, “Let me 

Take you Home Tonight” and had no history of live performances together.  

 Boston's “Rock and Roll Band” demonstrates the importance of the myth of rock 

and roll for both the producers and the industry of rock and roll. A “true” rock and roll 

band starts by performing locally as opposed to cutting demos in the studio. A “real” rock 

and roll band progressively builds a following through live shows and gains the 

recognition through these live performances as opposed to shopping a demo without a 

history of live performance. According to this form, a band must struggle in a particular 

manner that demonstrates their emergence from the people. The order of this story and 

the signifiers Boston uses to tell it demonstrate the mythic symbols used to circulate a 

naturalized meaning of rock and roll in American culture.  

 Together, these three mediated examples provide some of the unquestioned 

elements of the mediated myth of rock and roll. In each, hard work, struggle, and a belief 

that anything can happen in rock and roll result in success in the music industry. Any 

ordinaryv band can achieve the pleasures of rock and roll success. These three vignettes 

provide preliminary examples of the main areas of the myth that I focus upon in this 

project which include the possibilities and expectations of rock and roll, circulated 

through individuals and texts. I analyze the underlying assumptions about “average” and 

“ordinary” in regard to rock and roll musicians. I look at the unending tension between 

musician and the music industry as music and how this manifests itself in meanings 

surrounding live performances and the power of media in relation to leading to rock and 

roll success for a band. I interrogate the construction of success and examine the logic of 

and motivations for attaining this success. These vignettes each hint at at the set of 
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naturalized meanings surrounding rock and roll, but over the course of the next five 

chapters I denaturalize the myth of rock and roll by examining multiple films, episodes of 

television, and musicians' reported experiences with rock and roll. I examine the symbols 

used to construct the sets of meanings that accompany rock and roll and how individuals 

understand their worlds through these sets of meanings.  

Why Rock and Roll and Myth Matter 

 Up to this point, I have traced the naturalized assumptions about rock and roll as 

circulated by three mediated representations, rock journalists, musicians, and scholars. In 

this section, I discuss the importance of this study of the mediated meanings of rock and 

roll to the field of communication. I argue that a simplified set of meanings about rock 

and roll circulates in a naturalized state throughout culture, impacting musicians and fans 

of the genre. This study seeks to examine the circulation and negotiation of this set of 

meanings. I begin this section by discussing the academic contributions of this study both 

in regard to the field of communication as well as the specific theoretical extensions of 

myth. I then demonstrate the contributions to media studies that this dissertation provides. 

I finish this section by discussing the practical concerns of this study by providing some 

big picture context to preface two analysis chapters of close readings.  

 A substantial portion of communication scholarship is devoted to the study of 

meanings. However, in general, communication as a discipline has ignored popular music 

as a cultural phenomenon and circulator of meanings. The exception to this claim 

occurred in mid 1980s to early 1990s when scholars examined the then-prevalent form of 

music videos. Scholars such as Holdstein (1984) and Gow (1992) examined how music 

videos communicated meaning at the textual level through narratives, use of symbols, 
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and production aesthetics. Other scholars such as Ruben et al. (1986) studied the 

meanings constructed by audience members when the respondents saw the visuals of the 

music video instead of only hearing the song. The linkage of visual signifiers with audio 

ones resulted in a communication-centric interest in scholarship. The scholars who 

examined this audiovisual combination situated popular music as a cultural site that 

circulates meanings through narratives and symbols. This study reclaims the narratives 

and symbols around music as part of communication studies, a discipline that examines 

meanings.  

 Considering the naturalized set of cultural meanings surrounding rock and roll 

that I detailed earlier in this section, an examination of the communication elements and 

how they construct and circulate meaning seems necessary. The necessity of this study 

becomes even more clear when examining how the cultural phenomenon of rock and roll 

circulates not just unproblematized, but revered by scholars as a universally good and 

pure cultural phenomenon. Rock and roll occupies a privileged place in scholarship and 

popular culture, which often classifies music as “folk,” “authentic,” or eternally good. In 

this section I demonstrate the privileged state of rock and roll (the phenomenon itself as 

opposed to its individual manifestations) in scholarship and how a critical focus on 

meanings leads to a more productive understanding of rock and roll and popular music in 

general.  

 Scholars such as MacDonald (1998) have continued the binary between folk and 

mass constructed by Adorno (1941), which values texts emanating from “the people” 

(folk) over those circulated by the culture industries (mass). For example, scholars 

operating from this perspective would privilege independent cinema over a Hollywood 
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blockbuster, regardless of content. MacDonald (1998) suggests that “Mass Culture is 

imposed from above [while] Folk Art grew from below. It was a spontaneous, 

autochthonous, expression of the people” (p. 23). During (2005) addresses this folk/mass 

division in music as he contrasts it with television, “Music . . . remains, at least to some 

degree, a spontaneous product of individuals (both musicians and fans) who come to it 

outside the highly capitalised recording industry itself . . . on their own terms” (p. 124). 

During continues, “That's why, for instance, although it rarely makes much sense to ask 

of television or even specific genres how authentic they are, that question remains 

powerful when it comes to music” (p. 124). During suggests that this question of music’s 

authenticity is a reasonable site of study for scholars, as if there is something inherent 

about music making it authentic rather than authenticity itself acting as yet another 

culturally-articulated signifier. During is not alone in his pursuit of identifying music as 

authentic or inauthentic.  

 In rock and roll studies, scholars have positioned rock and roll as authentic/folk 

against inauthentic/mass pop music. Weinstein (1994) suggests this debate over 

authenticity in rock music and culture occurs in “rock press, scholarly analysis of popular 

music, parental groups, rock fans, and rock artists” (p. 5). Goodall (1991) provides an 

excellent example of the unquestioned good of rock and roll as part of a scholarly 

analysis:  

For whatever rock n roll is, and it is certainly more than music, it has 
occurred as a cultural force at precisely the time in history when the 
rational, orderly, highly technologized and bureaucratic spirit has been at 
its zenith, standing in wild, frenzied, revved-up contradistinction to a 
world perceived or sensed to be well- organized and predictable. (p. 5) 
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For scholars like Goodall (see also Grossberg 1986, 1992; Starr & Waterman, 2007) rock 

and roll provides refuge away from mass culture. Weinstein (1994) continues this 

privileging of rock suggesting that “pure rock . . . expresses directly the dualistic 

consciousness of freedom in opposition to societal constraint tends to be authentic” (pp. 

18-19). Terms such as “pure rock” and “authenticity” emanate from the myth of rock and 

roll and typically circulate without question. Even the commonly cited Barthes' (1977) 

article on “the grain of the voice” (p. 293) rejects the need to collect data while studying 

music. He suggests that the grain allows an artist to speak in a “mother tongue” and 

transcend the limitations of direct language through “not at what it says but the 

voluptuousness of its sounds-signifiers” (p. 295). The grain reduces music into an 

intensely personal experience that repels critical interrogation about the function of the 

music. Denski's (1992) study on rock and roll musicians suggests that even musicians 

subscribe to this mysticism around rock and roll. Denski interviewed Van Morrison who 

detailed his music-making process, “For me it's a magical event. When I go into the 

studio, I'm a magician. I make things happen. That's the way it is” ( p. 34). Morrison 

rejects Denski's interrogation of his creative process, offering magic in place of logistics. 

Myth obscures the functions and meanings of this naturalized mysticism and mythic 

analysis denaturalizes them. While not all scholars subscribe to the cultural myth of rock 

and roll (e.g. Brackett, 2000; Carson, Lewis, & Shaw, 2004; Frith, 1992), its very 

presence, as demonstrated above, in academic texts at all necessitates examination. 

Academic analysis should provide a necessary critique where culture circulates meaning 

in an unproblematic and naturalized manner. Approaching an analysis of rock and roll as 

a cultural phenomenon through the lens of communication focuses on meanings as 
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opposed to mysticism and even interrogates the meaning of mysticism. This focus on 

meanings problematizes and denaturalizes the privileged status of rock and roll. 

 Media studies are a part of the communication discipline that focuses on culture, 

media texts, and audiences in the formations and negotiations of meaning. This study 

contributes to the field of media studies by expanding the examination of representation 

in media as well as the mythologizing process. As I detail in Chapter 2, a media text 

requires representation to circulate symbols throughout a culture and provides an 

essential piece of the “signifying practices” (Barker, 2003) that accompany a media text. 

Studies on representation typically focus on how media portrays individuals of various 

identity categories, such as gender, race, sexual orientation, socio-economic status, and 

age (Rayner, Wall, & Kruger, 2004). This study expands scholarly examinations of media 

representation of the cultural phenomenon of rock and roll by analyzing the symbols and 

narratives used to construct the logistics of doing rock and roll and the musicians who 

experience them. Focusing on the signifying practices of representation in regard to 

cultural phenomena, as well as the individuals who engage in it, instead of only the 

traditional identity categories results in a more nuanced understanding of the symbolizing 

process. Comparing the mediated representations of subcultures, professions, and non-

traditional identity categories and directly to the lived realities that they purport to 

represent provides a new vantage point into how meaning in a culture. This type of 

analysis provides insight into the manner by which meanings circulate as well as the 

cultural understandings and expectations about a phenomena. 

 Cultural myth functions through the meanings negotiated among media 

representations, culture, and the individual. The meanings constructed through myth are 
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part of a mythologizing process as opposed to a singular moment. Myth provides a 

valuable tool for examining the meanings, possibilities, and limitations present in 

mediated representations of the cultural phenomenon of rock and roll. Unlike other 

studies on myth that examine only the text this study examines the mythologizing process 

at both the textual and audience levels. To do so, I situate Barthes' (1957) separation of 

myth into “form” and “concept” in a cultural phenomenon that takes place in the 

intersection of lived and mediated experiences. In simple terms, the form is the symbolic 

manifestation of the myth and the concept refers to the meanings that occur when an 

individual interacts with myth's forms. The form provides individuals of a culture with a 

shared resource that they can use to understand a phenomenon. In the concept, the 

individual personalizes the cultural form. Whereas Barthes frames concept construction 

as a psychological construct that remains largely static throughout an individual's 

lifetime, my operationalization suggests that individuals construct concepts through a 

cultural process of lived experience and negotiation with shared symbols. This 

negotiation yields a dynamic relationship between an individual and myth. The 

interaction between form and concept provides an intriguing space to explore both 

hegemonic struggle and how these prevailing cultural meanings provide the tools to both 

constrain and liberate. Examining myth in this manner emphasizes the limitations and 

possibilities about meaning found in cultural, textual, and audience practices.  

 As I have suggested, the mythologizing process occurs through an interaction of 

cultural texts and individuals' negotiations with available cultural meanings. Media texts 

have multiple functions in culture, such as providing the expectations for and the 

possibilities resulting from a phenomenon. Meyrowitz (1986) suggests that in a pre-
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media era, “physical presence was a prerequisite for first-hand experience” (p. vii). 

Mediated messages change this prerequisite and portray shared, legitimated experiences, 

such as expectations for live performance of music. Few individuals perform live rock 

and roll music in front of an audience show before seeing a mediated representation of 

this phenomenon. The above vignettes about That Thing You Do, Behind the Music, and 

Boston's “Rock and Roll Band” represent a small percentage of the recurring legitimated 

sources or rock and roll knowledge available. The mythic representations found in 

various cultural sources such as television, film, magazines, and recorded music can 

provide a set of expectations for live performances when an individual lacks the physical 

experience of performing on stage. When an individual experiences the phenomenon 

represented in media texts first-hand, their experiences with media texts on the subject do 

not simply vanish. Instead, they provide the normative material to which individuals 

compare their own lived experiences. While individuals negotiate with a mediated text 

for meaning (Hall, 1980), I argue that a different type of negotiation occurs when 

individuals' lived experiences intersect with a bank of mediated onesvi. Negotiation 

occurs in this intersection of mediated and lived experiences and individuals can 

challenge myth from a legitimated position of direct experience. Both media texts and 

first-hand experiences provide their own sets of meanings, expectations, and pleasures. 

When individuals have lived experiences that are different from the prevailing mediated 

ones, they can construct and take place in circulating “counter-discourse” (Foucault, 

1982) or “counter-myth” (Frith, 1992). Ultimately, it is only through an examination of 

both sets of experiences, and their intersections, that  myth can be questioned, 

understood, and ultimately challenged.  
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 Examining the cultural function of the myth of rock and roll and identifying 

possible counter-myths becomes even more important when considering how powerful 

these meanings can be for rock and roll musicians, fans, and American culture in general. 

Naturalized assumptions about the mythic possibilities of rock and roll have leached into 

the scholarship that I cited earlier, in rock journalism, and in the practices of the texts and 

musicians I study throughout this dissertation. Only through an examination of meaning 

through cultural myth could I divorce myself from my enduring romantic notions of rock 

and roll and examine its meanings and functions. While Chapters 4 and 5 contain close 

readings of the forms and concepts of the myth of rock and roll, I want to first preview 

some of the larger meanings that emerge from this study.  

 The myth of rock and roll provides a powerful lens through which individuals 

view their worlds, providing a set of meanings that obscure lived realities. The myth of 

rock and roll has an irresistible logic, filled with possibilities of a life outside of everyday 

existence. After I graduated from Illinois State University in 2004, I decided not to move 

to Champaign, IL to take my then dream job in magazine design as I had a band (The 

Locked Sound) whose members resided in Normal, IL. This band had songs on the radio, 

had made a couple of television appearances, and was playing 40-60 shows per year all 

around the Midwest. Not taking the job was not a difficult decision as I did not have a car 

and could not commute to practice and shows if I moved to Champaign. This would have 

resulted in the end of the band and the end of the possibilities that we all bought. This 

logic repeated itself after my Master's degree as I applied to doctoral programs in 

Champaign, IL and Columbia, MO based largely on their music scenes and proximity to 

the cities where I had music contacts. When I received a letter from University of 
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Nebraska after I took the GRE, the first thought of my 24-year-old self  was “Where 

would I tour and find a band in Nebraska?” without considering any academic factors. 

Every housing situation since I was 17 has been influenced by my ability to have band 

practice. Without music I would not have any friends. Even my partner Keri is a 

drummer, bass player, and singer. This cultural myth of rock and roll invades my 

scholarship as evidenced by my dissertation topic as well as my inclusion of my former 

band's 7-inch records with my job applications. The myth of rock and roll has influenced 

nearly every major decision of my life. I am not the only one. The musicians who I 

interviewed for this study also used the mythic promises of rock and roll to understanding 

their place in culture and to provide purpose to life. These mythic possibilities kept many 

musicians in this study in debt and chasing an ideal that they could only articulate 

through their own lived experiences. Many musicians had vans to go “on the road” and 

jobs that would allow them the opportunity to play shows at nights, even if these shows 

only came once a month.  

 The myth instills a belief in something greater than an ordinary life, which 

endures even when the lived reality of musicianhood pales so miserably. This myth fits 

neatly in with many of the prevailing ideals of American culture, including those of 

meritocracy and egalitarianism. These ideals mythically place agency in the hands of 

musicians who have an equal chance of success through direct efforts. Rock and roll 

extends these beliefs in enticing manners. The ideological possibilities of capitalism 

merge with ideals of art and social importance while averageness provides the catalyst for 

success. The myth offers a path toward freedom and circulates a seemingly empowering 

promise that if an individual from average origins tries hard and make good music, he or 
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she will succeed. Even if the individual does not succeed, the cultural articulation of the 

myth still places the musician in high regard, as an artist who can function outside of 

industry and popular culture. The myth of rock and roll continually emphasizes that 

“anything can happen,” and this study traces how this open promise manifests itself in 

every text and every individual who performs rock and roll. 

Research Questions 

 This study represents an emergent process that has evolved over the past three 

years. The emergent nature of this study led to research questions and justifications 

changing as new data and insights developed. This list of research questions represents 

my finalized set of questions that emerged throughout the process. To examine the form 

of the myth of rock and roll, I employed a textual analysis of five Hollywood films 

(Airheads, Almost Famous, School of Rock, That Thing You Do, and The Rocker) and 

eight episodes of a television program (Behind the Music). To examine individuals’ 

concepts, or individual articulations of the concept of myth, I conducted 41 in-depth 

interviews with musicians who possessed a wide array of experience, and lived mainly in 

the Midwest, but also around the rest of the United States. In my analysis of both the 

form and the concept, I interrogated the naturalized signifiers found in the narratives of 

rock and roll. In the chapter on musicians' concepts about rock and roll, I also examined 

their negotiations between their mediated and lived experiences. Below I provide specific 

questions generated for each section of the analysis: 

Textual Analysis of Form of the Myth of Rock and Roll 

! How do these 5 films and eight episodes of Behind the Music construct rock and  
 roll? What does rock and roll promise to those who perform it? 
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! How do these texts construct the “average” rock and roll musician? How does 
averageness manifest itself in identity categories (e.g. gender, race, and sexual 
orientation)? 
 

! How do these texts construct the relationship between rock and roll (music) and 
business (industry)? 

 
 

! What is the function of going “on the road” and public performances in these 
films and television programs? 
 

! According to these forms, what roles do “the media” and record labels play in 
doing rock and roll?  

 
 

! How do these films and television programs construct success in rock and roll? 
What is the role of “averageness” in achieving this success?  
 

In-Depth Interviews About Concepts of the Myth of Rock and Roll  

! What does rock and roll mean to the rock and roll musicians in this study? How 
does the ideal of rock and roll differ from the practice for musicians? 
 

! What expectations for doing rock and roll do mediated forms provide for 
musicians? Can anyone do rock and roll and who does “anyone” include in regard 
to identity categories (e.g. gender, race, sexual orientation)?  

 
 

! How do musicians rectify the differences between these expectations and their 
own lived experiences? 
 

! How does the function of mediated forms change for musicians over the course of 
their lives? 

 
 

! How do musicians understand the functions of going “on the road” and the 
importance of direct experiences? 
 

! How do these musicians construct success in rock and roll? How and why does it 
change over time? 

 
 

I answer these research questions by analyzing mediated forms of rock and roll and in-

depth interviews with the musicians who must negotiate with these recurring symbols and 
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narratives over the course of a lifetime. By having the forms and concepts in conversation 

with one another, I disrupt the naturalized assumptions while articulating the cultural 

function of these texts and experiences.  

Preview  

 In this chapter, I began to describe the mediated myth of rock and roll as a 

cultural resource with recurring naturalized symbolic elements. According to the myth, 

anyone can achieve musical success (album sales, expanding fan base, freedom from an 

ordinary life) through hard work and artistic vision. While mediated forms circulate a 

fairly consistent message, individuals negotiate meanings as they accrue different 

experiences. In Chapter 2, I examine the theoretical basis of cultural myths and how they 

function in culture. Specifically, I examine the relevant literature on media studies, 

representational practices, and the current state of myth in scholarship today. Chapter 3 

provides the methodology for the textual analysis of the mediated forms as well as the 

protocol for the series of in-depth interviews with musicians. In Chapter 4, I articulate the 

mediated form of rock and roll through a textual analysis of five Hollywood films and 

eight episodes of Behind the Music. I examine the unquestioned assumptions found in the 

recurring narratives and signifiers. In Chapter 5, I analyze 41 in-depth, on-location 

interviews with musicians to describe how individuals negotiate their concepts of rock 

and roll. I detail how musicians both challenge and accept elements of the myth in regard 

to public performance, getting their music circulated in media, achieving success, and 

even the nature of rock and roll itself. In the final chapter, I summarize my findings and 

discuss implications and contributions for future media studies, as well as future 

directions for my own research. 
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
i How do we even spell it? Rock 'n' roll? Rock & roll? I will opt for proper grammar over rebellious 

floating consonants and ampersands and continue with “rock and roll.”  
 
ii I used the term “text” as Roland Barthes (1957) does to suggest that everything is a text and thus can be 

read. I will be using the phrase “media texts” to describe a wide range of mediated sources, such as 
film, television, magazines, and Web sites as is the convention in media studies. 

 
iii Chapter 4 contains an in-depth examination of the mediated myth. 
 
iv The soundtrack featured versions of the songs from the film, and “That Thing You Do” ironically made 

it on the Billboard charts in reality as well.  
 
v When I use terms such as “ordinary” and “average” I use them in the context of rock and roll's myth, 

where average equates to a white, heterosexual, male, between the ages of 18 and 35.  
 
vi I would like to briefly point out the difference between myth and scripts and schemas at this point in 

response to Dr. Aubrey's inquiry at the prospectus defense, but I have placed it here in an endnote to 
maintain the flow of the chapter. My examination of form and concept is similar to research on schema 
and scripts, which suggests that there are shared progressions and expectations within a schema for 
things such as romantic relationships (Holmber & MacKinzie, 2002). Individuals create scripts from 
their own experiences and by observing others (Schank and Abelson, 1995). People share these scripts, 
and according to Holmber and MacKinzie (2002), people in romantic relationships whose personal 
scripts match are more likely to be happy. However, none of the research examines either the meanings 
surrounding a personal script or the negotiations of individuals in the script writing process. 
Additionally, myth seeks to denaturalize the prevailing cultural assumptions around a phenomenon and 
traces its process.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

 

 In Chapter 1, I provided three examples of the naturalized meanings circulating 

through mediated representations of rock and roll. The myth of rock and roll provides 

individuals in American culture with a standardized set of meanings and expectationsvii 

about rock and roll. In these texts, rock and roll is an egalitarian and positive social force 

in which anyone can participate and achieve success. The naturalized and simplified 

meanings that surround the mediated representations of rock and roll construct an 

ideologically problematic reality that has a profound impact on individuals' lives. 

Throughout this chapter, I argue that myth, as informed by Barthes (1957), provides the 

best theoretical lens for denaturalizing the standardized meanings and expectations about 

doing rock and roll as circulated by these cultural texts. Before I discuss myth directly, I 

first situate my study in the epistemological realm of media studies.  

 The field of media studies scholarship allows for a critical and holistic 

understanding of a naturalized cultural phenomenon. Media studies scholarship 

denaturalizes the common sense circulated by media texts through the examination of the 

dynamic meaning making process between media text and audience. My study seeks to 

denaturalize the common sense circulated by mediated representations of rock and roll  

by critically examining both the texts and audiences that comprise a cultural 

phenomenon. In the first half of this chapter I explain how my dissertation fits into the 
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field of media as well as how it theoretically extends the field. First, I examine the 

function of the text in media studies. These texts circulate a mediated version of reality 

that reflects dominant ideological concerns and provides expectations and a standardized 

set of meaning for individuals in a culture. This mediated reality produced by media texts 

provides “common sense” explanations for a wide variety of phenomena, including rock 

and roll. This study interrogates this common sense produced by converting material 

reality into symbols through the process of representation. Previous studies on 

representation have largely focused on identity categories (e.g., gender, race, sexual 

orientation, and class), which this study also does. However, I extend representation 

beyond identity as media also converts places, objects, and activities into symbols. These 

representations construct a mediated world that provides expectations and standards to 

audiences. However, texts do not determine meaning by themselves; the interactions 

between media texts and audience generates these meanings. The second half of this 

section looks at how media studies theorizes the roles of audiences in this negotiation of 

meaning. Media studies scholarship theorizes audiences as active participants in 

negotiating meanings and considers how different “sets of circumstances” (Morley, 1983) 

impact the meanings that audiences negotiate. The negotiation between mediated 

representations and audiences' material realities results in a political struggle for meaning 

with very real impacts in individuals' lives. My study is grounded in media studies as I 

examine how audiences accept, negotiate with, and resist the common sense circulated by 

mediated representations. I extend audience analysis in media studies by directly 

comparing the perspectives of the individuals that media texts about rock and roll purport 

to represent and by examining how their experiences impact the meanings that they 
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negotiate from media representations of rock and roll. 

 In the second half of this chapter, I describe myth as a theoretical perspective and 

outline how contemporary scholars have used myth to examine a wide array of texts. My 

reinterpretation of Barthes (1957), which I call “cultural myth,” constructs myth as a 

dynamic meaning making process that takes place at the textual and audience levels. The 

current scholarship on myth focuses on the construction of a single cultural phenomenon 

as it appears in multiple media texts by way of recurring symbols and narratives. I argue 

that the naturalized set of meanings surrounding rock and roll, or any cultural 

phenomenon, cannot be contained to one media text or the reception of one text. My 

study also examines rock and roll and its naturalized meanings as it appears in multiple 

texts. I expand upon current myth literature by operationalizing Barthes' separation of 

myth into form and concept. This operationalization of cultural myth into form and 

concept is directly informed by the media studies interaction of text and audience that I 

have described above. At the textual level (form), myth circulates naturalized meanings; 

at the audience level (concept), individuals personalize myth with their subjective 

experiences. The meanings that audiences negotiate from forms differ depending on their 

mediated and material experiences with rock and roll. Myth as a theoretical lens provides 

insight into this fragmented meaning making process between the dominant mediated 

reality and individuals' often contradictory material realities. The dynamic process of 

myth, combined with the critical and holistic episteme of media studies, provides a 

standardized and flexible method for examining the process of (re)producing the 

naturalized ideas and narratives that provide members of a culture with dreams, goals, 

directions, and orientations. Myths provide sets of expectations for those who have little 
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or no experience with a phenomenon and these expectations continue to serve as a 

cultural standard even after individuals gain experience with a phenomenon. Now that I 

have previewed this chapter's goals of demonstrating the relationship between media 

studies and myth, I turn to examining the foundational assumptions of the field of media 

studies.   

Media Studies: The Interaction of Texts and Audiences 

 Media studies is a type of critical scholarship that generally uses qualitative 

methods to examine the sets of meanings, power relationships, and politics that become 

packaged as “common sense” (Hall, 1996, p. 439) through media texts. Media studies 

scholarship strives to take a holistic view of these sets of meanings and the media that 

circulate them through an examination of the interaction of culture, media texts, and 

audiences. In this section, I demonstrate how my study is founded upon the media studies 

goal of denaturalizing the common sense circulated by mediated representations of rock 

and roll while examining both the texts and audiences. I accomplish this by providing an 

overview of the goals of media studies as a field.  

 Rather than suggesting that one element determines meaning, media studies 

scholars argue that a multitude of factor works in conjunction to produce meanings. Katz, 

In Canonic Texts in Media Research, Peters, Liebes, and Orloff (2003) gathered what 

they considered the most influential foundational pieces of media research in areas such 

as framing, uses and gratifications, encoding/decoding, and wrote contemporary 

responses to each piece. In each response, they traced the recurring concerns of media 

studies, which they argue include the role of a text in a culture, the relationship of 

mediated reality to lived reality, and the audience's relationship to a text. These recurring 
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concerns all revolve around the examination of the roles media play in the material lives 

of individuals in culture. Rothenbuhler (2003), quoting Werth's (1948) study on mass 

communication's ability to engineer a consensus, frames 64 years of researchers' concerns 

with media: 

Mass communication . . . looms as a gigantic instrument of infinite 
possibilities for good or evil. . . .  By giving people access to alternative 
views, mass communication does of course open the door to the 
disintegration of all existing social solidarities, while it creates new ones. 
It is of the first importance, therefore, that we understand its nature, its 
possibilities and its limits. (p. 12) 

 
The field of media studies remains dedicated to examining how mediated messages 

provide possibilities for and constrain individuals. These possibilities and constraints 

have a profound impact on audiences in the practice of everyday life. Storey (1998) 

suggests that the following question guides the majority of media studies research: “Why 

do particular meanings get regularly constructed around particular cultural texts and 

practices and achieve the status of 'common sense,' acquire a certain taken for granted 

quality?” (p. xiii). Media studies scholarship, like my work in this dissertation, seeks to 

examine this process of circulating and legitimating “common sense” through media 

texts.  

 In the following two sections, I situate my dissertation in the media studies 

scholarship of examining the interaction between texts and audiences. In these two 

sections I situate my study within the recurring concerns of media studies, which include 

the examination of the roles of media texts in a culture, the relationships of mediated 

reality to lived realities, and the audience's relationships to texts. I begin by 

demonstrating how my study is situated in and extends scholarship on textual analysis 
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and representational practices that construct and circulate a naturalized and simplified 

mediated reality. In the second section, I examine how audiences negotiate their material 

realities with this naturalized mediated reality that constructs expectations and sets of 

standardized meanings. This analysis of the relationships between mediated and material 

realities resides beneath the surface of many media studies analyses but scholars seldom 

explicitly compare them. To address this, this study compares the dominant mediated 

reality of rock and roll to musicians' understandings of their material realities through the 

lens of myth.  

 Media texts. Media texts circulate expectations and standardized sets of meanings 

to individuals in a culture and generally reflect dominant ideological perspectives. These 

texts provide a culture with a standardized “common sense.” This section provides the 

underlying assumptions about how cultural myth fits into media studies, as both examine 

how common sense circulates through media texts. I begin by discussing the role of the 

media text in the circulation of meanings. I follow this with a discussion of how textual 

analysis denaturalizes the common sense of a media text. In the final portion of this 

section, I examine how mediated representations turn material reality into symbols and  

provide the building blocks for common sense, as well as how my study contributes to 

the academic scholarship on representation.  

 As I have suggested in my previous section on media studies, no single factor 

determines the meaning of a media text. However, the interaction of text and audience 

generates arguably the most important area for the investigation of the meaning making 

process. Fiske (1989) stresses, “the correspondence between subjectivity [audience] and 

textuality is so close that the two leak into each other at every point of contact” (p. 537). 
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Both text and audience contribute in different manners to the circulation of meanings. 

Whereas media texts generally represent a culture's dominant sets of meanings, the texts 

cannot guarantee that audiences will accept these meanings. As Fiske (1987) suggests, 

“The dominant ideology, working through the form of the text, can be resisted, evaded, or 

negotiated with, in varying degrees by differently socially situated readers” (p. 41). While 

my study examines this interaction between text and audience, in this section I provide an 

overview of the role of text in the meaning making process as it operates from the 

position of the dominant ideology a culture.  

 Media texts circulate expectations and standardized meanings about material 

reality. To clarify, I use the term “text” as many media studies scholars do, to describe all 

media, including images (both moving and still), recorded sounds, and print (Barker, 

2003). Media texts have multiple essential cultural functions as the “provoker[s] and 

circulator[s] of meanings . . . in a constant process of production and reproduction” 

(Fiske, 1987, p. 1). In this process of provoking and circulating meanings every text, 

regardless of the producer's intent, contains complex sets of ideologies, generally 

representing the perspective of the dominant culture, or as Kellner and Durham (2003) 

suggest, “there are no innocent texts” (p. xiii). By circulating a consistent set of 

discourses about cultural phenomena, media texts’ dominant meanings “achieve the 

status of 'common sense,' [and] acquire a certain taken for granted quality” (Storey, 1998, 

p. xiii). These messages of common sense circulate through media texts and “socially and 

culturally construct the world . . . disguise and suppress inequalities, injustices, 

irrationalities, and contradictions . . . [and] promote a normative vision of our world and 

relationships” (Goldman & Papson, 1996, p. 18). Media texts play an essential role in 
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constructing social reality and provide a shared resource that individuals use to 

participate in culture and to understand their lived realities. This common sense 

ultimately privileges certain understandings and marginalize others.  

 Media studies scholarship uses textual analysis to disrupt these “common sense” 

normative constructions of reality in media texts. As the meanings circulated by media 

texts appear as common sense that can “disguise and suppress” meanings, examining 

only audience responses to a text does not provide a complete understanding of the 

interaction of text and audience. As Johnson et al. (2004) suggest, media studies analyses 

should include an audience component, but examining “the text itself remains important 

in giving clues for lived themes – spelt out more explicitly there, perhaps, than in 

interviews or conversations” (p. 42). One element often examined in textual analyses is 

representation, which provides the building blocks for constructing common sense.  

 Representational practices provide the building blocks for the naturalized 

meanings of the mediated world I described above. “Representation” refers to the process 

through which media transforms seemingly unmediated cultural materials, such as 

people, places, objects, and activities, into mediated symbols. Barker (2003) suggests 

many studies of the media focus on questions of representation as everything that appears 

in media must be represented, and each representation has symbolic significance. The 

resultant mediated reality from these representations circulates in a largely unproblematic 

manner throughout a culture (Dyer, 1993). While the mediated world may have 

verisimilitude, Rayner, Wall, and Kruger (2004) suggest “it is impossible to reproduce 

exactly the world 'the way it is'” (p. 47). Media representations do not neutrally change 

lived realities into images, sounds, and texts. These mediated representations instead 
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consist of highly coded symbols that communicate ideological meanings (Kellner & 

Durham, 2005). These representations re-present individuals, objects, actions, and places 

that exist in material reality as symbols in a mediated reality. Even media texts that utilize 

footage of unscripted events, such as documentaries, ultimately transform actual people, 

places, and objects into symbols when representing a cultural phenomenon. For example, 

Schowalter (2000) describes this process in the rock festival documentaries Monterey 

Pop, Woodstock, and Gimme Shelter. Schowalter argues that the representations of the 

events from these festivals create a unified narrative of the late 1960s American rock 

festival scene complete with the possible dangers of rock culture signified by isolated 

individuals and actions. Thus, even though these events actually happened, the mediation 

process turns any element that appears in a text into a symbols, which includes the 

individuals, actions, and places from these films. 

 As I suggested earlier, representation does not merely reproduce the world “as it 

is” (Rayner, Wall, & Kruger, 2004, p. 47). Rather, as Kellner and Durham (2005) 

suggest, media studies scholarship understands representational practices as political. In 

order to examine the politics of representation, Kellner and Durham suggest studies 

“focus on both encoding and decoding, texts and audiences, and . . . more critical and 

discriminating responses to the products of media production” (p. xxxiii). 

Representations of individuals, places, objects, and activities have significant impact 

outside of the media text. Audiences negotiate meanings from these representations as 

“Culture and identity [are] regarded as constructed, as artificial, malleable, and 

contestable artifacts and not as natural givens” (Kellner & Durham, 2005, p. xxxiii). 

Given that representation constitutes a political practice from which individuals negotiate 
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understandings of themselves and culture, it makes sense that previous studies on 

representation have largely focused on identity categories such as gender, race, sexual 

orientation, and class. I will now examine a few studies on the representation of identity 

categories in popular music through media texts.  

 Many studies on the representation of individuals in popular music center around 

the identity categories of race and gender in music videos. These studies argue that the 

representations of  race and gender circulate sets of standardized meanings regarding the 

relationships between race, gender, and genre. For example, Hess (2005) examines the 

representation of whiteness in hip-hop through magazine and televisual coverage of the 

careers of Eminem and Vanilla Ice. He situates hip-hop as “a black American music” (p. 

373) that demands authenticity from its performers through lived experiences, rather than 

lyrical discourse alone. The mediated narratives surrounding hip-hop frame whiteness as 

a disadvantage that white artists must overcome to achieve both authenticity and success. 

Hess not only demonstrates the raced nature of hip-hop, but also the importance of the 

artist's lived experiences outside of music.  

 Railton and Watson (2005) analyze the representation of female sexuality in the 

Christina Aguilera and Lil' Kim music video for “Can't Hold Us Down.” They argue that 

this video constructs a represents whiteness through the symbols of 19th century 

European sexuality where women were “civilised and restrained” (p. 55), and blackness 

through symbols of 19th century discourses about Africa where female sexuality was 

“primitive” and “animal-like” (p. 54). This raced binary of sexuality “serves to highlight 

the very limited range of ways female heterosexuality continues to be represented in 

popular culture and the way these representations are inevitably raced” (p. 51). Railton 
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and Watson articulate the role of sexuality in pop music, by examining it as a symbol that 

links into historical constructions along the lines of gender, race, and sexual orientation.  

The expectations of sexualized images of female musicians run deep in pop 

music, and as Shugart and Waggoner (2005) argue, can only be countered via a “resistive 

spectacle” (p. 66), where an equally provocative aesthetic fulfills the cultural 

expectations for female sexuality. They suggest that Gwen Stefani and Macy Gray 

attempt to construct this new spectacle through fashion, images (album artwork and 

popular press), and videos (both studio music videos and live performances). Despite the 

apparent resistance, these musicians still must engage in a gendered performance 

different than their male counterparts and focus on image instead of only sounds.  

Each study described here explores important elements in the representations of 

musicians, which include race, gender, and sexual orientation. They link these 

representations to the pre-existing discourses about race, gender, class, sexual orientation, 

and age in American culture. My dissertation also examines the roles of identity 

categories in rock and roll. Like these authors, my study also considers music as a 

cultural phenomenon that circulates with sets of problematic meanings that textual 

analysis helps to break apart.  

 While this dissertation examines the representations of gender, sexual orientation, 

and race in rock and roll, I move beyond identity categories to examine the 

representations of places, objects, and activities in the myth of rock and roll. Scholars 

have examined the representational practices for a wide variety of cultural phenomena 

such as diet products (Bishop, 2001), pregnancy (Morris & McInerney, 2010), and cancer 

(Fernandez-Morales, 2009). Each of these representations provides a way of thinking 
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about that phenomenon and each phenomenon represented links into larger cultural 

concerns. Studies analyzing the mediated representations of elements outside of identity 

categories in popular music are far less common, but still important. For example, Gunn 

and Hall’s (2008) analysis of the mediated representations of the iPod and Woodworth’s 

(2004) analysis of the representations of online music downloading may appear to just be 

looking at music consumption. However, the representations of these acts actually link 

into greater discourses about how the music industry strives to retain the cultural capital 

of music in the digital age. By expanding my examination of media representations to 

include places, objects, and actions in addition to identity categories, I provide a fuller 

understanding of the symbols in media texts about rock and roll as well as how they all 

relate to one another and link in to other cultural discourses.  

 In this section, I have demonstrated the role of media texts in the circulation of 

meanings. Media texts circulate mediated realities that provide individuals with 

expectations and standardized forms of symbolic common sense about a plethora of 

cultural phenomena, including rock and roll. Through the symbolizing process of 

representation, media texts appropriate elements of material reality into symbols that 

circulate dominant sets of meanings. This study examines the common sense of rock and 

roll as circulated through mediated representations. Previous studies on representation, 

especially in the representation of popular music in media, have largely focused on 

identity categories (e.g., gender, race, sexual orientation, and class), which this study also 

does. However, through the incorporation of cultural myth, which I discuss in the next 

section, I also examine the representations of the places, objects, and activities of rock 

and roll and how they symbolically interact with one another. While these representations 
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combine to construct a mediated world that provides expectations and standards, the texts 

do not determine meaning by themselves. As I have suggested throughout this chapter, 

the interaction of text and audience generates meaning. Thus, I now turn to the audience's 

role in the negotiation of meanings.  

 Audiences. Media studies scholarship strives to examine the interactions between 

texts and audiences that generate meanings. As I have suggested throughout this chapter, 

media texts circulate messages that generally reflect the dominant ideology of a culture, 

but encoding does not guarantee a matching decoding at the audience level (Hall, 1980). 

Thus, audiences represent an essential part of the meaning making process. While media 

studies scholarship aspires to study the interaction of text and audience, scholars 

generally end up focusing on either text or the audience due to the amount of time these 

studies take in addition to the space required to write the analysis (Kellner & Durham, 

2005). For example, in Media Studies: A Reader, an edited volume by Marris and 

Thronham (2004), only 4 of the 65 total articles contained both textual and audience 

analyses. This dissertation examines both, beginning with the textual component that I 

described in the previous section, and also including the audience's role in the negotiation 

of these mediated meanings, which I examine in this section.  

Media studies scholarship considers audiences as active participants in 

negotiating meanings. This dissertation considers how through accessing different sets of 

meanings, audiences negotiate different meanings from texts in order to understand their 

material realities. My study is situated in the scholarship of media studies as I examine 

how audiences negotiate with, accept, and resist the common sense circulated by 

mediated representations. I extend the audience portion of media studies by directly 
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comparing the mediated representations of rock and roll to the perspectives and 

experiences of the musicians who live a version of the reality circulated by media texts. 

This study examines the meaningful ways that mediated reality interacts and impacts the 

meanings that these individuals ultimately negotiate in their material realities. In this 

section, I examine the roles audiences play in the meaning making process. Specifically, I 

describe how different sets of meanings that audiences gather over the course of a 

lifetime influence their negotiations with texts and demonstrate the need for an explicit 

examination of the interaction of mediated and material realities. 

 Current media studies scholarship has shifted away from the presumed 

determinism that accompanied mass society theory (McQuail, 2010). This approached to 

studying media did not bother to directly study audiences because it presumed that media 

texts or economic systems directly dictate the meanings that audiences receive from texts 

(e.g., Adorno, 1941). Contemporary media studies instead looks at “real readers [instead 

of] implied readers” (Liebes, 2003, p. 42). In studies examining the negotiations of 

meaning, audiences are “essential partners to the construction of the text [through their] 

reception and interpretation of it” (Vande Berg, Wenner, & Gronbeck, 2004, p. 331). By 

emphasizing the interaction between text and audience, media studies scholars assert that 

audiences both accept the representations of mediated realities unproblematically and 

“refuse dominant meanings and offer their own, sometimes surprising, interpretations” 

(Kellner & Durham, 2005, p. xii). As I discuss in below, these audience negotiations 

result from individuals’ cultural and personal experiences.  

 An audiences’ interpretations are contingent upon the sets of discourses to which 

they have access, stemming from either mediated or material experiences. Morley (1980), 
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studying the British program Nationwide through textual analysis and focus group 

interviews, describes the roles these sets of meanings play in the negotiation of meanings: 

[T]he meaning of the text must be interpreted in terms of which set of 
discourses it encounters in any particular set of circumstances, and how 
this encounter may restructure both the meaning of the text and the 
discourses which it meets. The meaning of the text will be constructed 
differently according to the discourses (knowledges, prejudices, 
resistances etc.) brought to bear by the reader, and the crucial factor in the 
encounter of audience/subject and text will be the range of discourses at 
the disposal of the audience. (p. 472) 

 
In his reception study, Morley stresses the importance of the “particular set of 

circumstances” that impact the meanings that audiences negotiate, which include cultural 

positions, individual experiences, and interactions with mediated representations. In my 

analysis of audience interpretations of media texts that represent rock and roll, I consider 

each of these circumstances. I examine cultural positions, including sex, sexual 

orientation, race, and level of a success that a musician has achieved. Individual 

experiences consist of the first-hand lived experiences that a musician has had with rock 

and roll. Some audience studies examine the types of individuals that a text purports to 

represent and how these individuals then use the texts to understand their material 

realities. Scholars have analyzed how white individuals and individuals of color used race 

as portrayed on The Cosby Show to understand their material conditions (Jhally & Lewis, 

1992), how GLBTQ audiences negotiated their place in the heteronormative universe of 

Star Trek (Jenkins, 1995), and how female audiences read romance novels with female 

protagonists to resist their domestic roles (Radway, 1987). But again, this type of 

examination is relegated to identity categories, rather than including social types such as 

musicians. For example, in my previous section on representation I cited Hess (2005) and 
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his study on whiteness in hip-hop. I would argue that if he also interviewed white hip-hop 

artists, he would have gained new perspective on how the texts construct expectations 

and standardized sets of meanings around race and hip-hop. In my study I examine the 

interaction of the mediated representations of rock and roll musicians with the material 

realities of actual rock and roll musicians. Linking to this interaction between the 

mediated and material versions of the same phenomenon, Fiske (1987) suggests that 

meanings continue to shift as individuals gain new experiences and find themselves in 

new social positions. These experiences and new social position result from performing 

rock and roll. This study considers how individuals' material and mediated experiences 

allow them access to alternative sets of meanings resistive to the dominant way of 

thinking about rock and roll as circulated through texts.  

 In this section I have examined how media studies scholarship theorizes 

audiences’ roles in the meaning making process. Different sets of circumstances impact 

these meanings, including cultural positions, individual experiences, and interactions with 

other media texts. My study considers how these circumstances, such as experience, level 

of success, and different identity categories, impact the sets of meanings audiences 

negotiate with mediated representations of rock and roll. Additionally, I extend audience 

analyses by studying the interactions of mediated representations of rock and roll with the 

material realities of those musicians who actually do rock and roll. While textual analyses 

of representation and audience analyses of these representations provide valuable tools in 

denaturalizing meanings, they need the addition of myth to gain a holistic understanding 

of rock and roll as a cultural phenomenon. At both the audience and textual levels, the 

theoretical lens of myth examines the significance of representations that textual analyses 
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have typically omitted, such as places, objects, and actions. The media studies influenced 

version of Barthes' (1957) myth that I use in this study provides a lens with which to 

analyze how these mediated representations work to construct a standardized set of 

meanings that provides a unified and simplified explanation of the complex cultural 

phenomenon of rock and roll. In the next section, I explain the theoretical lens of myth 

and how media studies informs my separation of myth into form and concept in a manner 

similar to the text and audience interaction I have described in this section.  

Myth Today 

 Myth, as articulated by Barthes (1957) supplies my theoretical lens in this media 

studies informed analysis of the cultural phenomenon of rock and roll. I dedicate the 

remainder of this chapter to a reinterpretion of Barthes' myth informed by media studies, 

which I call “cultural myth.” Cultural myth supplies a theoretical lens with which to 

understand the naturalized explanations of a culture in a critical and holistic manner. 

Myth enables scholars to denaturalize the “common sense” in the dominant meanings 

circulating in American culture due to its ability to link symbols together to articulate 

larger cultural concerns. Inglis (1991) calls Barthes' Mythologies part of “the short list of 

absolutely essential texts for media theorists” (p. 95) due to its novel approach to 

deconstructing the naturalized meanings circulating through media texts. My articulation 

of myth provides a lens through which to examine the concerns of media studies outlined 

in the previous section, including how media represents and circulates meanings 

negotiated through culture, texts, and audiences. The current scholarship on myth focuses 

only on texts as it examines one cultural phenomenon across multiple media texts 

through the the individual symbols comprising these texts. My study is situated in myth 
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literature due to its examination of naturalized meanings recurring across multiple texts 

through seemingly small symbols that relate to larger cultural concerns. I expand upon 

current myth literature by operationalizing Barthes' separation of myth into form and 

concept. This operationalization of cultural myth into form and concept situates my study 

in the media studies scholarship I described above. At the textual level (form), myth 

circulates naturalized meanings available as a cultural resource. At the audience level 

(concept), individuals personalize myth due to cultural factors as well as subjective 

experiences. Myth provides insight into this fragmented meaning making process 

between the dominant mediated reality and individuals' often contradictory material 

realities. Approaching myth as a dynamic process informed by the critical and holistic 

episteme of media studies results in a flexible method for examining the process of 

(re)producing the naturalized ideas and narratives that provide members of a culture with 

dreams, goals, directions, and orientations. Myths provide expectations for those who 

have not experienced a phenomenon and standardized meanings for those who have to 

understand their material experiences. In the first half of this section, I provide a general 

overview of myth as a theoretical perspective as well as the current academic studies on 

myth. Here, I relate cultural myth to media texts as well as to other communicative forms. 

In the remaining portion of this section, I demonstrate how cultural myth allows for the 

examination of the meaning making process at both the textual (form) and audience 

(concept) levels through the recurring representations circulated by media texts 

negotiated at the individual level. 

 I define myths as shared, naturalized, persistent narratives that provide individuals 

with a standardized and simplified set of meanings to explain difficult-to-understand 
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phenomena. This definition, as informed by Barthes, obviously differs from that of 

popular mythviii. Popular myth connotes a falsehood untrue in all circumstances, such as 

an individual eating Pop Rocks and drinking soda pop leading to his or her explosion due 

to the extreme carbonation. Barthes' myths contain varying degrees of truth and cultures 

circulate these myths without individuals questioning them; they believe it as the way 

things have always been. Barthesean myth refers to the logic of everyday life, such as the 

assumption that a college education directly leads to gainful employment. While this 

cultural myth of college contains elements of truth, it simplifies a complex phenomenon 

into an easily understood set of symbols shared by members of American culture.  

 For both better and worse, cultural myth provides direction for members of a 

culture and can contain empowering properties. For example, Frith (1992) cites student 

groups in the former Czechoslovakia utilizing the myth of freedom contained in 

American rock and roll to engage in political activities as an example of myth's potential. 

Fiske (1990) discusses the changing function of myths over the course of history: 

A myth is a story by which a culture explains or understands some aspect 
of reality or nature. Primitive myths are about life and death, men and 
gods, good and evil. Our sophisticated myths are about masculinity and 
femininity, about the  family, about success, about the British policeman, 
about science. A myth, for Barthes, is a culture's way of thinking about 
something, a way of conceptualizing  or understanding it. (p. 88)  
 

Fiske's reading of Barthes emphasizes the shared nature of myth in a culture as well as 

myth's ability to explain a wide array of phenomena. These narratives and symbols often 

circulate through a full range of media texts, each filled with various naturalized and 

simplified meanings. For example, Barthes (1957) called the magazine Elle “a real 

mythological treasure” (p. 78) because of its naturalized perpetuation of assumptions 
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about femininity and class. While analyzing Elle, as well as the other examples of 

mediated and material culture found in Mythologies, Barthes extends beyond just 

narrative elements. In each analysis, he deconstructs each signifying element of the object 

or text as they relate to the greater concerns of contemporary French culture. For each 

media text he considers both mise-en-scene elements (everything represented that is a 

part of the physical world, including people, locations, materials, colors, and anything 

else that can signify) as well as production elements where relevant (camera distance, 

camera angle, framing, and general composition). In this sense, cultural myth helps to 

complete the earlier studies I have cited on representation, extending representational 

practices beyond identity categories. Wright (1975), examining the myths in films of the 

Western genre, describes how the symbols and symbolic acts in the films often provide 

clear examples of greater cultural concerns again emphasizing the ability of myth to link 

the micro to the macro: 

The characters of a narrative [represent] social types acting out a drama of 
social  order. In this way, interaction – such as conflict or sexual attraction 
– is never simply interaction between individuals but always involves the 
social principles that the characters represent. Thus, a fight in a narrative 
would not simply be a conflict of men but a conflict of principles – good 
versus evil, rich versus poor, black versus white. This interpretation of 
narrative seems particularly appropriate to myth. (p. 120)  
 

Wright suggests that the narrative acts as vehicle for the meaning of myth, containing all 

of the pieces of signification. The narrative then binds the signifiers together in a 

transferable and familiar form. Individuals then use the symbol-rich narrative to 

understand their material realities.  

 The simplified meanings circulated by myth provide “an anxiety-reducing 

mechanism that deals with unresolvable contradictions in a culture and provides 
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imaginative ways of living with them” (Fiske, 1987, pp. 131-132). For better and worse, 

myths reduce uncertainty and anxiety, explaining what “exists and why” (McGuire, 1987, 

p. 20). They also provide visions of “possibility and imagination” (Rothenbuhler, 2007, 

p. 204) of what could exist for both the individual and culture. Myth resolves 

contradictions and articulates the possible through representations symbolizing complex 

cultural phenomena and the vehicle of narrative. Wright (1975) states “myth must have a 

structure, like the grammar of language, that is used and understood automatically and 

through which meaning is communicated” (p. 119). Narratives structure myth and 

provide logic to a seemingly disparate set of events and signifiers (Barthes, 1974). For 

example, returning to the vignettes that I described in Chapter 1, playing a live 

performance and achieving success and signing a record contract all relate to one another 

in an orderly manner when placed into the narrative of myth. The narrative structure in a 

myth defines the interrelatedness of its recurring sets of symbols. Barthes (1977) suggests 

that “narrative is international, transhistorical, transcultural: it is simply there like life 

itself” (p. 79). A narrative imposes order on every experience, giving it a sequence and a 

logic. This order provides a relatively stable cultural explanation, despite shifts in the 

specific symbols used to tell the story.  

 Myth links narratives to naturalized, shared cultural beliefs as “myth orders the 

everyday experiences of its hearers (or viewers)” (Wright, 1975, pp. 119-120). This 

linkage of a shared set of signifiers with a narrative results in an identifiable set of 

paradigmatic and syntagmatic elements. Paradigmatic elements manifest in the symbols 

of representation, where one symbolic element in place of another results in a different 

meaning. For example, a representation of a rock guitar player from the early 1970s such 
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as the character Russell Hammond (Billy Crudup) in Almost Famous (2000) contains a 

set of culturally recognized symbols to signify this “type” (Dyer, 1993) in mediated form. 

Some of these signifiers include sex (male), sexual orientation (straight), age (in his 20s 

or early 30s), race (white), body type (slim or fit), hair (long), fashion (jeans, tee shirt or 

button-up with the top two buttons undone, boots), and instrument (Gibson Les Paul 

electric guitar). Each of these culturally-derived signifiers promotes a naturalized image 

of a 1970s guitar player. If I switched any of the symbols used to construct this 

individual, the meanings associated with it would likely change. For example, the story of 

Hammond as a 60-year-old guitarist would have a different set of meanings attached to it 

as rock has been culturally articulated as a youth activity.  

Syntagmatic elements manifest in the ordering of a sequence of event, where 

different orders lead to different meanings. The film Airheads' (1994) depiction of 

guitarist Chazz Darvey (Brendan Fraser) and his girlfriend Kayla (Amy Locane) provides 

an example of order impacting meaning. The syntagmatic element that impacts meaning 

here relates to the point in time that Darvey partnered with Kayla, which occurred after 

the band had formed but before they achieved fame. This ordering constructs Kayla as a 

selfless partner, but one who will always come second to the band. If they began dating 

after the band had achieved success it would likely change the set of meaning meanings 

around the character, reframing Kayla as interested primarily in fame, fortune, and dating 

a rock star. According to Fiske (1990), the examination of paradigmatic and syntagmatic 

elements leads to the denaturalizating of myth. Fiske suggests the necessity of a 

commutation test to interpret paradigmatic and syntagmatic elements. To read the myth, 

the scholar considers what replacing each paradigmatic and syntagmatic element with its 
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opposite does to potential meanings. 

 Visible culturally negotiated signifiers in narrative form allow myths to remain 

hidden in plain sight unless examined through the paradigmatic and syntagmatic 

differences at the textual and audience levels. Barthes (1957) explains how myth can 

remain hidden despite its widespread reach throughout a culture: 

Myth does not deny things, on the contrary, its function is to talk about 
them; simply, it purifies them, it makes them innocent, it gives them a 
natural and eternal justification, it gives them a clarity which is not that of 
an explanation but that of a statement of fact. (p. 143) 
 

To communicate a shared understanding of a phenomenon, myth articulates a unified 

message through multiple avenues. These avenues include both texts and individuals in 

culture. Individuals do not have myth explained to them directly in a deconstructed form, 

as presented in this dissertation. Rather, individuals construct meaning from various 

mythic building blocks typically found in mediated form as well as from other 

individuals in their cultures. Understanding myth as a cultural resource that circulates 

through both texts and individuals in a culture situates myth at the interaction of culture, 

text, and audience as part of a lifelong, dynamic process of meaning negotiation. Wright 

(1975) demonstrates how the cultural approach to examining myth differs from the 

mental structures sought after by structuralists examining myth, “Levi-Strauss want[ed] 

to discover the meaning of a myth in order to discover its mental structure, while I want 

to exhibit the structure of a myth in order to discover its social meaning” (p. 120). 

Understanding myth as the result of culturally and individually negotiated social 

meanings and functions as circulated through media texts removes myth from the 

universal and enduring structures of psychology, and places it into the realm of media 
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studies and communication. With a focus on the symbols of meaning making, myth 

becomes both a resource of possibilities and limitations in the meaning making process.  

 Calefato (2008) stresses the importance of treating myth as a meaning making 

process as opposed to a static structure that scholars can disprove in the manner of the 

Pop Rocks and soda example from earlier. She suggests that scholars should “not perform 

the demythification through a naïve 'unmasking' or 'rightening' of contemporary mythical 

discourse” (p. 79). As my study examines the mythologizing process of meaning at both 

the textual and audience levels as opposed to a “naive unmasking” of a myth as 

falsehood, I now examine some contemporary scholarship on cultural myth. Some of 

these scholars focus on pieces of material culture, such as Ogden (2007), who analyzes 

the “Doubleday baseball” and the manner in which Major League Baseball has used the 

story of Abner Doubleday to construct baseball as a uniquely American invention. The 

Doubleday baseball provides a material origin point, as historians consider it to be the 

first baseball in the world. By doing so, it supplies an origin point for baseball in general, 

and becomes part of an official and unified history. The story of the Doubleday baseball 

provides what Barthes (1957) calls a “blissful clarity” (p. 143) that removes alternative 

theories of origin and function from baseball's history. By using material signifiers to 

construct a unified cultural understanding, Major League Baseball turns individuals such 

as Abner Doubleday and Jackie Robinson into symbols who signify American ingenuity 

and racial equality. King (2007) and Rothenbuhler (2007) both examined the role of 

museums and artifacts in constructing a unified myth of the 1930s Delta Blues. The 

museums used actual individuals to signify greater cultural phenomena, turning actual 

individuals into symbols in a manner similar to the Jackie Robinson example above. In 
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each of these three studies, an external factor (Major League Baseball, the blues 

museums) legitimates one particular viewpoint of a phenomenon in the same manner that 

media texts about “making it” in rock and roll legitimate the cultural myth of rock and 

roll.  

 Several studies on cultural myth have also centered around a wide range of media 

texts. Thompson (2004) traces how magazine ads construct a “natural health” market by 

appropriating the maternal power of nature. Thompson also includes interviews with 

individuals who identify as a part of this market and how they accept, rather than 

challenge, the constructed myths. Durham (2007) details the mythologizing process that 

occurs in the pages of Seventeen magazine. Specifically she examines how the content of 

the magazine provides the mythic material for performing a discursively empowering 

femininity in a manner that does not disrupt hegemonic masculinity. Myth rectifies these 

cultural contradictions and provides a unified narrative and a recurring set of signifiers to 

promote a shared understanding of a particular phenomenon (Fiske, 1990). Both of the 

studies cited above go beyond Barthes' focus on a singular object in a singular momentix 

and attempt to trace the meanings of the same myth as articulated across multiple texts. 

 A few scholars have examined cultural myth in music cultures, both in mediated 

and lived contexts. Mulholland (2007) traced the role of the mariachi in Mexican culture 

and the manner in which the myth surrounding the mariachi circulated throughout 

culture. She emphasizes the performative nature of myth, as mariachis perform 

heterosexual masculinity as members of the land-owning elite. While tracing the 

historical rise of the mariachi, Mulholland cites the importance of cinema in providing a 

unified view of the mariachi throughout the country as well as silencing regional 
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variances of the mariachi. Richard (2006) examines how mediated texts and cultural 

memory result in the unified imagery of an American blues mythology. She deconstructs 

this myth from song lyrics, images from popular films and novels, as well as 1930s 

musicology articles to trace the “the romantic, mystical and, in some ways, sinister 

elements of a distinctly American blues mythology” (p. 19). Richard also demonstrates 

how the blues myth uses musicians Robert Johnson and Tommy Johnson as empty 

signifiers to stand for the myth of the blues and its “division between spiritual and secular 

callings” (p. 20). Myth uses representations to construct a unified, simplified cultural 

explanation for a disparate cultural phenomenon such as the mariachi, the blues, and in 

this dissertation, rock and roll.  

 Cultural myth provides a simplified and seemingly natural explanation for a wide 

array of cultural phenomena ranging from the origin of baseball as a uniquely American 

phenomenon to the spirituality of 1930s blues musicians. Myth extends cultural texts 

beyond representative practices into a set of culturally informed paradigmatic and 

syntagmatic elements. These recurring symbol sets and narrative structures provide 

explanations for complex cultural phenomena, such as the practice of rock and roll. Myth 

explains how individuals become musicians, write songs, go on tours, and achieve 

success. However, stopping at the textual level omits an essential element of the 

mythologizing process, the audience. In the next section, I demonstrate the relationship 

between the textual (forms) and the audience (concepts) in cultural myth.  

 Form and Concept in Cultural Myth. Thus far I have described cultural myth as a 

process. In this section, I parallel this process with the interaction between texts and 

audiences that I outlined in the earlier section on media studies. Specifically, I reinterpret 
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Barthes' division of myth into form and concept from a set of structuralist mental 

structures into a cultural process where they interact during a dynamic meaning making 

process. Understanding myth as a dynamic process between form and concept, like the 

generation of meaning in the interaction of audience and text found in media studies, 

myth becomes a site of meaning negotiation as opposed to meaning determination. 

 The interaction of cultural texts and individuals' negotiations with prevailing 

cultural meanings provides the sites of meaning circulation in the mythologizing process. 

Barthes (1957) reinvigorated the conversation about myth with his book Mythologies, 

which featured vignettes about various texts in popular culture, ranging from cooking 

magazines and professional wrestling, to children's toys and stripteases. In each vignette, 

Barthes deconstructed the naturalized paradigmatic and syntagmatic assumptions found 

in each text, linking them to their cultural function in 1950s French society. The 

contemporary studies on cultural myth that I examined in the previous section follow 

Barthes’ model in their analysis of the symbolic elements in naturalized meaning. 

However, I suggest that these scholars omit one essential element of myth, its division 

into form and concept. The exclusion of Barthes' (1957) form and concept reduces myth 

into a uni-dimensional theoretical lens. This limitation can cause scholars to focus on “the 

particular and isolated product – 'the text' – [instead of] its real process – its most active 

and specific formation” (Williams, 1980a, p. 29). This “real process” must examine texts 

and individuals in culture concurrently. 

 In Mythologies (1957), Barthes, reading Saussure (1915/1966), divides myth into 

two related portions, the form and the concept. The form is the symbolic manifestation of 

the myth. These forms occur everywhere in everyday life and contain naturalized 
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narratives and symbols. The concept refers to the individual's understanding of the myth. 

Individuals personalize myth in the concept. Form and concept relate directly to the 

relationship between signifier (the symbolic element) and signified (the meaning taken 

from the symbolic element). Form is myth's signifier as it provides the symbolic 

manifestation of myth that provides individuals in culture with a shared and transferable 

resource. The concept is the signified as it relates to the meanings circulated by the forms 

that an individual negotiates. A concept circulates throughout culture in multiple forms. 

Despite variance in the forms, each variant continues to circulate similar sets of 

meanings. Form is the representation of the concept found in, but not limited to, the 

spoken word, the written word, the still image, the moving image, and sound. Barthes 

(1957) argues that the nature of form “has a literal, immediate presence” (pp. 121-122). 

Despite its naturalness, the form is visible and provides the key to investigating the 

meanings of myth, unlike the concept, which can only be expressed through form. Forms 

appear to link back to referents found in the non-mediated world. This conflation of 

mediated and material realities results in a verisimilitude that flourishes through the use 

of actual individuals, places, and phenomena to circulate a simplified and shared set of 

meanings. However, this “real-ness” is always illusory in the form. Barthes (1957) 

suggests that the form of a myth “does not suppress the meaning, it only impoverishes it, 

it puts it at a distance, it holds it at one's disposal” (p. 118). The form must circulate its 

meaning through representational practices and the paradigmatic (symbolizing) and 

syntagmatic (ordering) elements I explained in the previous sections. In doing so, the 

actual phenomena, places, and people represented become symbols and the form 

circulates as an open text into which readers must place themselves to link into the 
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mythologizing process. Thus, the televised story of a band “making it” in rock and roll 

stands for more than just the story of one band; the form represents a larger cultural 

understanding of music and success. This form can circulate throughout a culture 

because, as Barthes (1957) suggests, “Mythical speech is made of a material which has 

already been worked on so as to make it suitable for communication” (p. 110). The form 

reflects shared history and shared values within existent frameworks of knowledge for 

both a culture in general and individuals in that culture. Linking the cultural circulation of 

the myth (form) to the meanings that individuals make with the myth (concept) has been 

hinted at by scholars (e.g., Fiske, 1990; Frith, 1992; Wright, 1975), but not explicitly 

examined. Saussure suggested that “Linguistics is only a part of this general science 

[mythology and semiology]” and that a complete understanding would “find itself 

attached to a well-defined domain of human phenomena” (as cited in Fiske, 1990, p. 52). 

Inglis (1991), citing Barthes, suggests that “There is a reciprocal motion from meaning 

[concept] to form and back again” (p. 98). Both form and concept inform one another in 

the mythologizing process. More recently, Mulholland (2007) states “myths and their 

symbols and meanings work in tandem with the listener's knowledge of the stories that 

both precede and follow the one being told” (p. 251). This understanding of myth as a 

dynamic process results in a shifting mythological landscape with different individuals in 

a culture negotiating with the forms of a myth, or, constructing individual concepts.  

 As I have suggested in this section, the concept refers to the meanings negotiated 

at the individual level. Barthes (1957) directly contrasts concept with form, “The concept, 

on the contrary . . . is a kind of nebula, the condensation, more or less hazy, of a certain 

knowledge . . . its mode of presence is memorial” (p. 122). The form has a symbolic 
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presence, and is an open signifier widely recognizable and shared throughout a culture. 

The concept has memorial presence understood through an individual's experiences 

within culture and with the forms of a myth. Barthes (1957) continues this differentiation, 

“Unlike the form, the concept is in no way abstract: it is filled with a situation. Through 

the concept, it is a whole new history which is implanted in the myth” (p. 119). 

Individuals implant this new history in the myth, personalizing it while internalizing it. 

However, while Barthes claims that this individual articulation occurs at the 

psychological level, I argue that it occurs as a process through culture. An individual's 

understanding of this concept shifts as they gain different experiences and interact with 

different forms, as form and concept are certainly not a perfect one-to-one relationship 

and multiple forms can articulate a single concept. In this process, culture both 

“constrains and oppresses the people, but at the same time offers them resources to fight 

against those constraints” (Fiske, 1992, p. 157). Culture's liberating and constraining 

resources provide individuals the ammunition to either resist dominant cultural interests 

or to defend the current order depending upon an individual's standpoint and experiences.  

 My reinterpretation and operationalization of Barthes' form and concept improves 

my study on the cultural myth of rock and roll in several ways. To my knowledge, no 

other scholar has operationalized these concepts. My reinterpretation considers the 

interaction between media texts and audiences in the negotiation of meaning. The 

separation of myth into these different components allows for an examination of 

naturalized meanings surrounding a cultural phenomenon on each of these levels. Form 

provides the readable symbolic element circulated throughout culture. Concept provides 

the personalized understanding that an individual negotiates through the lens of their set 
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of discourses and personal experiences. Placing form and concept in conversation with 

one another provides the avenue by which scholars can produce a more complete 

understanding of cultural myth as a process.  

 Ideology and myth: Two side of the same coin. Studies on both myth and ideology 

examine the naturalized meanings circulating in culture. Before moving away from myth, 

I want to briefly discuss its relationship to ideology. Myth is the language of ideology 

which allows for its reading through all texts and human interactions. Barthes (1957) 

discusses the danger of artificially separating ideology and myth in a study: 

Semiology, once its limits are settled, is not a metaphysical trap: it is a 
science among others, necessary but not sufficient. The important thing is 
to see that the  unity of an explanation cannot be based on the amputation 
of one or other of its approaches, but, as Engels said, on the dialectical co-
ordination of the particular sciences it makes use of. This is the case with 
mythology: it is a part both of semiology inasmuch as it is a formal 
science, and of ideology as inasmuch as it is  an historical science: it 
studies ideas-in-form. (p. 112)  
 

 Studying myth thus involves exploring how the symbolizing function of a culture 

circulates various ideologies as well as what individuals in culture do with these 

ideologies. Focusing on “ideas-in-form” through a combination of cultural forms with 

individual concepts allows for the deconstruction of the paradigmatic and syntagmatic 

elements and a clearer understanding of their cultural functions.  

 In this section I have discussed my reinterpretation of Barthes' (1957) myth as 

informed media studies, which I call cultural myth. Cultural myth supplies a theoretical 

lens with which to understand the naturalized explanations of a culture in a critical and 

holistic manner. My study on the cultural myth of rock and roll seeks to denaturalize the 

“common sense” in the dominant meanings circulating in American culture. My 
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articulation of myth provides a lens through which to examine the concerns of media 

studies outlined throughout this chapter, including the generation of meaning through the 

interaction between media texts and audiences. Additionally, myth provides the lens to 

extrapolate the seemingly small symbols (such as a guitar player's age) toward larger 

cultural concerns (rock and roll as obsessed with youth). My study operationalizes 

Barthes' division of myth into form and concept where the textual level (form) circulates 

naturalized meanings and the audience level (concept) features the personalization of 

myth. This operationalization as informed by the media studies interaction of audience 

and text, reconceptualizes myth as a cultural site of struggle for meaning where members 

of a culture negotiate dreams, goals, directions, and orientations. The forms of rock and 

roll provides directions, expectations, and standardized sets of meanings for the 

musicians who perform rock and roll. This study analyzes this interaction of form and 

concept, of text and audience, of mediated and material.  

Conclusions 

  In this chapter, I have examined the relationship between media studies and 

cultural myth as it relates to my dissertation on rock and roll. I began by discussing how 

the interaction of texts and audiences generate meaning. Here, media texts circulate 

mediated representations that provide individuals with expectations and a standardized 

form of symbolic common sense about their material realities, including rock and roll. 

Through the symbolizing process of representation, media texts appropriate elements of 

material reality into symbols that circulate dominant sets of meanings that privilege 

certain understandings and marginalize others. This study examines the common sense of 

rock and roll as circulated through mediated representations. This study extends the 
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literature on representation in popular music, which mostly focuses on identity 

categories, to include places, objects, and activities of rock and roll and how they 

dialogically interact. Together these representations construct a mediated version of a 

phenomenon that circulates expectations and standards but cannot determine meaning 

without audiences. It is the interaction of text and audience that generates meaning. 

Different sets of circumstances impact the meanings audiences negotiate, which include 

cultural positions, individual experiences, and interactions with other media texts. This 

study considers how experience, level of success, and identity categories impact the sets 

of meanings which individuals use to understand their material experiences. Additionally, 

I extend audience analysis by directly studying the interaction of the mediated and 

material realities of the same cultural phenomenon, rock and roll. 

 In the second half of this chapter, I discussed my reinterpretation of Barthes' myth 

as informed by media studies, which I call “cultural myth.” Cultural myth supplies a 

theoretical lens to denaturalize the common sense circulated by media. My 

reinterpretation of myth focuses on the generation of meaning through the interaction 

between media texts and audiences as I described in my section on media studies. By 

using myth to examine rock and roll, I can demonstrate how the seemingly small symbols 

signify larger cultural concerns. My major contribution to the study of myth is my 

operationalization of Barthes' division of myth into form and concept. Here, the textual 

level (form) circulates naturalized meanings and the audience level (concept) is the result 

of individuals personalizing myth. Informed by media studies literature on the interaction 

of audience and text, operatiationalizing the form and concept of myth recasts myth as a 

cultural site of negotiation rather than determinism where audiences can gain agency in 
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the meaning making process rather than having the meaning of the text forced upon them.  

 Throughout this dissertation, I explore the expectations and standardized 

meanings surrounding doing rock and roll. I begin in Chapter 3 by articulating my 

methodology for analyzing the forms and concepts of rock and roll. In Chapter 4, I 

examine a variety of widely circulated media forms about rock and roll in television and 

film and analyze the paradigmatic and syntagmatic elements used to construct the 

mediated myth of rock and roll. In Chapter 5, I analyze the interaction of this mediated 

reality with the material realities of rock and roll musicians. This interaction is where 

individuals negotiate their concepts about rock and roll. In total, I seek to interrogate the 

dynamic practice and process of the cultural myth of rock and roll.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
vii The mythic approach I suggest shares some similarity to “anticipatory socialization” (Merton, 1957) 

research, which researchers have recently linked to cultivation research (Hoffner, Levine, & Toohey, 
2008). Elkind and Handel (1989) describe socialization as a process where individuals learn the 
attitudes, values, and behavior patterns of a culture or group to function effectively within it. 
Socialization studies have examined areas from career path selection (Levine & Hoffner, 2006; Hoffner, 
Levine, & Toohey, 2008) to learning to be a consumer (Moschis & Moore, 1984). Myth goes beyond 
examining “effective” socialization, and instead examines the cultural and individual functions of these 
shared cultural beliefs. Myth focuses on the narratives and the symbols of a culture and the fallout of 
these paradigmatic and syntagmatic choices. Myth seeks out multiple viewpoints and knowledges in 
this site of struggle and would deconstruct what is meant by “effective” along with the desire for 
“socialization.” 

 
viii As I have explained this project to many people throughout my data collection and revisions, I am 

struck by the fact that even scholars generally assume that I am using myth in the popular sense. Fiske 
(1990) articulates my frustrations with the term “myth” perfectly,, “I wish Barthes had not used this 
term, because normally it refers to ideas that are false…. This normal use is the unbeliever's use of the 
word. Barthes uses it as a believer, in its original sense” (p. 88).  

 
ix Calefato (2008) argues that Barthes shifted toward this model in his reading of the hippie culture in a 

1969 Communications journal examining multiple sites and elements of the culture.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH 

 

 

 

 In the previous two chapters, I demonstrated the naturalized state of the myth of 

rock and roll and situated this study within the conversation of media studies, 

representation, and cultural myth as informed by Barthes (1957). Following Barthes' 

deconstruction of myth, I suggested that myth contains both a textual (form) and an 

individual component (concept). Myth circulates and accrues meaning at this intersection 

between cultural form (a resource of meaning available for members of a culture often 

circulated through mediated texts) and personal concepts (individualized understandings 

of the myth constructed through the mediated and lived experiences with a phenomenon). 

To fully denaturalize and understand myth, both components require examination. This 

chapter details the methods I used in this critical and cultural approach to examining 

myth at both the textual and audience levels through the use of textual analysis and in-

depth interviews. 

 In the first section of this chapter, I situate myself in this study and discuss some 

empirical concerns raised by a cultural studies-informed examination of myth. Next, I 

detail my methods for the textual analysis of the mediated forms of rock and roll. In this 

analysis I examine eight episodes of the VH1 series Behind the Music and five widely 

released films (Airheads, Almost Famous, School of Rock, That Thing You Do, and The 

Rocker). This section details both my sampling rationale as well how I collected data, 
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analyzed, and verified my findings on the recurring and unquestioned signifiers of rock 

and roll. In the second portion of this chapter, I provide the protocol and rationale for my 

examination of individual musicians' concepts. I explain the logistics of conducting on-

site, in-depth interviews with a diverse sample of musicians. My interview questions 

revolved around four categories: musicians’ understandings of the phenomenon of rock 

and roll, experiences with and expectations of public performances, experiences and 

expectations of media and their music, and constructions of success. I attempted to 

overlap my analyses in each section to examine how forms inform concepts. I will now 

begin by discussing some overall concerns that influenced my data collection and 

analysis. 

Guiding Reflexive and Emergent Considerations 

 Before discussing the protocol for sampling, data collection, and analysis for both 

the form and concept, I want to detail the importance of reflexivity and researcher 

investment throughout this process. In both textual analysis and qualitative audience 

analysis, the researcher acts as the instrument for collecting and analyzing data. Brunsdon 

(2000) suggests four considerations that a researcher who acts as an instrument should 

retain throughout the research process. First, a researcher should provide an 

autobiographical starting point, (included later in this section) and continue self-reflection 

throughout the research process. Second, a researcher should engage with texts and 

individuals with which he or she both does and does not identify to avoid privileging one 

text or individual over another. Third, the researcher should consider historical factors 

while examining all data. Finally, the researcher should attempt to map future 

possibilities in regard to both theory and the cultural phenomenon. In each stage of the 
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research process, I have endeavored to implement Brunsdon's guiding considerations 

beginning in this section with consideration of my autobiographical position as an 

academic and a musician. 

 In my second year of coursework in pursuit of my doctorate, I read Antonio 

Gramsci's (1971/2001) discussion of the “organic intellectual” (p. 1138). This term refers 

to an scholar who has lived the material conditions which she or he seeks to change. I 

strongly identified with this piece and decided to interrogate a cultural phenomenon that I 

had lived and loved. I have lived in the material conditions of doing rock and roll, 

performing in multiple bands, touring, recording, and generally chasing the myth I have 

described. These past experiences inform and provide valuable knowledge about both 

lived and mediated texts surrounding the cultural myth (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). 

Previous experiences and knowledge can lead to a deeper understanding by sensitizing a 

researcher and providing a heightened ability “to pick up on relevant issues, events and 

happenings” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 32) when collecting and analyzing data, such as 

being sensitive to the inner workings of a band or constructing an interview protocol with 

in vivo terms. I have been sensitized into rock and roll over the past 14 years, during 

which time I have performed over 400 shows in 14 different bandsx in various music 

scenes and on various tours. I have also run a recording studio and a record label, written 

features reporting on music, worked on music video shoots, provided public relations and 

graphic design services for various bands, and conducted a range of other music-related 

tasks. Through these experiences, I have developed a “tacit knowledge” (Lincoln and 

Guba, 1985) about rock and roll, which is “an indispensable part of the research process” 

(p. 198). Applying tacit knowledge to the processes of generating questions, selecting 
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texts, recruiting respondents, conducting interviews, and analyzing data helps to craft a 

grounded and informed study. Tacit knowledge has helped scholars in previous studies to 

add a depth to data collection and analysis such as in Straw's (2001) work on record 

collections and Cohen's (1997, 2001) on the performative nature of gender in rock music. 

Straw's immersion in vinyl collecting and Cohen's experiences as a musician bridge the 

gap between the lived experiences of a music culture and academic theory.  

 Brunsdon (2000) suggests that reflexivity must continue throughout the research 

process to focus on the meanings generated around the phenomenon. While tacit 

knowledge of a phenomenon informs a study, if left unchecked, it can also lead a 

researcher to predetermined conclusions. Throughout the process of data collection and 

analysis I attempted to remain reflexive, “bracket” (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002) my own 

biases, and focus on denaturalizing both the data and my own assumptions about rock 

and roll. I utilized an emergent design, where new data influences future collections and 

analyses. As Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest, data analysis continues throughout the 

entire process “so that every new act of investigation takes into account everything that 

has been learned so far” (p. 209). This reflexive and emergent process led to adjustments 

of the interview protocol and samples of both texts and respondents, and even changing 

how the study was situated from popular music studies to media studies. This emergent 

process also included the textual analysis informing my analysis of the concepts and 

interview responses providing new perspectives on the forms in both the analysis and 

revision processes. 

 Now that I have positioned myself as a researcher and discussed some overall 

considerations of reflexivity and emergence that guided this study, I now lay out my 
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method for examining the cultural form of rock and roll through the textual analysis of 

television programs and films.  

Textual Analysis of Mediated Forms 

 Multiple criteria guided my selection of the texts I analyzed. First, my sample 

included only audiovisual texts from the past 20 years about American-based rock and 

roll bands with some component of pursuing musical success. While books, magazine 

and newspaper articles, posters, and other related texts all provide valuable variances of 

the form of rock and roll, my examination revolves around television and film due to 

their wide circulation, as well as their richness in audio and visual signifiers. Second, I 

selected both scripted (films) and unscripted (Behind the Music) texts in order have a 

more diverse view of the representative practices surrounding rock and roll as cultural 

phenomenon. As I argued in Chapter 2, mediation changes both fictional and actual 

individuals into symbols and transforms complex phenomena into simplified narratives.  

Both the producers of scripted films and television programs based on reality make 

paradigmatic and syntagmatic choices regarding symbols and the narrative to provide a 

unified representation of a complex phenomenon. As Barthes (1977) suggests, all authors 

write through culture. While I would not go as far as Baudrillard (1983) with the 

inconsequentiality of the differences between different degrees of fact and fiction, I do 

agree with him that the potential of both scripted and unscripted texts in shaping the 

cultural form of a myth. Third, as Brunsdon (2000) suggests, I selected texts with which I 

do and do not identify. Fourth, the texts I analyzed were well circulated throughout 

American culture. For the films, this included a nationwide cinema release. For both the 

films and the television programs, each received repeated airings on televisionxi , remains 
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available for viewing via online streaming and DVD releases, and portrays multiple eras 

of rock and roll from the 1960s to current day. As I argued in Chapter 2, a more complete 

understanding of the meanings, representations, and cultural myths circulating in through 

media and culture necessitates the examination of multiple texts depicting the same 

cultural phenomenon. Below, I outline my logic of selecting these texts.   

 Sample. Using the criteria outlined in the previous section, I selected eight 

episodes of Behind the Music and five nationally released films. With the Behind the 

Music episodes, I selected two American-based bands in the rock genre per decade from 

the 1960s to the 1990s. In each decade I selected an episode featuring a band with all 

male musicians and one which contained one or more female musicians.xii Following 

this criteria, I selected the following episodes for analysis: Steppenwolf (1960s), 

Jefferson Airplane (1960s), Aerosmith (1970s), Heart (1970s), Mötley Crüe (1980s), The 

Bangles (1980s), Everclear (1990s), and Garbage (1990s). Behind the Music, as discussed 

in Chapter 1, narrativizes the musicians’ careers through interviews and archival footage. 

The show focuses on experiences that happened both on and off stage, detailing each 

musician’s ordinary origins, struggle and rise to success, decline, and possibilities for the 

future. The show combines interviews with musicians and with those who were close to 

the musicians (family members, partners, friends, etc.) to construct its narrative. The 

interviews typically occur in intimate settings such as a home, with only one member of 

the group at a time. Each interview is shot in a close up, suggesting intimacy and access 

to insider information. Interviewing band members separately suggests that each band 

member provides an independent viewpoint without the influence of the others who also 

lived the moments being described. Through a combination of the musicians' 
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retrospectives and private photographs and videos, the Behind the Music provides 

viewers with backstage access into the lives of these musicians. 

 The five films I selected provide vantage points of the myth from multiple eras in 

American music's history, yet provide articulations of the myth of rock and roll different 

than those in Behind the Music. Hollywood studios produced each film, which had 

nation-wide releases as well as releases on home video. Below, in my discussion of each 

film, I include the domestic box office gross from Box Office Mojo  

(boxofficemojo.com) and a brief justification for the film's inclusion in this study. The 

first film is That Thing You Do (1996; $25.8 million). As described in Chapter 1, the film 

portrays the rise to success of the fictional band The Wonders in the mid 1960s and 

constructs an origin for the term “one-hit wonder.” Second, Almost Famous (2000, $32.5 

million and an Oscar in 2001 for best original screenplay) details the fictional early 1970s 

band Stillwater in their transition from mid-level band to concert headliners with 

nationwide recognition. The film documents the inner-workings of a band attempting to 

rectify their success with industry concerns and artistic visions. Third, Airheads (1994, 

$5.7 million) portrays the struggles of the fictional band The Lone Rangers as they 

illegally break into a radio station and hold the staff hostage to get their demo played on 

the air. The film takes place in 1990s Los Angeles and features many cameos of notable 

musicians (e.g., Lemmy Kilmister and Rob Zombie). I include the film for its portrayal of 

a struggling band desperate for success, the time period of the 1990s, and its resonance 

with musicians I have known through the years. Fourth, School of Rock (2003, $81.2 

million) features musician Dewey Finn’s (Jack Black) expulsion from his rock band and 

subsequent employment as a substitute teacher at a private elementary school to pay his 
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rent. During this time, he reworks the class' curriculum to include the proper way to “do” 

rock and roll, thus signifying what proper rock and roll entails. After the film, a company 

(also called School of Rock) launched 58 actual schools of the same name where children 

currently learn how to properly rock (Purpose, 2011). The final film is The Rocker (2008, 

$6.4 million). This film portrays the fictional band Vesuvius' fame in the 1980s after 

kicking out their drummer Robert Fishman (Rainn Wilson). The film picks up 20 years 

later in the late 2000s with Fishman again performing rock music when he joins his 

nephew's band A.D.D. The movie's significance lies in the manner by which A.D.D. 

receives their big break (through new media), its portrayal of the 1980s and 2000s, and its 

representation of high school students doing rock and roll. In Chapter 5 I discuss the 

manner by which musicians construct their concepts from a patchwork of media sources, 

leaving me unable to construct a sample of core, shared texts. However, the sample 

described above and detailed in Appendix 1: Film and Program Summaries provides a 

good amount of variance in the audio-visual forms of rock and roll. 

 Analytic approach. I analyzed these texts while I conducted and analyzed my 

interviews throughout this process, concurrently at many points in this process. Johnson 

et al. (2004) suggest that “Theorizing develops in 'conversations' with other people's 

ideas. This is a further reason for not only talking about our research in everyday 

situations but also systematically reviewing the conceptual character of our field of 

study” (p. 97). In this study, I kept my exploration of form in conversation with my 

examination of concept as well as with new findings in literature as I taught media 

studies, cultural studies, and a course on popular music at my appointment at Eastern 

Illinois University.  
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 As a reader, I had initial reactions to each film and television program. Johnson et 

al. (2004) refer to these initial reactions as a “surface reading” (p. 77). Such a reading 

positions the critic as the subject and is an “indispensable moment” where the critic 

“deliberately takes the pressure of the rhetoric, suspends skepticism and allows [him or 

herself] to be persuaded by what the text explicitly has to say” (p. 77). A surface reading 

allowed me to experience the affective pleasure of the text without considering its 

naturalized meanings. In the subsequent readings, I attempted to create a critical distance 

between the text and myself. Between many drafts of Chapter 4, I took at least a week to 

reflect upon the data and my readings, continually working to suspend notions of good 

and bad (as a former and sometimes freelance music critic, this is exceedingly difficult), 

focusing instead on denaturalizing the recurring narratives and signifiers. Johnson et al. 

suggest that this subsequent round of readings “returns the text to context and to our own 

positionalities and interrogates our responses” (p. 77). I used this two-stage approach of 

surface reading/critical reading in both the textual analysis as well as with my 

examination of concepts.  

 While I acted as the instrument in this textual analysis, I want to provide some 

insight into how I denaturalized the meanings found in the forms. My analysis focuses on 

the recurring structure of the mediated rock and roll narrative and the naturalized 

signifiers contained within it. In order to denaturalize the symbolic elements found in the 

narrative and signifiers, I examined the paradigmatic (symbolic choices with signifiers) 

and syntagmatic (ordering) elements of the texts, which I explained in Chapter 2. When 

analyzing, I continually returned to the question, “How would the changing of a symbolic 

element impact the meaning?” Fiske (1990) calls this the commutation test. I will now 
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provide some examples of how I used the commutation test. With regard to syntagmatic 

elements, every television program and film featured bands performing in front of a live 

audience before they sought out media exposure. By reversing the order, the meaning and 

significance of live performance changes. In the myth of rock and roll, live performances 

result in media exposure and recordings capture the energy of a live performance. With 

regard to paradigmatic elements, each film features the signifier of “rock club” complete 

with stage (large, elevated) and attentive audience (facing the band, receptive to their 

music). Each element in parenthesis refers to a paradigmatic element with a significance 

that becomes clear when changed. Meaning shifts when a stage at a rock club is at the 

same level as the audience, or when this audience ignores the band throughout a 

performance regardless of the band's investment. The musician would no longer be in a 

privileged position from the audience and effort in music would no longer always directly 

result in success. Questioning paradigmatic and syntagmatic elements makes potential 

meanings visible as opposed to natural.  

 I viewed each television program and text at least five times, and took copious 

notes through my “open coding” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Here, I looked for recurring 

symbols during each viewing. The subsequent write up of these findings occurred during 

my collection of interview data, allowing me to converse with musicians about my early 

findings. These conversations allowed me to better articulate and relate ideas as I entered 

the “axial” coding stage (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). In this stage, I began to reconstruct 

how all of these symbols and narratives worked together. During my drafting process, my 

analysis went through several rounds of refinement. Instead of merely writing individual 

summaries for each text, I wove pieces of these texts into an overall process of how the 
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holistic myth of rock and roll functions in a manner similar to Wright's (1975) analysis of 

the Western genre of film, which I discuss in Chapter 2. In my analysis of rock and roll's 

mediated forms I focused on the interrelatedness of five different areas contributing to the 

overall myth of rock and roll. First, I deconstructed the form's representation of rock and 

roll as a pure and good phenomenon in contrast to an evil music industry, thus 

constructing a music/good and industry/bad binary. Second, I explored the roles of 

individuals in rock and roll, contrasting the form's egalitarian claims where anyone can 

participate with its gendered, raced, and sexually-oriented representations. Third, I 

examined the live performance and the significance of “going on the road.” Fourth, I 

detailed the role of media in rock and roll as well as the power of getting music “out 

there.” Finally, I demonstrate how these forms construct a unified version of success in 

rock and roll. These areas work together to articulate a legitimated process of how to do 

rock and roll.   

 Upon completing the written analysis, I scrutinized the work through Vande Berg, 

Wenner, and Gronbeck's (2004) validation standards for textual analysis. First, this 

analysis has “internal consistency” as my interpretations support my central focus of 

examining  meanings around the myth of rock and roll. Second, I provide “ample, 

appropriate evidence” (p. 30) in order to support my claims through both quotations and 

descriptions of visual or aural elements. Third, “a reader would be well-served by reading 

the results” (p. 30) due to the practical and theoretical significance of the findings. 

Fourth, the analysis contains “reasonableness” through a “systematic, reasoned analysis” 

(p. 30). An additional validation technique that I employed was, as stated previously in 

this section, I engaged in conversations with musicians as well as salient literature to 
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extend and situate my findings on the form in relation to the complete mythologizing 

process. 

Concept and Personalization through Lived Experiences  

 While the cultural forms of the myth of rock and roll provide a shared cultural 

resource through its circulation in mediated texts, the myth’s concepts lie in individual 

interpretations formed through a combination of personal and mediated experiences. To 

access these concepts, I conducted a series of in-depth interviews in varying locations 

significant to the music making process. I chose to include locations with my in-depth 

interviews due to the rich data gathered by scholars such as Hebdige (1979), who 

examined mod, ted, and punk cultures on London street corners, Morley (1986) who went 

into family's homes to talk to them about the cultural function of television in their lives, 

and Cohen (1997) who followed rock band Kyzer Soze to various performances. While 

this study is not an ethnography, on-location interviews yield data different than an 

interview conducted in a university office. However, as McRobbie (1980) suggests, these 

interviews should occur both where the cultural activity visibly occurs as well as where 

individuals go afterward. Thus, I balanced on-site (clubs, studios, bars) with afterward 

sites (generally musicians' homes).  

 To include as many viewpoints as possible, I conducted 41 in-depth interviews 

with a maximum variation sample (Miles & Huberman, 1994) with musicians mostly in 

the Midwest, but also from around the U.S. Most of my interviews occurred with 

musicians from the Midwest as I wanted to conduct as many interviews as possible in a 

contextualized face-to-face setting and I had the funds to travel around the Midwest as I 

was located there during this process. In total, I conducted 33 of the 41 interviews face to 
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face. Most of the respondents also had first-hand experience in music scenes outside of 

the Midwest and many musicians had either lived in a different location or played dates 

on tour. I selected in-depth interviews as they allow for clarifications, expounding of 

terms, and probes based on tacit knowledge (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002) to fully understand 

an individual's personalized concept of the myth of rock and roll. Additionally, the in-

depth interview provides “a remarkably adaptable method.... The scope of topics that can 

be covered is limitless” (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002, pp. 170-171). Many scholars have used 

the in-depth interview both when studying media text audiences (e.g. Bishop, 2001; 

Jenkins, 1995; Keightley, 2011; Morley, 1986; Radway 1987) as well as  musicians 

specifically (e.g., Bayton, 1988; Bennett, 1980; Bradshaw, McDonaugh, Marshall, & 

Bradshaw, 2005; Clawson, 1999; Cohen, 1997). In the subsequent sections, I detail my 

sampling technique, selection of locations, the protocol of the interviews themselves, the 

post-interview analysis of data, and the methods by which I attempted to assure quality.  

 Sampling. I recruited a maximum diversity sample (Miles & Huberman, 1994) of 

musicians in the Midwestern United States, attempting to gather the widest perspective 

on the myth of rock and roll through the individuals' diversity of experience. I utilized the 

following criteria for my sample: the musicians had to be over the age of 18, played in a 

band that he or she defined as rock, and had performed at least once publicly. I used the 

following criteria to achieve a maximum diversity sample: the sex of the musician 

(attempting to have an even mix of male and female musicians), level of “success” (such 

as signing with record labels, touring, doing rock and roll for a living), different 

instruments played within a band (to interview 40 guitar players would result in an 

incomplete perspective), and the level of experience within bands (from months to 
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decades spent in bands). I also attempted to recruit for diversity in race (individuals of 

color as opposed to only white musicians) and sexual orientation (GLBTQ individuals as 

opposed to only heterosexual musicians), but my sample ended up being far more 

homogenous in these regards than I had hoped.  

 Instead of sampling for statistical power, the sample size was driven by the desire 

to reach “saturation” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008), which means that “no new data are 

emerging” (p. 143) from new interviews. To reach this saturation, it was key to gather the 

maximum variation sample I detailed above. As Glaser and Strauss (1967) suggest, as a 

sample becomes more diverse, the data collected also become more diverse while still 

retaining discernible patterns. Both Corbin and Strauss (2008) and Creswell (2007) 

recommend a minimum of 20 in-depth interviews in order to reach theoretical saturation. 

To recruit for my sample, I utilized contacts in various music scenes around the Midwest, 

including fellow musicians, employees at music venues, and those related to the music 

business in other capacities (e.g., repair technicians, graphic designers, and recording 

engineers). I also reached out to musicians who I had met previously or with whom we 

had a mutual associate who did not live in the Midwest to promote my maximum 

variation sample. These contacts helped diversify my sample in regard to finding 

musicians who had reached a high level of success as well as increasing the amount of 

female musicians in my study. At the end of each interview, I asked the respondent if 

they could recommend any interviewees. Thus I used a snowball sampling technique to 

attain my maximum variation sample. 

 Of the 41 interviews in my sample, I conducted 33 face-to-face, 2 via telephone, 

and 6 via email. I had to interview some respondents by telephone and email as they did 
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not live in the Midwest. These musicians had achieved a high degree of success and thus 

were necessary to include. The interviews ranged in duration from 14-92 minutes, with a 

mean of 42:12. These fall in the range of 30-60 that in-depth respondent interviews 

typically last (Graham, 2000; Lindlof & Taylor, 2002). In addition to the actual semi-

structured interview time, in nearly every instance I also spent a considerable amount of 

time on location either before or after discussing music with the individuals as well in an 

informal manner. I conducted the face-to-face interviews in Chicago, IL (7), St. Louis, 

MO (4), Columbia, MO (16), and Warrensburg, MO (6). In total, the face-to-face 

interviews occurred at 16 different locations ranging from music venues and bars to home 

studios and apartments. The respondents' ages ranged from 18-62 with their experience in 

publicly performing rock and roll ranging from 1-40 years. The sample had a wide range 

in “success;” some musicians had been signed to major labels and went on international 

tours, whereas some musicians were just beginning and had performed only a handful of 

shows. The musicians in my sample played guitar, bass, drums, keyboard, horns, violin, 

and percussion. I have provided details on each respondent in Appendix 2.  

I attempted to recruit non-white, heterosexual, male musicians to explore how the 

construction of concepts differs for individuals with identity categories. Though it was 

my intention to recruit a sample that included a diverse range of identity categories, in the 

end my sample consisted primarily of white, heterosexual males. The sample contained 

32 males and 9 female musicians, 38 white and 3 individuals of color, and no individuals 

who identified as LGBTQ. I discuss the reasons for this sample composition in Chapter 5. 

Locations. As I stated in the previous section, I conducted interviews at locations 

where musicians made music as well as where they reflected upon these experiences. 
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Music making locations included performances at clubs, bars, and DIY venues, recording 

studios, and practice spaces. Reflective locations included musicians' homes, bars, and 

coffee shops. Each of these locations provides a different set of circumstances from the 

excitement of performing a show to the relaxed atmosphere where reflection on these 

performances occurs. These circumstances allow for different types of answers as 

demonstrated by Hebdige (1979) and elaborated upon by McRobbie (1980). Hebdige 

conducted his interviews on the streets where the mod, ted, and punk subcultures publicly 

happened. McRobbie's (1980) response to Hebdige's work suggests that focusing on 

“street visibility” (p. 77) results in marginalizing those not on the street and the omission 

of important voices. When beginning my interviews, I focused on this “street visibility.” 

Specifically I wanted to include only places where the culture of rock and roll happened 

in the presence of others in order to emulate the types of responses and sets of meanings 

that might happen in these circumstances. However, when I had to conduct my first 

interview at someone's home, I found that it lasted longer than the ones that happened at 

music venues. Additionally, the answers of the musicians at home and away from music 

making in the company of others were based more on memories and reflection. On 

location interviews functioned in a bit of a different manner as musicians reacted more to 

their surroundings, which acted as “auto-driving” mechanisms (McCracken, 1988). The 

presence of the symbols of the music making process where rock and roll “happens” 

resulted in responses focusing on the affective moments and pleasures that accompanied 

doing rock and roll. After I noticed the different types of responses, I attempted to 

balance my interview locations between where the performance of rock and roll 

happened and sites that provided opportunity for reflection.  
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 Interview protocol. I conducted the in-depth one-on-one interviews in a semi-

structured format approved by the University of Missouri Institutional Review Board. To 

provide confidentiality, I have used pseudonyms in place of the respondents' actual 

names and omitted details that would promote their identification. I have included both 

my initial interview protocol (Appendix 3) as well as the final interview protocol 

(Appendix 4). I modified my initial protocol throughout the study due to the emergent 

nature of the research process. For example, my initial protocol had no questions about 

the nature of rock and roll itself as I initially wanted to focus on the pursuit of success in 

rock and roll. However, in the first few interviews, the respondents began implying that 

rock and roll was a pure and good phenomenon. I included a new section for subsequent 

interviews where I would directly question the respondents about rock and roll itself in 

order to denaturalize these assumption of rock and roll itself as naturally pure and good. 

The semi-structured format allowed room for the exploration of responses not initially 

considered. Throughout the interviewing process, I kept the protocol’s core categories the 

same as they provided a general guide during each interview. This consistency ensured 

that I would address the same general issues in each interview and thus be able to 

compare the interviews to one another.  

 I began each interview with some rapport building questions (Lindlof & Taylor, 

2002) to demonstrate my shared set of meanings as a musician. Next, I asked identity 

category and level of experience questions in a manner similar to Clawson (1999), where 

she began each interview by asking questions about the musicians' current and previous 

bands, number of years spent in bands, types of instruments played, and record labels 

with which they had worked. I followed these initial questions with non-directive 
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questions about each respondent's lived experiences. I designed these non-directive 

questions to avoid coercing respondents into one position or another (McCracken, 1988) 

and to decrease the distance between researcher and respondent. I created questions to 

solicit narratives about phenomena and to get at the logistics of doing rock and roll, 

although I did also ask questions about greater cultural practices and meanings. I grouped 

the interview questions into the following four general categories: understandings of the 

cultural phenomenon of rock and roll through mediated forms, the expectations and 

experiences of public performances, the logistics of success in music, how the identity 

categories of gender, race, and sexual orientation relate to rock and roll, and the 

navigation through and production of promotional media from song recordings to 

websites. I designed each group of questions solicit both the participant's societal 

perceptions and personal experiences. I recorded each interview using a discrete digital 

audio recording device and I transcribed the interviews into a verbatim transcript as 

suggested by both McCracken (1988) and Lindlof and Taylor (2002). Upon completion, I 

initially read through the entire transcript holistically twice. During my writing and 

subsequent multiple revisions of Chapter 5, I selectively re-read the interviews multiple 

times as well and listened to the original recordings to further develop my initial ideas.  

 Data analysis. In a study of emergent design, data analysis occurs throughout the 

process. Memoing after each interview and during the examination of the transcribed 

interviews (Corbin & Strauss, 2008) aids this process. After each interview, I wrote or 

typed openly about concepts, patterns, stories, categories, and areas of symbolism that 

emerged. This memoing ensured that I conducted each subsequent interview with the 

knowledge of these emergent concepts. The development of themes from earlier 
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interviews resulted in multiple revisions of the interview protocol as I removed, 

reworked, and added questions. As I conducted more interviews and analyzed my forms, 

“defamiliarization” (Thomas, 1993) occurred, meaning what initially appeared as natural 

became symbolic and visible. I reached this state of defamiliarization by questioning 

familiar phrases and terms and by examining the paradigmatic and syntagmatic elements 

that respondents used to describe rock and roll. Following Johnson et al.'s (2004) 

suggestions, I worked to balance the voices of the individual respondents with larger 

recurring cultural structures. 

 Between the verbatim transcription process and my first round of analyses of the 

transcripts, I spent a week away from the data to allow for reflection. On subsequent 

drafts, I spent at least a month away from the data to promote a critical distance between 

my new analyses and my previous ones. I re-read the transcripts holistically while taking 

extensive notes to generate and articulate potential themes, linkages, and terms during 

each revision of Chapter 5. I followed this generative stage with a data reduction stage, 

where I attempted to reduce the raw data of transcripts into manageable portions. Data 

reduction occurs through “the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and 

transforming the data that appear in written up field notes or transcriptions” (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994, p. 10). Within each topic area (the core of rock and roll, public 

performance, identity category relationship to rock and roll, media navigation, and 

success), I used Owen's (1984) criteria to develop themes with the data. These include 

recurrence (occurs across multiple participants), repetition (repeated key words and 

phrases), and forcefulness (volume, drama, or stressing of a word or phrase). 

Additionally, I attempted to construct linkages between thematic and narrative elements 
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by using the constant comparative method discussed by Glaser and Strauss (1967). By 

using this process, I constantly compared each new interview to every other interview I 

had conducted previously. This process occurred during the open/axial phase of data 

analysis (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). In this phase of data reduction, I both developed and 

articulated categories along  how these categories may relate to one another. I attempted 

to balance the necessity of data reduction with a sensitivity to multiple standpoints 

(Creswell, 2007). I included multiple standpoints through my liberal usage of respondent 

quotations throughout the analysis and by exploring and including elements of concepts 

that may not fit neatly into previously generated categories. As Lindlof and Taylor (2002) 

suggest, I generated the category names from in vivo terms, or phrases or terms generated 

by the participants to more accurately reflect their realities.  

 Assuring quality. After writing up my analysis of the interviews, I utilized 

multiple validation techniques to assure the quality of my findings. Creswell (2007) 

suggests using the term “validation” in place of “verification” as validation connotes a 

process as opposed to a single check commonly performed at the end of a statistical 

analysis. Corbin and Strauss (2008) suggest that when validation techniques are used 

throughout the research process, they aid in producing a “quality” piece of scholarship 

that is useful to other scholars. Creswell (2007) suggests that a researcher should use at 

least two validation strategies in a study. In a manner similar to the validation of my 

textual analysis, I kept my findings in conversation (Johnson et al., 2004) with 

respondents (both during and after the study), musicians outside of the study, fellow 

scholars, and with the relevant literature. This conversing links to Miles and Huberman's 

(1994) practice of member checking. While writing research findings necessitates the 
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winnowing of data, the findings should still resonate with the respondents (Corbin & 

Strauss, 2008) and refining these findings through these conversations promotes this 

resonance. Second, this analysis contains rich, thick description (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) 

to provide readers enough detail to decide if they can transfer my findings to their 

situation through the exposition of context, location, and participant quotations. Third, I 

triangulated my methods and data sources by conducting both a textual analysis spanning 

multiple mediated texts and in-depth interviews with a maximum variation sample. The 

inclusion of multiple viewpoints of respondents and texts aids in providing a more 

complete view of a particular cultural phenomenon. 

Conclusions on Linking Form and Concept 

 In this critical/cultural study of myth, I begin to unpack how mediated cultural 

forms construct expectations for doing rock and roll as well as how individuals negotiate 

with these forms while personalizing concepts. Through the methods I detailed in this 

chapter, I traced the process by which I analyze the mediated forms of the myth through 

textual analysis as well as these individual understandings through in-depth interviews. 

Musicians negotiate the meanings of rock and roll at the intersection of mediated and 

material experiences, at both the individual and the cultural levels. The approach to 

studying cultural myth that I have outlined in this chapter differs from many of the other 

approaches to studying myth that I cited in Chapter 2. It does not merely perform a 

“naive unmasking” (Calefato, 2008) of a falsehood. Rather, it examines myth as a 

dynamic cultural process informed by media texts and negotiated through individual and 

cultural sets of meanings. I operationalize Barthes' (1957) division of myth into form and 

concept into text and individual in culture. This delineation allows for an examination 
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into the mythologizing process complete with the role of media in its circulation and 

individuals in its negotiation. Additionally, this approach allows for the identification of 

possible alternative sets of discourses to understanding rock and roll. 

 In this chapter, I discussed my approach to studying the forms of the myth of rock 

and roll through a textual analysis of eight episodes of Behind the Music and five 

nationally-released films. I also detailed my approach to studying the concepts of rock 

and roll through 41 in-depth interviews conducted with musicians. For each, I articulated 

my logic for sampling, my approach to analysis, and my validation techniques. In 

Chapter 4, I perform the textual analysis of these television programs and films that 

construct and represent the recurring cultural form. In Chapter 5, I perform the study of 

musicians' concepts through the in-depth interviews. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
x I have only included the bands I have actually played shows with: The Ex-Bombers, Pat Boone's Farm, 

The Locked Sound, Left Arm, The Turn Offs, King Rail, The Midwest Surf Invasion, The Omniholics, 
The Moondogs, Caffeineated Daydream, Junkie Princess, The Specs, Monte Carlos, The Hanukkah 
Jones Band.  

 
xi In addition to Behind the Music's impressive run and syndication as discussed in Chapter 1, multiple 

television shows have paid homage to its documentary style and formula, such as The Simpsons 
“Behind the Laughter” (SE11/22 aired on 5/21/2000), South Park “Terrance and Phillip: Behind the 
Blow” (SE5/5 7/18/2001), and Saturday Night Live's now iconic sketch about Blue Öyster Cult on 
Behind the Music where the band is recording “Don't Fear the Reaper” and producer Bruce Dickinson 
(portrayed by Christopher Walken) has “gotta have more cowbell.”  

 
xii My Behind the Music sample includes only artists that would reasonably receive airplay on a rock 

format station and whose episodes use the term “rock” to describe the group. This genre defines itself 
largely through exclusion in that genres such as jazz, pop, R&B, country, rap, hip hop, and blues are 
excluded on the radio stations and music venues where audiences hear these rock and roll bands.  
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CHAPTER 4:  

THE MEDIATED FORM OF ROCK AND ROLL 

 

 

 

 Thus far I have suggested that the cultural myth of rock and roll circulates in 

mediated texts (forms) and in individual negotiations of meaning (concepts). In this 

chapter, I examine the first portion of the mythologizing process by conducting a textual 

analysis on selected media texts which represent doing rock and roll. Specifically, I 

examine how mediated representations of rock and roll provide a standardized set of 

expectations and meanings around doing rock and roll. The forms accomplish this 

through circulating recurring narratives (syntagmatic elements) and symbols 

(paradigmatic elements) that provide a unified version of what rock and roll entails both 

culturally and for the individual. I base my findings in this chapter on the sample that I 

described in Chapter 3, which consists of five nationally-released Hollywood films 

(Airheads, That Thing You Do, Almost Famous, School of Rock, and The Rocker) and 

eight episodes of the long-running VH1 program Behind the Music (Jefferson Airplane, 

Steppenwolf, Mötley Crüe, Heart, The Bangles, Everclear, Garbage, and Aerosmith). I 

have provided summaries of each program and film in Appendix 3. 

 I begin my analysis of this sample of rock and roll's mediated forms by detailing 

the manner in which these representations construct the phenomenon of rock and roll 

itself as a pure ideal. This pure ideal of rock and roll remains separate from the music 

industry and promises musicians a series of positive experiential pleasures. Throughout 
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this chapter, I continually return to the mythic divide of rock and roll, where forms 

construct rock and roll as “good” and pure and the music industry as “evil.” Next, I 

explore how this sample of forms constructs rock and roll as meritocratic, where anyone 

has the agency and equal opportunity to become a successful rock and roll musician. 

However, this egalitarianism is ultimately gendered, sexually-oriented, and raced. In the 

next section, I break apart the signifier of going “on the road.” In this sample, going on 

tour promises individual freedoms and opportunities for musicians to take their pure rock 

and roll directly to the people. I follow this section with an examination of the mythic 

power of media channels as depicted in these forms. I conclude with a discussion of how 

this sample of forms constructs success in rock and roll.  

Rock and Roll (n.),(v.),(adj.) 

 As I concluded in Chapter 1, academic literature, popular literature, and musicians 

themselves circulate rock and roll as pure and good in an unproblematized state, seldom 

directly defining rock and roll. The films and programs I analyzed also construct rock and 

roll as a phenomenon that defies definition. In the rare places where individuals in these 

forms directly discuss rock and roll, they represent it as a “pure” phenomenon that must 

be experienced in order to be understood. The forms suggest that these pure experiences 

are more “real” than those found in everyday life. The mythic primitivity and subsequent 

pure experiences of rock and roll link its listeners and performers to something inherently 

human, the same humanity from which the ordinary world attempts to divorce them. This 

pure musical and cultural element of rock and roll remains mythically separate from the 

business portion of the music industry despite its dependence on the industry. This 

artificial separation of music from industry creates a dualism between music (good) and 
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industry (evil). Indeed, much of my argument in these next two chapters relates directly 

to this depicted purity of rock and roll. I begin this section by examining the experiential 

and momentary nature or rock and roll. The forms in my sample construct rock and roll 

as both a type of music and a lifestyle that allows for primal pleasures to be experienced 

in a manner similar to the presumed pleasures found in drugs, religion, or magic.  

 A scene from the film Almost Famous (2000) demonstrates how this sample of 

mediated forms constructs rock and roll as an experiential phenomenon that defies 

definition. This example features a rare direct attempt at defining rock and roll not found 

anywhere else in my sample. In this scene, reporter/protagonist William Miller (Patrick 

Fugit) is backstage at a Black Sabbath concert where he asks Jeff Bebe (Jason Lee), the 

singer of the opening band Stillwater, to define rock and roll. Bebe answers: 

Some people have a hard time explaining rock and roll. I don't think 
anyone can really explain rock and roll. Maybe Pete Townsend. But that's 
okay. Rock and roll is a lifestyle and a way of thinking. And it's not about 
money or popularity, although some money would be nice. 
 

Bebe's attempted explanation of rock and roll touches upon many of rock and roll's 

mythic core traits as found in mediated forms. For Bebe, rock and roll can only be 

understood through experience. This includes living a lifestyle, orienting oneself to the 

thought process of rock and roll, or immersing oneself in the music of rock and roll. By 

denying that any single person can define rock and roll, Bebe denies a unified 

explanation. He suggests that the definition can only reside in the experience of rock and 

roll. Understanding rock and roll for Bebe comes only through the experience of having 

rock and roll as the guiding force of his everyday life that influences all of his actions. As 

a musician, Bebe implies he was initially motivated to make music through this lifestyle 
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as opposed to money or popularity. These pure intentions of rock and roll permeate 

throughout the myth, as I will discuss later in this section.  

 My sample of films and television programs constructs rock and roll as a 

contagious experience, where an individual can glean the primal pleasures of rock and 

roll and its transformative powers by mere proximity to the music. Returning to the scene 

from Almost Famous (2000), Bebe continues to attempt to explain rock and roll, telling 

Miller that rock and roll is about “catching the buzz.” Both performer and audience can 

catch the buzz through the sound waves of rock and roll, once again placing meaning in 

the subjective experience. seemingly This experience is simultaneously mystic and 

tangible. In the myth of rock and roll, the experience contain traces of magic, spirituality, 

and drugs. Aerosmith's Behind the Music episode (2002) further details the affective and 

physical pleasures contained in the mythic rock and roll experience. A montage in the 

opening of the episode features interviews with the band mixed with archival photos and 

videos. Here, the band, dubbed “America’s Greatest Rock and Roll Band” (Walter, 1998, 

p. 20) describes their music: “This band is all about spirit. It's primal, it's primitive, brings 

all this energy. I can't explain it. Indescribably. It's a drug. It's magic and it's always been 

that way.” These descriptors of spirituality, magic, and drugs provide the recurring 

signifiers for the physical and affective pleasures of rock and roll that I will discuss 

through both the mediated cultural form and individuals' concepts (in Chapter 5). Each 

signifier that the band uses to describe the phenomenon of rock and roll requires an 

experiential understanding. The mediated forms in my sample construct rock and roll as a 

pure phenomenon with transformative powers that somehow existed before the music 

industry became involved. As guitarist Joe Perry suggests later in the episode, “Rock and 
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roll is something that I've always compared to the fire that people like to dance around.” 

Dancing around the fire existed long before the music industry,  and according to the 

myth of rock and roll, the phenomenon of rock and roll can still provide the same 

experience. This experience found in “catching the buzz” or “dancing around the fire” 

mythically reconnects individuals to experiencing humanity as both provide material 

pleasures as opposed to ideological burdens. This origin of rock and roll, away from 

financial motivations with a focus on experiential pleasures, mythically provides a way 

outside of modern societal concerns and promises its listeners and performers a purely 

human experience. As I will demonstrate over the course of the next two chapters, the 

promise of a pure experience is at the very core of understanding how rock and roll 

functions culturally as each decision in a story about a rock and roll musician uses this 

purity as motivation for his or her actions, both in form and concept.  

 Returning to my original quote from Bebe, the myth suggests that money and 

popularity should not motivate a musician's creation of rock and roll. However, if making 

money should happen to coincide with the creative process of making music, Bebe would 

be amenable to it. At first, this divide of how musicians attain money through music 

appears to be subtle. However, under further scrutiny, it provides the base of rock and 

roll's constructed purity. Every media text I examined represents money and art as 

mutually exclusive. This sample of the myth's forms removes the business portion from 

both the realities of being a musician as well as the music making process. An interaction 

in the film Airheads (1994) between Chazz Darvey (Brendan Fraser), the singer/guitarist 

of the fictional band The Lone Rangers, and Milo Jackson (Michael McKean), the station 

manager of KPPX Rebel Radio, exemplifies this split. In a moment of desperation to 
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attain success in rock and roll through radio exposure, The Lone Rangers break into the 

KPPX building to have the station play their demo tape on the air. Eventually, the group 

threatens the disc jockey with water pistols that look like actual firearms and the event 

turns into a hostage situation. Milo attempts to demonstrate his solidarity with the group 

despite the band viewing him as firmly in the industry portion of the music industry: 

Milo Jackson: Hey, hey guys. We're all rock and rollers here. 
Chazz Darvey: You look like half a butt puppet! Do you know what it's 
like to be on the bill and to play for 15 minutes and the only people there 
to see you are the other bands and their girlfriends? Don't talk to me about 
rock and roll. I'm out  there in the clubs and on the streets. I'm livin' it. I 
am rock and roll. 
 

This exchange displays the mythic division between the experiences of the musician 

(music) and the station manager (industry). Darvey legitimates his experience of 

performing rock and roll as truth while invalidating the experiences of the station 

manager due to Milo's overt focus on profit, as opposed to the music itself. Both Darvey 

and Bebe construct rock and roll as a lifestyle to live as opposed to a commodity to 

consume. My sample of the mediated forms of rock and roll construct a dualism of good 

and evil, and, by proxy an antagonist to provide both conflict and contrast to the musician 

as protagonist. In Airheads, The Lone Rangers have not been heard by a wide audience 

due to the interference of industry agents like Milo, who is more concerned with reading 

trade magazines than experiencing rock and roll. The Lone Rangers can only break into 

the music industry by literally breaking into a piece of the music industry signified by the 

secure radio station with its security cameras and electronic locks. This focus on 

musicians’ agency in their quest to reach an audience provides a recurring piece of the 

rock and roll narrative as detailed in my sample of forms.  
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Each episode of Behind the Music also constructs a narrative about how the music 

industry impeded a band's ability to reach an audience. Mötley Crüe's (1998) episode 

describes how the band could not get a record deal so they pressed their own copies of 

their first album Too Fast For Love (1981). The episode featuring Jefferson Airplane 

(1998) details how singer Marty Balin opened a club in San Francisco called The Matrix 

in order to reach an audience after being ignored by record labels. By booking his band at 

his club that capitalized on the popularity of LSD (then legal) by serving in at the bar, 

The Jefferson Airplane started to have high attendance and RCA took notice of the group. 

In films such as Airheads (1994) and these episodes of Behind the Music, the narrative 

enigma is not “How will this band craft the best songs?” Rather, it is “How will this band 

overcome the deaf ears of the music industry and get their 'pure' rock and roll out to the 

people?”  

 This recurring narrative enigma where the evil industry attempts to keep the good 

music from the people provides the motivation for bands going on tour and putting their 

music in media channels. The forms in my sample personify this binary through 

portraying the good musician as protagonist and the evil industry member as antagonist. 

In each form, those industry executives furthest removed from directly experiencing rock 

and roll represent the antagonists while portraying musicians closest to the music making 

process and further away from the business represent protagonists. An examination of the 

characters in Airheads (1994) illustrates this relationship. The film constructs Lone 

Rangers guitarist and singer Chazz Darvey as the protagonist of the film. Darvey has 

sacrificed money for music, later even rejecting his record contract saying, “I wanna be a 

rock star some day, but it's going to be on my own terms.” The film's antagonist, Jimmie 
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Wing (Judd Nelson) from Palatine Records, dictates the original terms that Darvey 

ultimately rejects. In the opening scene of the film, when Darvey sneaks into Palatine 

Records to solicit someone at the company to hear his demo tape, Wing has security 

escort him from the building. Later, upon hearing the hostage situation airing live on 

KPPX, Wing recognizes the potential for widespread media exposure and record sales. 

Wing tells his administrative assistant, “They're gonna be all over the news now. Time 

magazine, Larry King Live. If the song's in English, it's a gold record at least.” His 

response illustrates that Wing's only concern lies with business, as signified by his 

decisively non-music media choices for publicity, and not with the music. He even offers 

to sign The Lone Rangers to a record deal without bothering to hear their song first. 

Similar character divides occur in The Rocker, That Thing You Do, Almost Famous, and 

several episodes of Behind the Music where the episode details how management or a 

label has taken advantage of the artist (Aerosmith) or has even resulted in the dissolution 

of the group (The Bangles).  

 My sample of the mediated forms of rock and roll thus constructs music and 

industry as mutually exclusive activities. In the myth of rock and roll, bands maintain a 

disinterest in money, allowing managers, record labels, and corporations to handle 

finances and industry concerns. As Vince Neil (vocalist) from Mötley Crüe summarizes 

during the band's Behind the Music episode (1998), “We didn't know this was a business. 

We thought it was just a party.” This lack of business and industry knowledge did 

nothing to deter their rise to success as it may have in many other industries. However, 

Behind the Music episodes regularly feature bands such as Mötley Crüe, Aerosmith, and 

Jefferson Airplane who ignored the logistics of the music industry and instead focused on 
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the momentary pleasures that accompanied the rock and roll lifestyle. This focus on 

experiential pleasure over business only intensified for the musicians in these bands as 

they achieved more success. Thus in the myth of rock and roll, while the musicians focus 

solely on making music, the industry focuses solely on making money. In Almost Famous 

(2000) music critic Lester Bangs (Phillips Seymour Hoffman) warns William Miller 

about the music industry, “They will ruin rock and roll and turn it into an industry of 

cool.” The “they” refers to the ubiquitous music industry that changes musicians’ 

expressions of pure experience into a standardized “cool” palatable for mass 

consumption. In doing so, the industry “ruins” the pure experience of rock and roll. This 

involvement by the industry taints music and corrupts an artist's aural vision through 

coercion. 

 The films and television programs that I examined construct promoters, managers, 

radio station managers, club owners, booking agents, and record label executives as 

bullies menacing musicians. In Garbage's episode of Behind the Music (2002), vocalist 

Shirley Manson suggests, “The music industry is just one big bully.” These industry 

bullies stand in contrast to the rock and roll band, which the forms construct as friends 

and family. According to the myth, music industry bullies control and manipulate 

musicians into thinking and doing things they typically would not and this control 

manifests in both songs and image. This bully, for Manson and Garbage, did not care 

about the physical, mental, and spiritual well-being of the band; the industry was only 

interested in selling more records. The Rocker (2008) provides an example of how the 

mythic music industry changes both the personnel and the overall sound of a band. The 

film begins in 1986, backstage at a 250-person capacity rock club where the fictional 
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band Vesuvius performs. The band's manager Billyxiii (Jon Glaser) informs the group that 

Matchbook Records wants to sign them to a record contract, but will only do so if the 

band replaces their drummer Robert “Fish” Fishman (Rainn Wilson). The band agrees, 

banishing Fishman from the band he loves while Vesuvius goes on to a career of fame 

and fortune. Twenty-three years later, Fishman's nephew Matthew Gadman (Josh Gad) 

recruits Fishman to play in his band A.D.D. as a last minute replacement for their original 

drummer Jeremy (Jonathan Malen) who was grounded and unable to play the school 

dance. Fishman’s desire to help his family member out of familial obligation in A.D.D. 

stands in contrast to the profit motives of Vesuvius. As A.D.D. gains attention from fans 

and a record label, their manager books them to open for Fishman's old group, to 

celebrate Vesuvius' induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. At the performance, 

the film reveals that Vesuvius has changed dramatically since firing Fishman. The band 

now has a record label executive's son as their drummer, the Cleveland natives now speak 

with fake British accents, and their performance features lip-syncing that goes awry. The 

film suggests that by listening to the label's command to fire Fishman, the band became 

contaminated by industry, initiating a downward spiral that ultimately made the band 

inauthentic rock and roll. The lip-syncing reveals how the group has become beholden to 

the music industry, unable to perform their music without outside assistance. After the 

audience boos Vesuvius off the stage, they demand an encore from A.D.D. At this point 

A.D.D.'s manager David Marshall (Jason Sudeikis), who had earlier suggested that they 

kick Fishman out of the group/family, tells them that they are not allowed to play the 

encore as it would make their label mates look worse. The band fires music industry 

agent Marshall and returns to the stage to play the encore, thus supporting the mythic and 
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populous good of music while rejecting the music industry's wishes. With this act, 

Fishman completes his return to the primal and pure joy that he experienced in his 

original performances with Vesuvius. This arc of primitive pleasure through music 

repeats itself in Airheads when the band refuses to pantomime for their music video in 

front of the crowd that has gathered in front of the radio station at record executive 

Jimmie Wing's request. In the moment, they smash their instruments in an act of defiant 

hedonism, taking joy in destroying the industry-supplied instruments while their demo 

tape plays to an attentive crowd.  

 The Bangles' Behind the Music episode (2000) provides an example of the impact 

of the music industry on the music making process as well as the pleasures that bands 

take from performing rock and roll. The episode begins by describing how the group 

began in the Peterson sisters' (drummer Debbi and guitarist Vicki) garage where the 

sisters had the agency to play what they pleased, experiencing rock and roll without 

considering industry concerns such as marketability and sales. The garage mythically 

signifies a place for experiencing music, away the influence of industry and the concerns 

of everyday life. Here, a band becomes family and revels in the simplicity and joy of 

music making. As The Bangles garner attention from the industry (record labels, 

management, radio personalities), they lose that agency beginning with having to change 

their name from The Bangs to The Bangles. Four years after this change, the most stark 

example of industry concerns usurping agency happened during the recording of the song 

“Walk Like an Egyptian,” which the band cites as the reason for their break up. The band 

members suggest that producer David Kahne chose which verses to have sung by each 

member (a decision the group typically made) and replaced Debbi Peterson's drum track 
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with a drum machine, effectively removing her from the track. Despite it leading to a 

number one single, the show's narrator (James Forbes) suggests, “The Bangles were 

miserable” and the group disbanded soon afterward. The episode, filmed in 2000, ends 

with shots of the four members of the Bangles in a semi-circle on a warmly-lit (as 

opposed to stage lights) small wooden stage working on a new song, smiling, and 

interacting with one another. Debbi Peterson suggests that after having gone through 

mainstream label issues, that they have “gone back to that simple place to have that 

feeling of control.” The joy shown as the group performs without inside interference 

parallels the Peterson sisters' description of their garage. Here, simple equates to primal, 

pure, and human. According to the myth of rock and roll, the only way a group can return 

to this place of pleasure is through interacting with pure music away from industry 

meddling. This sample of forms constructs making rock and roll music as the manner by 

which bands can mend the relationships strained by industry and reclaim  its experiential 

and pure pleasures. 

 In this section, I have detailed how this sample of mediated forms construct rock 

and roll as mythically providing a cultural resource for pure and experiential pleasures. 

These texts separate the ordinary world from the “real” experiences of “pure” rock and 

roll. Here, rock and roll circulates as unproblematically good, open to anyone who wishes 

to “catch the buzz.” As rock and roll defies definition in these texts, individuals must 

experience it in order to understand it. These experiences contain the presumed affective 

and physical pleasures associated with magic, religion, and drugs. This sample of 

mediated forms constructs a binary in rock and roll between music (good) and industry 

(evil). For rock and roll to remain pure, musicians must keep the music portion separate 
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from the industry portion, despite rock and roll's dependency on this industry for reaching 

a mass audience. In the next section, I examine how the form of rock and roll constructs 

success in the music industry as an equal opportunity between equal players, which also 

valorizes “averageness.” 

Rock and Roll: From Average Origins 

 In the previous section, I examined how my sample of forms constructs rock and 

roll as a pure affective and physical experience where music is good and industry is evil. 

In this section, I detail how these representations of the rock and roll myth construct these 

experiences as open to anyone who wishes to experience them. Under the terms of the 

myth, to experience rock and roll's physical and affective pleasures and to achieve 

success, musicians must have average origins. This averageness provides an identifiable 

counter to godliness and stardom. In the final portion of this section, I break apart what 

“averageness” entails in regard to identity categories and what this means for non-white, 

non-heterosexual, and non-male musicians.  

 Each program and film in my sample contains a narrative of meritocracy. In this 

narrative, everyone has an equal opportunity to “make it” and the group that tries the 

hardest and creates the best rock and roll music succeeds. These parameters for success 

relate directly to Fisher's (1973) articulation of the myth of the American dream, which 

“promises that if one employs one's energies and talents to the fullest, one will reap the 

rewards of status, wealth, and power” (p.161). The myth of rock and roll shares the 

meritocratic base of the American dream myth, but its caveats go far beyond mere 

meritocracy. These mediated forms represent rock and roll musicians “making it” as a 

result of creating music from that they derive from their average origins. While jazz and 
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classical music performance necessitate virtuosity and skill, averageness is not a 

detriment in rock and roll. Rather, the forms of rock and roll I examined construct 

averageness as not only acceptable, but a necessity for musicians to make the quality rock 

and roll music. This averageness mythically provides an essential component  that a rock 

and roll band must have in order to attain success. Each episode of Behind the Music that 

I examined highlights the averageness of the featured individuals. The program 

incorporates family and school pictures, interviews with family members, and home 

movies that demonstrate origins of averageness by depicting or describing the musician 

in normative childhood behaviors such as attending school or spending time with family 

and friends. These episodes further stress average origins by using a musician's actual 

name as opposed to his or her stage name. In this backstage look at musicians' average 

origins, Steven Tyler from Aerosmith is Steven Tallarico and John Kay from 

Steppenwolf is Joachim Krauledat. The show later contrasts these signifiers of 

averageness with stardom on stage and in media.  

Behind the Music allows access into the worlds of those who have composed 

canonical rock and roll songs, and by doing so, it provides access to the origins of the 

rock and roll songs themselves. Even while featuring a band's rise to prominence, Behind 

the Music emphasizes the affective states of the musicians. The programs stress this 

affect by examining personal relationships between members of the band or significant 

others, declines in record sales, or battles with personal demons. These moments provide 

viewers opportunities to understand these famous musicians on a human level. Further, 

these moments also humanize rock stardom and success making it appear attainable for 

the viewers of the show. For example, Shirley Manson from Garbage emphasizes her 
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own averageness during the band's Behind the Music (2002) episode, “I can't think of a 

more unlikely rock star than me. And so my advice to everyone out there who wants to 

join a band: if I can do it, anyone can do it.” This statement appears at the end of the 

episode after the program has emphasized Manson's humanity and ordinary origins 

through showcasing childhood photographs, by featuring her discussing her self-doubts, 

and through demonstrating how these ordinary origins led to the writing of extraordinary 

and popular rock and roll songs.  

 The mediated myth of rock and roll constructs rock and roll as containing the 

transformative power to change “anyone” from ordinary origins into a “rock star.” A 

scene from Airheads (1994) helps explain the power of averageness in regard to the 

egalitarian allure of the myth of rock and roll as well as the essential role of averageness. 

Lone Rangers guitarist Chazz Darvey tells KPPX disc jockey Ian “The Shark” (Joe 

Mantenga), “I figure that I'm screwed up and average enough to write a song that will 

live on forever, and after that, it doesn't matter.” According to the myth, this average 

background provides the organic materials with which a musician crafts an enduring 

song. When musicians link their music to their average origins, they mythically ground 

themselves as accessible in a surreal world of rock stardom and manufactured image. 

Darvey lives in L.A. and has long hair, a leather jacket, a band, a motorcycle, and a hip-

sounding name, all of which act as signifiers of rock. However, later in the film, SWAT 

team negotiator Carl Mace (Marshall Bell) publicly exposes Darvey as having average 

origins to the crowd that has gathered outside of the radio station. He reveals that Darvey 

grew up in Jerkwater, IA (a fictional town signifying the middle of nowhere in the 

Midwest), changed his name to Chazz from his birth name Chester Ogilvie, and had self-
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professed nerdish tendencies during high school. Mace's revelation of Darvey's average 

origins functions in a manner similar to the childhood photographs on Behind the Music 

where averageness provides a requirement for a rock and roll musician. The film shows 

the crowd surrounding the radio station, identifying with Darvey, and supporting him 

even more than before. His averageness results the achievement of his sought-after 

immortality when The Lone Rangers' Live in Prison goes triple platinum. Average song 

origins result in success in School of Rock (2003) as well. Here, Dewey Finn (Jack Black) 

is an unemployed musician with a deep understanding of rock and roll. As a result of his 

teaching at Horace Green Prep School and bringing his averageness into the privileged 

setting of a private elementary school, the students gain the ability to write a rock and roll 

song that draws from their own experiences as students. When they perform at the battle 

of the bands, the song wins over the diverse audience of younger music fans and parents 

alike. 

 The rock star: Social and financial mobility. In contrast to the averageness 

represented in the mediated forms of the myth of rock and roll, the “rock star” provides 

the symbolic end point for the average person's ascent to success in regard to social and 

financial upward mobility. According to the myth of rock and roll, a rock star is an 

ordinary person transformed by the power of rock and roll. In rock stardom, the pleasures 

found in performing rock and roll continue in life outside of the performance. This 

lifestyle, where a musician lives immersed in rock and roll, stands in contrast to 

responsibilities found in “real world.” The financial and social success ranges from the 

typical dictum of “sex, drugs, and rock and roll” as depicted in Mötley Crüe's Behind the 

Music (1998) to describing a musician who has attained a level of financial and popular 
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success by making rock and roll that allows them to continue making music for a living, 

as portrayed in Steppenwolf's Behind the Music (1998). Despite the range of rock 

stardom, a mythic core appeal remains; the combination of affective and physical 

pleasures combine with the promises of upward mobility in both financial and social 

capital and result in (and from) immersion in rock and roll.  

 The television episodes and films I examined construct rock stardom as the direct 

result of a band’s efforts. Musicians achieve this success by going “on the road,” 

promoting recordings, making contacts, and eventually garnering the attention of the 

music industry. Each of these activities gets a band's music “out there.” In a scene from 

Airheads (1994), Lone Rangers bassist Rex (Steve Buscemi) and drummer Pip (Adam 

Sandler) discuss their own agentic roles in their band's success and also what this success 

will entail: 

Pip: Man, Chazz is right. All we gotta do is make our own action, ya 
know? 
Rex: That's the way it is, little bro. Do you think Tommy Lee sat around 
and waited for the bus? Man, he hustled. That's how come he gets to live 
in the Hills and pork Heather Locklear.  
 

When Pip emphasizes needing to “make” his “own action,” he stresses his own agency in 

achieving success as a musician. Rex equates waiting for the music industry to take 

notice of their band with waiting for a bus to come along to take them somewhere. 

Musicians make their “own action” through individual efforts, inspired by promises of 

financial and social mobility. Rex articulates these promises by deploying two signifiers 

of the success achieved by Mötley Crüe's drummer Tommy Lee: living in the prestigious 

Hills neighborhood in Hollywood and having an intimate relationship with Heather 

Locklear. In Airheads, Rex and Pip live together in a run-down Hollywood Boulevard 
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apartment filled only with their music equipment and the toys that Rex has stolen from 

his day job at a toy store. Additionally, the two have no significant others. Because of 

their current situation, living in the Hills with Heather Locklear represents both financial 

and social upward mobility. The lifestyle that Rex articulates has already been achieved 

by Tommy Lee through his own efforts, creating a blueprint for Rex to follow. These 

markers of success mythically gain added significance as they directly result from a 

group's efforts in performing good rock and roll music separated from the industry.   

 My sample of the forms of rock and roll portrays the myth’s promise of upward 

social mobility as open to anyone. The myth constructs rock and roll music itself as a 

vehicle for an individual to change his or her social standing regardless of current 

financial, social, or cultural capital. A scene from School of Rock (2003) illustrates the 

social mobility that directly results from performing rock and roll. Dewey Finn is a 30-

something, unemployed rock and roll musician. In a ploy to pay his rent, he poses as his 

roommate and takes a job substitute teaching a fifth-grade class at Horace Green Prep 

School, a prestigious primary school. One day he hears his students performing classical 

music during their weekly music class. Finn decides that he will teach the students to play 

rock music and enter them into a battle of the bands, sponsored by fictional station 

WROK, with a $20,000 prize for the winner. Finn translates the students' school band 

instrument skills to their rock instrument equivalents, such as cymbals to a full drum set, 

classical guitar to electric guitar, and piano to keyboard. After the band's first in-class 

practice, a student named Lawrence (Robert Tsai), who has been asked to play keyboards 

in the band, privately approaches Finn and shares his concerns about being in the band, “I 

don't think I should be in the band. I'm not cool. People in bands are cool.” Finn reassures 
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Lawrence that as part of the band he is guaranteed to become the “bee's knees.” This 

promise is fulfilled when the group performs at the battle of the bands and the audience, 

comprised of the children's parents, musicians, strangers, and school administrators, roars 

in approval at the end of their song. In doing so, the audience validates the “coolness” of 

each member of the band, including Lawrence. Here, being in a rock and roll band allows 

for the accumulation of cultural and social capital not available through the traditional 

means in school such as success in sports or inclusion in a popular group of students. The 

film constructs elevation of social standing as readily accessible to those who wish to go 

and get it, a theme that is repeated elsewhere in my sample. For instance, in Airheads 

(1994), rock and roll transforms Chester Ogilvie into Chazz Darvey, the musician with a 

triple platinum album and the respect of his peers. The Behind the Music episode 

featuring Aerosmith (2002) details how guitarist Joe Perry and vocalist Steven Tyler went 

from awkward teenagers playing in a band together in Lake Sunapee, New Hampshire to 

having legions of fans and a career making music. In That Thing You Do (1996), Guy 

Patterson goes from working in his family's appliance store to touring the U.S. and 

recording tracks with his hero, fictional jazz-pianist Del Paxton (Bill Cobbs), through his 

association with a rock and roll band.  

 Rock stardom mythically signifies the end result of a musician's social and 

financial transformation that he or she achieves through making rock and roll music. 

Musicians achieve this status through their own agentic effort and “anyone” can do it. In 

this next section I interrogate this construction of averageness and explore how this 

sample of forms codes “anyone.” Specifically, I examine how the mediated form of the 

myth of rock and roll is gendered, sexually-oriented, and raced. 
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 Performing gender in a rock and roll fantasy. While my sample of mediated 

forms contains a significant number of female musicians, these mediated representations 

suggest that the rock and roll experience differs for men and women in significant ways. 

My examination into the gendered divide of rock and roll aids in explaining the mythic 

promises of rock and roll while further deconstructing what an “average” rock and roll 

performer entails. I use the term “gender” as it refers to the cultural and ideological sets 

of meanings that arise in the discourse and social structures in reaction biological sex 

(During, 2005). Whereas sex determines biological function (for example the role of a 

man and a woman in the act procreation) masculinity and femininity are not natural, 

although over time they can become naturalized. As this dissertation examines meanings 

through cultural myth, I examine gender. Whereas male musicians' genders are largely 

invisible in the television programs and films that I examine, Whiteley (2000) suggests 

that rock and roll in general is “a male-defined rock environment [that] tends to make the 

woman as an intruder” (p. 14). This construction of female musician as intruder has led to 

terms such as “women in rock.” Coates (1997) suggests that this term “the most 

egregious example of this 'othering' . . . The designator itself delineates hegemonic space. 

'Rock' is separate from 'women.' 'Women' are only related to 'rock' by being allowed 'in'”' 

(p. 61). In this section I problematize rock and roll's mythic promise of egalitarianism by 

examining how this sample of forms constructs rock and roll gender roles differently. I 

begin by detailing how these mediated representations construct the presence of women 

in rock and roll as potentially destructive to a band if they violate their mythic duty of 

support. Next, I discuss how the texts depict the female normative life script of love, 

marriage, and children as incompatible with doing rock and roll. Finally, I deconstruct 
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how this sample of forms depicts physical attributes differently for men and women in 

rock. The films and programs define men by their music and women by appearance.  

 My sample of mediated forms constructs rock and roll as predominantly a male-

dominated space into which women negotiate entry under circumstances different than 

men. For example, in the programs and films in my sample, women typically join 

previously existing bands as opposed to forming their own and they typically join at the 

invitation of a male member. Shirley Manson of Garbage entered into an instrumental 

group as a vocalist when invited by Butch Vig, Duke Erikson, and Steve Marker. Marty 

Balin invited Grace Slick to replace Signe Anderson in the Jefferson Airplane. While The 

Bangles are the exception to this pattern, according to the episode's narrator, the band had 

“a simple ambition: to rock as hard as the boys.” Thus, even when female musicians 

create their own artistic vision, the myth suggests the “boys” set the standard for 

“rocking.” The mythic forms in my sample did not explain these women's motivations for 

joining these groups, instead they focused on the process of the group's formation. Male 

musicians join bands as well, but the forms in my sample detail their motivations of 

fulfilling a creative vision instead of supporting the creative vision of someone else. For 

example, Butch Vig, Duke Erikson, and Steve Marker started Garbage to push the 

possibilities of electronic instrumentation in rock music. Marty Balin and Paul Kantner 

formed the Jefferson Airplane to merge folk music with rock.  

 In addition to emphasizing the creative musical visions of men, the rock and roll 

fantasy as constructed by this sample of forms caters to typically male desires. The 

fantasy and driving forces of rock and roll presented in this sample is largely male-

centric. While scholars such as Cohen (1997) and Bayton (1988, 1997) have examined 
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the logistical issues that discourage females from playing rock and roll music (such as 

issues with equipment, volume, and clubs residing in unsafe neighborhoods), the 

gendered nature of the rock and roll fantasy itself has not been examined. The mythic 

fantasy contains promises of freedom found by going “on the road,” “getting girls,” and 

having the option to have a family back at home that the male musicians can visit when 

they choose. The episode of Behind the Music of featuring Steppenwolf (1998) provides 

an example of the mediated representation of the male-centric rock and roll fantasy. At 

17, keyboardist John Goadsby from Steppenwolf “already had a wife and kids, and an 

urge to escape.” Singer John Kay later articulates in the episode, “When he left his family 

to join The Sparrow [Steppenwolf's previous name], we became his family.” Rock and 

roll provided a vehicle for Goadsby to “escape” his family and to gain a new support 

system. This support system, as detailed throughout the course of the episode, provides 

an environment that fosters excitement through traveling, making music, experimenting 

with drugs, and having multiple sexual partners. Rock and roll mythically bonds a group 

together. However, these television programs and films suggest that this bond differs in 

an all-male and a mixed gender band. The Mötley Crüe, Aerosmith, and Everclear Behind 

the Music episodes detail a gender-specific in-band trust, as do films such as Almost 

Famous and Airheads. Each form constructs a fraternal bond between members as they 

stick with one another through both good and bad times. The participants in mixed 

gender bands have either primarily romantic relationships (Heart, Jefferson Airplane, 

A.D.D. from The Rocker) or relationships based on mutual respect of musical talent 

(Garbage, the eponymous band from School of Rock). These forms did not mention the 

language of brotherhood or family to describe the relationship of the musicians within 
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these bands. While the episodes of Behind the Music featuring The Bangles and Heart 

mentioned the bond of a family, it was due to each group having members who are 

biologically sisters (Debbi and Vicki Peterson of The Bangles and Ann and Nancy 

Wilson of Heart) rather than the familial bond arising from the rock and roll experience.  

 Each media text in this sample also depicts bands’ distrust of individuals outside 

of the band. Framed as disruptive, these individuals from outside the band can either be a 

member of the industry, as detailed in the first section of this chapter on defining rock 

and roll as “good” and pure, or a romantic partner. As heterosexual men comprise the 

majority of rock and roll bands, the forms construct female partners as disruptive 

intruders into the brotherhoods of all-male bands. The films and episodes in my sample 

suggest that when a female romantic interest enters into a band, it often leads to members 

of the band fighting and possibly even the group dissolving. For example, in the 

Aerosmith episode of Behind the Music (2002), the band blames the presence of wives 

and girlfriends for the band’s break up from 1979-1984. Reflecting upon the months 

before guitarist Joe Perry left the band, vocalist Steven Tyler asks, “What are they even 

fucking doing here?” The “here” refers to shows “on the road” and in the studio, the 

places where the men would perform rock and roll with each other. Tyler cited the wives’ 

presence as the primary factor for the rift between band members. As the musicians spent 

more time with their wives than their band mates, Tyler understood this as responsible for 

impacting the disjointed and uninspired music that they made during the Draw the Line 

(1977) recording sessions. In Airheads (1994), Rex calls Darvey's girlfriend Kayla (Amy 

Locane) “Yoko” when she brings the group a dog urine-soaked copy of their demo tape 

to play on their air, as she had thrown the cassette out of her car in anger after she kicked 
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Darvey out of their apartment. The use of the name “Yoko” refers to Yoko Ono who was 

“accused of single-handedly destroying the most popular music group of the century” 

(Witchel, 1994, p.1). Reportedly, Ono's presence in the studio during the music-making 

process, and her perceived attempts to “change” John Lennon, make her a popular causal 

factor of The Beatles' dissolution up to present day (Anderson, 2007). School of Rock 

(2003) also helps to clarify the roles expected of women in the myth of rock and roll 

when Finn assigns two of his female students the role of “groupies” telling them, “Your 

job is simple, just worship the band.” The form suggests that a woman should support a 

band unconditionally and without input into the creative process. This gendered support 

role continues when women become musicians as well. 

 One of the most common support roles for women in bands is the bass player. My 

sample of mediated forms of rock and roll portrays the bass player as providing both 

musical and emotional support in a secondary, largely non-creative role.xiv Katie 

(Rebecca Brown) in School of Rock (2003) provides an example of this. When Finn 

decides to form a band, he gives four students rock instruments (guitar, bass, keyboards, 

drums) and has them play the main passage from Deep Purple's “Smoke on the Water.” 

He teaches each of them the individual parts to the song, spending a bit of time with the 

students playing guitar, keyboards, and drums to fine-tune their parts and help them 

better understand their instruments. He tells Katie to just keep playing a G note on the 

bass without offering any adjustments or tips, suggesting that she has no creative input or 

challenge in the song; she merely provides the rhythmic and melodic support for the 

others in the group. Even during the outro credits of the film as the band is shown 

performing “It's a Long Way to the Top (If You Wanna Rock N' Roll)” by AC/DC, every 
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member is given a solo except the bass player Katie. Other episodes and films in my 

sample construct female bass players as supportive and inconsequential to the overall 

success of the band as well. The Bangles' Behind the Music (2000) suggests that their 

replacement of original bass-player Annette Zilinskas with Michael Steele did nothing to 

slow their progression as a band. The Rocker (2008) portrays A.D.D. bassist Amelia 

(Emma Stone) as a secondary character with no input on songwriting; instead she 

mediates arguments between her male band mates. When female musicians play 

something other than bass, the forms expect them to still provide the same type of 

support. 

 Heart's episode of Behind the Music (1999) details how guitarist Nancy Wilson 

dated two band mates, guitarist Roger Fisher and drummer Michael DeRosier. The break 

ups between Wilson and Fisher/DeRosier caused significant turmoil in the band. These 

break ups also correlated with a marked decline in the group's popularity. The narrator 

places the blame on Wilson rather than Fisher or DeRosier for causing this intra-band 

turmoil when he says, “For the second time in a row, Nancy's love life got in the way of 

the music.” The episode implies that when Wilson failed her gendered role of support, the 

quality of the band’s music declined, as evidenced by reduced record sales. Grace Slick's 

tenure in The Jefferson Airplane provides another example of the mythic expectations for 

a female musician in a rock and roll band. Much of the group's Behind the Music (1998) 

episode focuses on intra-band struggles resulting from drug use and the male band 

members' relationships with Slick. Band mate Marty Balin reflects during an interview in 

the episode, “Whoever slept with Grace had the power in the band.” As each member of 

the group wrote songs, this power largely manifested itself in how the band chose which 
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songs would appear on an album. According to the interviews in the episode, if Slick was 

intimate with a band mate his song was more likely to be worked on by the group and 

included on the album. These tensions led to Balin and drummer Spencer Dryden leaving 

the group in 1969, despite having a gold album with Volunteers at the time of their 

departures. The band completely split up in 1971. Not all mixed-gender bands end due to 

inter-member relationships. However, those mixed gender bands that continue in their 

original forms do so due to the female member performing in a supportive role, as 

demonstrated in the episode featuring Garbage. Shirley Manson joined the group to help 

fulfill the artistic vision Butch Vig, Duke Erikson, and Steve Marker and never became 

romantically involved with any of them. The examples of Heart and the Jefferson 

Airplane detail a potentially destructive element not present in all-male groups with the 

onus of guilt falling upon the female band mate.  

 Moreover, my sample of mediated forms constructs the normative life script of a 

woman (having a monogamous relationship and raising children) as incompatible with 

the rock and roll lifestyle.xv In the television programs and films in my sample, when a 

woman's normative life script and music-making compete, the life script typically wins. 

In The Rocker (2008), A.D.D. singer/guitarist Curtis' (Teddy Geiger) mother Kim 

(Christina Applegate) reveals that she quit singing in a punk band due to her pregnancy. 

She never played in another band. The Jefferson Airplane Behind the Music episode 

(1998) provides an additional example of this competition between life script and rock 

and roll. The group's original vocalist Signe Anderson left the band to have a baby after 

recording their first album for RCA in 1966. The band quickly replaced her with Grace 

Slick. Later, in 1971, Slick had a daughter named China with Jefferson Airplane 
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guitarist/vocalist Paul Kantner. Both Slick and Kantner remained in Jefferson Airplane 

(and subsequently Jefferson Starship) for years to follow and thus neither had a 

traditional presence in the upbringing of their daughter. During an interview in the 

Behind the Music episode, China Kantner only mentions the absence of her mother and 

the subsequent disappointment that she felt during childhood. No one in the episode ever 

mentions Paul Kantner's role as father despite his shared responsibility for raising China 

along with Slick (Slick & Cagan, 1998). Regardless of the quality of parenting from both 

Slick and Kantner, the program represents parenting as a woman's responsibility even 

when both parents play in the same band. These experiences illustrate the double bind for 

female musicians in rock and roll. This sample of mediated forms constructs rock and roll 

music and a normative life script as mutually exclusive. Women must either choose to 

leave rock and roll, as in the cases of Anderson and Kim, or fail their culturally-

constructed parental obligations, as in the case of Slick. 

 Even after female musicians enter into the “male-defined rock environment” 

(Whiteley, 2000, p. 14), provide support for other musicians, and reject the normative 

female life script, the myth still physically differentiates women from men. In this sample 

of forms, rock and roll infuses male musicians with a new level of attractiveness while 

female musicians must contribute physical attractiveness to the performance. The 

promise of social mobility and increased perceived attractiveness, signified by “getting 

girls,” permeates my sample of mediated representations of the myth of rock and roll. 

John Kay from Steppenwolf explains during the band's Behind the Music (1998) episode, 

“It's why we picked up guitars as 16 year old boys, to get the girls.” Playing rock and roll 

provides a seemingly immediate improvement in heterosexual men’s social standing with 
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the opposite sex. In That Thing You Do (1996), The Wonders' guitarist Lenny Haise 

(Steve Zahn) successfully uses the promise of “getting girls” to convince drummer Guy 

Patterson (Tom Everett Scott) to play the Mercyhurst College talent show. By playing 

rock and roll on stage, each member of The Wonders receives more attention from the 

female audience members than they would as audience members. By the end of the film 

even Lenny, who could not garner a woman's attention in his hometown, ends up dating a 

former Playboy model as a result of his status as a rock and roll musician. Physically, 

Lenny remained the same, but the association with a rock and roll band increased his 

desirability.  

 For female musicians, this sample of mediated forms constructs the relationship 

between physical attractiveness and rock and roll differently than men in two regards. 

First, these programs and films stress the linkage between a woman's physical appearance 

and her musical identity. In School of Rock (2003), Finn introduces the members of the 

band to the rest of the class and provides each member a nickname. When he introduces 

bassist Katie, he says, “On bass, Posh Spice” due to Katie’s resemblance of the Spice 

Girl, Victoria Beckham. However, Finn introduces guitarist Zack Mooneyham (Joey 

Gaydos Jr.) as “the next Hendrix” despite the fact that Mooneyham (who is white) looks 

nothing like Hendrix. Whereas Mooneyham's nickname stems from his potential and 

skills in rock and roll music, Katie's refers only to her appearance. Second, whereas men 

receive an infusion of physical attractiveness, women's appearances come under 

increased scrutiny when performing rock and roll. Heart's Behind the Music episode 

(1999) details the struggle between Ann Wilson and their label Capitol in the 1980s. 

Capitol suggested that Wilson's weight was holding back record sales, as she was 
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violating normative standards of feminine beauty. The label shot videos omitting 

Wilson's body and instead focused the camera on her thinner sister Nancy. The episode 

also mentions that Ann had never married, a fact not mentioned for any male musician in 

my sample. Although it stems from a scripted example, The Rocker (2008) features 

A.D.D. keyboardist Matt Gadman, also a plus-sized individual, performing in a rock and 

roll band and “getting” an attractive female fan after having no luck with dating in high 

school. This link of performing rock and roll to male physical desirability occurs in both 

the Aerosmith and Mötley Crüe Behind the Music episodes. Aerosmith's episode (2002) 

follows Steven Tyler's development from awkward teenager from Yonkers, NY to 

touring around the world and dating and marrying models. Mötley Crüe's episode (1998) 

follows a similar pattern with bassist Nikki Sixx by portraying his life from years spent as 

a teenage vandal and working odd jobs to groupies and marrying a Playboy Playmate 

(Brandi Brandt). This sample of mediated forms portrays male musicians as gaining 

attractiveness through performance in a band while portraying female musicians like 

Wilson as not receiving the same benefit. 

 My sample of the forms of rock and roll constructs the female experience in rock 

and roll as different than the male one. This gendering of experience differs in multiple 

areas. First, these forms portray women as potentially destructive to the music-making 

process, whether part of the band or not. Female musicians must wait to be invited into 

bands and must take a supportive role in both the personal affairs of band members and in 

the music itself, whereas men form bands to fulfill a creative vision. Second, these forms 

portray the female normative life script of love, marriage, and children as ultimately 

incompatible with rock and roll. While men can have both the experiences of rock and 
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roll and a family back at home, women must choose between the two. Finally, these texts 

construct the relationship between physical attractiveness and rock and roll as gendered. 

While male musicians gain attractiveness from performing rock and roll, female 

musicians must provide their own attractiveness. The forms define men by their music 

and women by appearance. These gendered differences in my sample of rock and roll 

forms provide only one avenue into further deconstructing the “averageness” of who can 

do rock and roll. In this next section I examine the role of sexual orientation in the myth 

of rock and roll.  

 Sexual orientation in rock and roll. The films and programs found in my sample 

of forms constructs rock and roll as a hetero-dominated place with minimal space for 

GLBTQ individuals. Only two openly gay male characters appeared in the television 

programs and films I examined, with no other identifiably LGBTQ individuals present. 

Both were secondary characters whose sexual orientation led to shocking or comedic 

moments in the film. The first character, Stillwater's drummer Ed Vallencourt (John 

Fedevich), remained completely silent for the first 90 minutes of Almost Famous (2000) 

despite appearing on screen with the band while on stage, backstage, traveling, and 

during downtime between performances. Vallencourt's only line of dialogue in the entire 

film occurs during a scene where the band, their two managers, protagonist William 

Miller, and Russell Hammond's wife Lesliexvi (Liz Stauber) are flying on a small plane 

headed to a performance. In the middle of the flight, they fly into a lightning storm. 

Warning lights flash and sirens buzz in the cockpit, and it appears the plane will need to 

make an emergency landing in a field. The band members take this moment to confess 

their sins. These confessions include theft, infidelity with each other's partners, and 
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vehicular manslaughter. At the end of all of these, when death seems imminent, 

Vallencourt, after not speaking for the entire movie exclaims, “Fuck it! I'm gay!” Despite 

the number of personal and shocking confessions, Vallencourt's coming out is the only 

one shocking enough to cause the confessions to stop and for everyone on the plane to 

stare at Vallencourt in stunned silence.  

 The second openly gay character in the mediated forms I examined appears in 

School of Rock (2003). The film depicts one of the students, Billy (Brian Falduto), as an 

effeminate gay fifth grader. The character's stereotypically gay signifiers include 

references to Liza Minnelli and a request to be the band's stylist instead of working on 

security detail. Dewey Finn refers to him as “fancy pants” and throughout the film Billy 

provides comedic moments through his suggestions that counter traditional notions of the 

myth of rock and roll. These include suggestions of stage outfits completely made of 

sequins that are flatly rejected by the band as “not rock and roll,” and his naming of show 

tunes when asked for an example of a rock and roll song. Finn acts as the source of 

legitimated knowledge in the school of rock and he “corrects” Billy's understanding of 

rock and roll with his own accepted heteronormative version of rock and roll. Through 

his display of heteronormativity he implies that Billy (signifying gay-ness) is not 

welcome in a space defined as hetero. The rejection of these gay-coded signifiers in rock 

goes beyond Finn, as the group's members have been socialized into what proper rock 

and roll entails. Bassist Katie and drummer Frankie (Angelo Massagli) demonstrate this 

knowledge of proper, heteronormative rock and roll by rejecting Billy's sequined costume 

designs. 
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 Before concluding my analysis of sexual orientation in rock and roll, I want to 

address the only other direct reference to sexual orientation in rock and roll that appears 

in this sample. In Mötley Crüe's episode of Behind the Music (1998) drummer Tommy 

Lee discusses his experiences in his high school band. He describes learning percussion 

rudiments (stick patterns that provide the basis for drumming, the equivalent of a melodic 

instrument's scales), and insists that despite being in the school band, he was not a “drum 

fag.” For Lee, transferring the skills acquired in an educational environment to the 

staunchly heteronormative world of rock and roll mythically allows him to distance 

himself from those individuals who he believes that others will read as gay. Despite 

learning the same skills on the same instrument, Lee delineates the world of rock and roll 

as a heteronormative one, where these skills will help him “get the girls.” By including a 

quote like this without questioning it, Behind the Music naturalizes this separation 

between gay and heterosexual in rock and roll.  

 While direct discussion of sexual orientation is rare within my sample of forms, 

the few representations of gay individuals provide insight into the role of gay identity in 

the world of rock and roll. By portraying these non-normative sexual identities as out of 

place in rock and roll, these forms construct a divide between heterosexual as normal and 

gay as abnormal, while rendering other LGBTQ individuals as completely invisible. 

Thus, heterosexuality becomes an additional element of “averageness” in the myth of 

rock and roll, along with maleness, and whiteness, which I will now discuss.  

 Race in rock and roll. My sample of the mediated forms of rock and roll portrays 

whiteness as an element of averageness. Referencing whiteness in hip-hop music, Taylor 

(2005) suggests that “Only whites have the privilege of temporarily renouncing their 
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generic identity and declaring themselves ‘non-raced’” (p. 354). Whiteness has been 

socially constructed as both largely invisible and culturally privileged. The forms in my 

sample relegate non-white individuals to secondary roles within the rock and roll 

narrative, such as background singer, radio station worker, or security guard. In this 

sample of forms, white individuals provide the standard for both rock and roll musicians 

and individuals who work in the music industry. While these texts feature a majority of 

white performers and business people, they also construct race as a non-issue. As I 

suggested in the previous section about the importance of average origins in rock and 

roll, this sample of forms constructs rock and roll as an egalitarian space open for anyone. 

Throughout these two previous sections on gender and sexual orientation, I have 

problematized this construction of “anyone.” Anyone and average equate to a white, 

heterosexual male, and the mediated myth of rock and roll marks anyone who does not 

match these identity categories as the “other.” Hobson (2008) suggests that in spaces 

demarcated as egalitarian, American culture no longer considers race to be a factor in 

participation or success in the space. Additionally, Grealy (2008), citing Eminem as an 

example, suggests that a race is “authenticated” (p. 851) in a music genre when 

individuals of that race achieve success. As this sample of forms did not depict any non-

white individuals as successful in rock and roll, with the exception of a passing reference 

to Jimi Hendrix, the form naturalizes othering in rock and roll while prescribing a limited 

of number of roles for non-white individuals.  

 In a manner similar to sexual orientation, this sample of forms represents 

individuals of non-white races in an extremely limited manner. Two films in my sample, 

Airheads (1994) and School of Rock (2003), featured individuals of color and both 
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appeared in capacities peripheral to the narratives. The first is the character Marcus (Reg 

E. Cathey) in Airheads. Marcus is a black male in his late 30s who works at the radio 

station KPPX as a repair technician for the radio equipment. In the film, The Lone 

Rangers take everyone in the station hostage, including Marcus. Throughout the ordeal, 

Pip attempts to find common ground with each of the hostages. As Marcus threads up the 

band's demo reel on a tape deck to play on the air, Pip awkwardly attempts to make 

friends with Marcus by discussing the linkage between a rock band (Anthrax and 

whiteness) and a rap group (Public Enemy and blackness), “Anthrax and Public Enemy, 

that was outta control, man [No reaction from Marcus]. Together, you know. You catch 

that one, G?” Pip associates himself with the rock group Anthrax (the film shows him in 

an Anthrax shirt later) and Marcus with the rap group Public Enemy in an attempt to 

demonstrate a common ground. The film suggests nothing about Marcus liking rap. In the 

previous scene, the film even shows Marcus playing a Flying V guitar while on his break, 

associated more with the genre of rock than with rap. Pip's association of Marcus with the 

genre of rap despite the presence of the electric guitar, demonstrates a delineation of race 

through genre.  

 Numerically, the casting of School of Rock contains the greatest diversity of 

individuals of color. The band contains three white males, two white females, two black 

females, and an Asian male. However, an examination of the band members’ roles 

reveals the privilege of whiteness in rock and roll. Musically, the film constructs the three 

white males Dewey Finn (guitar/vocals/songwriter/teacher), Zack Mooneyham 

(guitar/songwriter), and Frankie (Angelo Massagli, drums) as the core of the band, 

driving the overall direction of the group. The film features exposition on each character 
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growing as a musician and contributing to the sound of the band. Additionally, these 

three individuals never question if they should be in a band, as whiteness is normative in 

rock and roll. Rather, they struggle in the creative process and against external authority 

figures (parents, school staff) who want to prohibit them from making music. The two 

white female musicians in the band, Katie (Rebecca Brown, bass) and Marta (Caitlin 

Hale, background vocals) perform without contributing to creative direction and receive 

no character development. Alicia (Aleisha Allen, background vocals), one of the black 

female musicians, plays a similar role to Katie and Marta.  

The film does provide arcs of character development for both Lawrence (Asian 

male, keyboardist) and Tomika (Maryam Hassan, black female, background vocals). 

However both of these arcs unfold in the same manner: each doubts that they belong in 

the band and on stage; and Finn, speaking from a position of white male authority, 

assures them that they can be in the group. While School of Rock portrays a diversity of 

character identity categories, they ultimately create two tiers of rock and roll 

practitioners, where white males remain in a position of higher importance and have 

creative control. My sample of forms constructs the rock and roll experience as different 

for white and non-white individuals. Whereas white individuals can become musicians 

and take place in the creative process, non-white individuals end up stereotyped into a 

non-rock genres (e.g., hip-hop) and relegated to the periphery of the music-making 

process.  

 In this section, I have examined how the myth's forms represent who can perform, 

and ultimately succeed, at rock and roll. My sample of forms constructs averageness as a 

necessary trait for success in rock and roll. These mediated representations promise social 
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and financial mobility to anyone who wishes to attain it. However, despite promises of an 

egalitarian space, the mediated myth ultimately privileges maleness, heterosexuality, and 

whiteness in rock and roll.xvii In the next two sections, I switch from the examination of 

averageness in rock and roll to how rock and roll “works.” Specifically, I examine the 

process of achieving fame and fortune in rock and roll through live performance and 

entry into mediated spaces.  

“On the Road:” The Possibilities of Getting in the Van  

 In the myth of rock and roll, bands attain success and legitimacy by going “on the 

road” and traveling to different cities to perform music. By going on the road, bands 

demonstrate their agency in the success-gaining process as they perform their “good” 

music directly to audiences without the interference of the “evil” industry. This sample of 

the mediated forms of rock and roll constructs the investment that a band must make to 

gain entry into going on the road as minimal, requiring little more than a van or a bus and 

booking shows.xviii By getting in the van and going on the road, musicians can leave 

behind their day jobs and real lives for an existence filled with adventure and rock and 

roll music.  

 Going on the road and performing songs in front of an audience serves to 

mythically legitimate a rock and roll band. Stahl (2002) claims that one of the major 

markers of a “real” band for producers, critics, and readers of rock and roll is the ability 

to perform live, and performing multiple dates in multiple cities further authenticates a 

band as “real.” These live performances prove that the industry is not integral to the 

music-making process and that a band can perform the music from their recordings with 

the help of the industry. As Auslander (1998) suggests, audiences and critics consider a 
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rock band as authentic if it can reproduce the recorded version of its song in live settings. 

A show such as MTV Unplugged demonstrates the enduring fascination with this 

authenticating practice as, since 1989,xix the show has featured a musician or band alone 

only with their instruments and an audience. This type of performance mythically 

authenticates the musicians, regardless of the role that the music industry played in 

orchestrating the performance, as the music appears to remain pure. Live performances 

not only serve to legitimate a band to their audience, proving that they can indeed 

perform the songs that they have recorded, but also to the musicians themselves.  

 This sample of the forms of rock and roll constructs touring as essential for 

actually “doing” rock and roll. The Rocker (2008) provides an example of the 

legitimation that accompanies touring. A.D.D. plays their first gig at their high school's 

prom and their drummer Fishman ruins the performance by entering into an excessive 

drum solo in the middle of a ballad intended for a slow dance. Frustrated, the other 

members of the band kick Fishman out of the group, only to retract when Fishman 

promises to get them a gig, “a real gig.” Fishman books a Saturday night gig at The Tiger 

Room in Ft. Wayne, IN, four hours away from their home in Cleveland, OH. The group 

borrows keyboardist Matt Gadman's mother's mini van (without her knowledge) to get to 

the show. In this example, both the distance and the town signify “on the road,” as it 

would be nearly impossible to return home before daylight due to the logistics of playing 

venues.xx In the van filled with all of their gear on the way to the performance, Gadman 

exclaims, “I'm so excited, we're on the road. We're doing it. We're living our dream.” 

Gadman's dream and “doing it” are one in the same, as he travels to perform music in 

front of an unknown audience. The myth of rock and roll constructs going on the road as 
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a path to legitimacy, as the band must leave their home to play in new cities and for new 

audiences just as every band who has succeeded before them has done. Later in the film, 

the band signs a deal with Matchbook Records based on a viral video of the band 

practicing via webcam with Fishman drumming naked receiving millions of views. In 

order to demonstrate that the band is indeed legitimate and more than just a viral video 

sensation, the label books them on a Midwest tour without an album to promote or 

merchandise to sell. Every Behind the Music episode I examined stresses the importance 

of live performance out of town. Each episode details a similar progression from early 

shows in a hometown to out of town shows with attendance increasing with each 

successive performance. These portrayals of those who have previously achieved success 

legitimate going on the road as a viable path toward success.  

 In this sample of forms, going on the road also demonstrates dedication to the 

music and provides liberation from the typical daily working life. In the myth of rock and 

roll, the signifier of the “day job” stands in contrast to the promises of performing rock 

and roll music. A day job splits musicians' efforts between music and real life while 

going on the road provides the space for total immersion in music where each day 

provides the experiences of adventure, freedom, and music. A scene near the end of The 

Rocker (2008) demonstrates the contrast between “on the road” and “real life” as found in 

the mediated form of rock and roll. Due to label pressures about Fishman's age, A.D.D. 

kicks him out of the band. In response, Fishman cuts off his long hair and lands a day job 

at a nameless corporation, a world of neutral colors and muted tones. When the 

guitarist/singer of A.D.D. visits him to apologize, Curtis says, “I had no idea real life was 

so boring,” to which Fishman adds, “And soul-crushing, you forgot soul-crushing.” This 
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environment of “real life” contrasts with the promise of personal fulfillment that 

accompanies playing music on tour. This mediated representation of rock and roll 

constructs real life and day jobs as antithetical to a life of rock and roll where going on 

the road becomes a necessary step in the pursuit of rock and roll success. Behind the 

Music details this progression from day job to touring as a blueprint to success; for 

example, in The Bangles' Behind the Music episode (2000), the narrator highlights the 

moment when the band members “quit their day jobs” and “went on the road.” While 

having a day job and going on the road are not necessarily mutually exclusive, the myth 

of rock and roll constructs them as such. When band members quit their day jobs to go on 

the road, this signifies both a dedication to the music and to the band. The mediated form 

of rock and roll constructs success as only attainable through the dedication of a band 

quitting their day jobs and going on tour.  

 The power of the signifier of going on the road relates back to the music/good and 

industry/evil binary I discussed in the opening section of this chapter. This sample of 

mediated forms portrays performing rock and roll music as representing everything 

positive in life, including a positive affective experience not available through day jobs 

and everyday life. An example from That Thing You Do (1996) illustrates how the myth 

of rock and roll promises unyielding good through immersion in music on tour. Play-

Tone Records executive Mr. White (Tom Hanks) attempts to persuade Guy Patterson 

from the Wonders to sign a record contract that would make them leave their previous 

manager Phil Horace (Chris Ellis). Patterson is reluctant to sign the contract due to his 

loyalty to Horace; White finally persuades him by promising he will go to “the big time, 

on tour.” Their previous manager had the group playing sporadic dates around 
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Pennsylvania but White promised a prolonged tour with their Play-Tone label mates. At 

these dates, The Wonders spend their time performing music and hearing stories from 

fellow musicians. The film contrasts these experiences of living immersed in music with 

Patterson's earlier experiences having to covertly playing drums in the basement of his 

family's appliance store after the store had closed for the night. The tour provides 

personal access into a world of the music that Patterson and The Wonders had only 

previously heard on their turntables and radios. When White promised a tour, he 

promised an escape from the appliance store, where Patterson 's father discouraged his 

son's music listening and performance, to total immersion into the world of music.  

 Additionally, this sample of the forms of rock and roll constructs going on the 

road as the manner by which bands can take their music (good) directly to listeners 

without mediation or industry interference (evil). The beginning of the Everclear Behind 

the Music episode (2000) features two members of the music industry legitimizing the 

process of going on the road as the correct approach for a band to succeed in rock and 

roll. First, Richard Martin, the music editor of The Seattle Weekly suggests that through 

their relentless touring, “Everclear is a text book example of how to start a band and 

succeed in the music business.” Later in the opening sequence, Russell Perry-Watts, 

Senior Vice-President of A&R at Capitol Records, says that “In order to break [get 

noticed on a large scale], you have to win fans one at a time and be on the road.” Thus, 

going on the road provides the manner by which bands can take their music directly to 

the people and compete in the seemingly meritocratic soundscape of rock and roll. On the 

road, the myth constructs fans as being “won” by a band based on the music that they 

perform, without industry assistance. Imagining fans being won one at a time through 
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music alone suggests an incredible amount of agency for bands as, theoretically on any 

bill, the best band wins the fans. In the myth, going on the road ultimately demonstrates 

how through immersion in rock and roll music and by performing directly to fans, a band 

can succeed based solely upon the quality of their rock and roll.  

 The television episodes and films in my sample portray going on the road as a 

powerful experience, where having access to a van and making quality music allows a 

band to take their music directly to listeners without reliance on the music industry. By 

doing so, bands no longer require day jobs and can leave behind everyday life for an 

existence immersed in the mythic good of rock and roll. Going on the road and 

connecting directly with audiences provides one half of the explanation of how rock and 

roll bands become successful. The other half occurs when a band mediates their music 

and gets it “out there.” In the next section I examine how the myth constructs entry into 

mediated spaces as leading to unexpected success for bands and how these groups 

attempt to protect their good rock and roll music in an evil industry-controlled space.  

Mediated Rock and Roll: Potentially Magic, Potentially Soul-Stealing 

 In my sample of the mediated form of rock and roll, bands use the media, hoping 

to get their music “out there” where listeners can find it. However, perils accompany this 

potential. Unlike the music-centric and pure experience of going on the road to bring 

“good” rock and roll directly to the people, this sample of forms constructs mediated 

spaces as allied with the industry. The forms construct this mediated space as mythically 

evil and potentially hazardous to any rock and roll music that enters into it. I begin this 

section by analyzing the mythic potential of media exposure for a rock and roll band as 

articulated by this sample of forms. 
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 Media such as radio, television, recordings, magazines, and the Internet separate a 

song from a band and supply it to unknown audiences “out there.” The phrase “out there” 

encapsulates everything about the potential of media in the myth of rock and roll and is 

commonly circulated in the myth of rock and roll. For example, Darvey in Airheads 

(1994) is “out there in the clubs and the streets” performing his music and Finn in School 

of Rock (2003) is “out there on the front lines liberating people” with rock music. While 

live performance provides one avenue for getting music out there and gaining fans, its 

potential for doing so pales in comparison to media. As discussed in the previous section, 

going on the road provides a band with an opportunity to win fans one at a time. 

However, by mediating their music and having it out there, a band can win over a 

theoretically mass audience.  

 “Out there” does not refer to a specific location, such as a live performance. 

Rather, when music gets out there, anyone can find it and the song can mythically take on 

a life of its own. In this life, the song has infinite opportunities to wind up in anyone's 

ears, from listeners around the world to record executives and disc jockeys. For example, 

Behind the Music tells the story of The Bangles (then known as The Bangs) (2000) giving 

their record to famous L.A. disc jockey Rodney Bingenheimer. When Bingenheimer 

played the song and got it out there, according to the narrator, it “put The Bangs in 

another league” and subsequently “caught the attention of a powerful music insider, 

Miles Copeland [A&M Records].” By getting their song out there, the band gained 

Copeland as a fan, which resulted in a record deal complete with albums, music videos, 

and world tours. In Airheads (1994), The Lone Rangers get the idea of breaking into 

KPPX to get their song played on the radio when they attend a concert by The Sons of 
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Thunder, another fictional L.A. band. At the show, the band announces from stage, 

“Thanks to Ian for playing our song on the radio and basically getting us signed.” This 

moment provides Darvey with his blueprint for achieving rock and roll success; once a 

song gets out there in media, a record label and “another league” of success are certain to 

follow. As new media develop, the myth adapts to incorporate these media as channels 

for getting music out there and into the ears of a mass audience. The Rocker (2008) 

provides an example of the potential for exposure and circulation through the Internet. In 

the film, a video of one of A.D.D.'s songs with Fishman drumming naked gets posted on 

online video site YouTube and goes viral. The film details the viral reproduction of the 

video, starting with a mention on The Howard Stern Show, followed by a montage of the 

video getting passed along peer to peer in offices and classrooms. From being out there, 

the video ends up with over a million views. A representative from Matchbook Records, 

David Marshall (Jason Sudeikis), is one of these viewers. He flies to Matt's parents' house 

from L.A. to sign the group to a record contract on the spot. The film goes on to detail the 

rise of the band through recording an album, making music videos, gaining coverage in 

other media (such as Rolling Stone magazine), and touring the United States. This sample 

of mediated forms constructs media as the magical fast track to success in rock and roll.  

 In exchange for the promises detailed above, bands must make a “deal with the 

devil” when aligning themselves with the music industry. In my sample of the mediated 

myth of rock and roll, musicians must ally themselves with the industry to achieve their 

dreams of success. As Joe Perry of Aerosmith suggests in the group's Behind the Music 

episode (2002), “Any time you trade your art for money, you have to dance with the 

devil.” This sample of mediated forms constructs any alliance with the music industry as 
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having the potential to corrupt the music, and by association, the musician. When 

Steppenwolf bassist Nick St. Nicolas says in the group's episode of Behind the Music 

(1998), “Music became my salvation,” he completes Perry's metaphor. When musicians 

place their spiritual salvation into rock and roll and they dance with the devil, their very 

souls become at risk. In this scenario, “selling out” (to industry) becomes synonymous to 

someone selling his or her soul to the devil. Heart's episode of Behind the Music (1999) 

initially constructs the group as a band who creates good rock and roll by translating their 

average experiences into quality music. By the 1980s, over the course of three albums, 

Heart was selling more records than they ever had before, with each album going multi-

platinum with seven top ten singles. However, the episode suggests that they had changed 

their sound to match industry requests instead of continuing to reflect their average 

origins. The narrator describes the gravity of the change, “They had lost their souls to 

corporate rock and roll.” By changing their music to match the wants of the industry, 

Heart lost their souls as the myth constructs the two as intertwined. Even the term 

“getting signed” carries with it the symbolic history of the contract with the devil 

(Richard, 2006). Both the devil's contract and the record contract promise dreams of 

attaining success in music in exchange for the musician's soul. In Airheads (1994), 

Darvey skips reading The Lone Rangers' new Palantine Records contract and instead 

looks at it in awe, as if the document itself holds some type of power, and signs it.  

When a band enters into this dance with the devil, they must demonstrate to their 

audience that the alliance with the industry has not impacted their music and that their 

souls remain in tact. To do so, bands must prove that the origins of their songs occurred 

outside of the influence of the industry. Behind the Music represents how a band's songs 
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emanate from their “average” lived experiences. For instance, in Heart's Behind the 

Music episode (1999), Ann Wilson reveals that she wrote “Magic Man” about a phone 

call she had with her mother where they discussed her then boyfriend and band mate 

Mike Fisher. While recanting this origin, the song plays and period-specific pictures of 

Fisher appear on screen. The episode even include an interview with Wilson's mother at 

her home to finish completely linking the song to the material reality of Wilson. In 

Everclear's episode of Behind the Music (2000), Art Alexakis reveals that he wrote 

“Father of Mine” about his own troubled childhood. As Alexakis details the estranged 

relationship he had with his father, the song plays the screen cuts away to family photos. 

The lyrics become the signifiers of an actual historical moment and an actual a lived 

experience. They serve as a mythically authentic link between musician and music. This 

demonstration of average origins of songs continues in the film That Thing You Do 

(1996) when the film shows The Wonders working on their hit song in guitarist and 

singer Jimmy Mattingly's (Jonathon Schaech) garage in Erie, PA. The garage, as I 

suggested earlier when The Bangles were known as The Bangs, represents a place outside 

of the influence of the music industry. The origins of songs mythically demonstrate that a 

band's music will retain its soul in its dance with the devil of the music industry.  

 The mediated form of rock and roll constructs a band attaining media exposure as 

an experience with both tremendous potential and risk. When a song is recorded and 

circulated through media, it separates the song from the band and subsequently gets it 

“out there.” While out there, anyone can theoretically listen to the song as it circulates 

through a mass audience. This circulation can lead to an increased fan base and a band 

getting signed to a record label. However, the mediated form of rock and roll likens a 
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band's association with the music industry to a dance with the devil, where musicians risk 

losing their souls for a chance at success that they could not achieve on their own. In the 

final section of this chapter, I break apart what success entails in my sample of the forms 

of rock and roll.  

“Making It” and the Signifiers of Rock and Roll Success 

 Success in rock and roll provides a common goal for the musicians in this sample 

of rock and roll's mediated forms. The forms that I examined supply both a unified set of 

the markers of success as well as a blueprint for “making it.” In regard to the parameters 

of success, this sample of forms emphasizes elements beyond the traditional markers of 

fame and fortune and includes affective markers of success as well. These forms 

construct the process of a band achieving success as one where each performance and 

exposure in media compounds and brings the band one step closer to making it. However, 

a band can never fully achieve terminal success in the myth of rock and roll. When a 

band achieves a small measure of success, such as playing a desirable club in their 

hometown, the members of the band want something more, for example, playing bigger 

clubs in different cities. This desire for more continues throughout the entire process of 

achieving success. I begin this section by describing the markers of success found in my 

sample of forms. 

 “Making it” in the music industry includes both the social and financial mobility 

discussed earlier in the rock stardom section of this chapter, where bands from average 

origins can achieve success. My sample constructs success as including both tangible, 

canonical markers, and personal, affective experiences. These two types of success can 

overlap as a scene from Almost Famous (2000) demonstrates. When reporter William 
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Miller tells the band that they will appear on the cover of the next Rolling Stone 

magazine, the band elatedly embraces and sings “The Cover of Rolling Stone” by Dr. 

Hook & the Medicine Show. This moment leads to both the joy from appearing in a 

magazine that the musicians regularly read (affective) as well as recognition of their 

music by the major publisher of rock and roll journalism (tangible). The affective 

markers deserve consideration as they allow for gratifying, personal measures of success 

instead of relying only on traditional markers of success, such as large-scale fame and 

fortune. This sample of forms portrays success as a band's immersion in the creation of 

rock and roll music. This immersion includes resisting everyday life's responsibilities 

while creating music without having to please the music industry. While mythically 

successful bands receive financial compensation for performing and recording their 

music, they also achieve affective pleasure by immersing themselves in everything 

related to the music of rock and roll. This sample of forms constructs the music of rock 

and roll as good and pure, so immersion in rock and roll, and away from everyday life 

can lead to happiness and fulfillment. However, as a band must dance with the devil and 

collude with the music industry to achieve these levels of success. Thus, this happiness 

remains in perpetual peril. 

 The mediated forms of the myth of rock and roll portray each live performance or 

media exposure as a productive step toward gaining more fans and becoming a more 

popular band. As act results in progress toward “making it,” bands mythically succeed 

directly due to the pureness of their rock and roll as well as their level of effort. While the 

industry puts groups into positions that they could not reach on their own, such as 

appearing on television or with a well-known act on tour, the band's music mythically 
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propels them to success and builds a fan base. Thus, according to the myth, any group 

with pure rock and roll that tries hard enough can accrue fans and make it. Each Behind 

the Music I examined details this linear progression toward success. For example, the 

episode featuring Heart (1999) details the beginning of their climb toward success as they 

toured and released an album on Mushroom Records, a small label. The narrator says that 

the band “wouldn't be denied” musical success as they continued touring and making 

good rock and roll. This combination of effort and music resulted in their record climbing 

the charts. The Bangles' Behind the Music (2000) episode covers a similar ascent, as the 

narrator says the band experienced “a determined eight year climb from garage band to 

number one hit makers.” According to guitarist and vocalist Susanna Hoffs, during this 

process of touring and receiving airplay, “We felt like we were moving up, slowly but 

surely moving upward.” The Bangles' connections in the industry, initially as a result of 

Miles Copeland hearing them on the radio, mythically grew due to the groups’ production 

of pure music and their direct efforts in performing. Even the “luck” required for 

Copeland to hear the group resulted from The Bangles putting themselves in a situation to 

be heard through their own efforts. 

 This sample of the mediated myth constructs a band's climb toward success as 

having chartable progress, where success directly and indirectly correlates to the amount 

time and effort put forth by the band. In this sample of forms, performing more live 

shows leads to time spent on the road, which leads to the quitting of day jobs. For 

example, in The Rocker (2008), A.D.D. begins touring, gradually amassing a fan base 

signified by a show performed in Georgia where an excited audience knows their songs. 

During their climb, a montage features canonical markers of success, such as appearing 
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on MTV and in Rolling Stone and Billboard magazines. In That Thing You Do (1996), 

The Wonders progressively climb the charts (#93 to #71 to #49 to #21 to #7) as a result 

of their hard work in touring on the road and by convincing disc jockeys to play their 

record, which is done by impressing them during live and in-studio performances. In each 

scenario, every action of “doing” rock and roll builds upon previous actions and those 

efforts result in progress toward making it.  

 As depicted in these films and television programs, when a band achieves some 

success, they automatically focus on the next marker of success, constructing success as a 

desire that can never be fully sated. The Bangles were initially satisfied by writing songs 

and playing local shows. In The Rocker (2008), A.D.D. just wanted one gig. The 

Wonders were elated to win the Mercyhurst College talent show and to be offered a show 

at an Italian eatery by the airport in That Thing You Do (1996). As these groups see and 

experience more rock and roll, their initial goals seem far removed from their later goals 

of national tours and gold records. The myth constructs success as relative, and thus it 

takes more success than previous experiences for a band to feel the same as previous 

achievements. These new markers of success can range from needing an increased 

audience at a show to the inclusion of their music in a more prestigious media channel. In 

these moments, the affective portion of success overshadows the tangible markers of it; 

the “high” of the affective experience becomes the driving force behind success.  

 I use the term “high” to describe how these forms of rock and roll equate the 

pursuit of success in rock and roll to an individual chasing an addictive high. In 

Everclear's episode of Behind the Music (2000), the show's narrator segues Art Alexakis' 

heroin use into his entry into playing music, “In early 1985, Art started something even 
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more addictive than drugs, music.” However, if Alexakis was only addicted to music, he 

could have played it all day in private. Rather, Alexakis and the other musicians in this 

sample of forms are addicted to the success of rock and roll. In the myth of rock and roll, 

no band stops at their current level of success. The episode of Behind the Music that 

features The Jefferson Airplane (1998) does not depict them staying in San Francisco to 

play to appreciative crowds. Instead, they recorded albums and toured the U.S. and 

Europe. In That Thing You Do (1996), The Wonders, initially ecstatic about hearing their 

song played on an Erie, PA radio station, quickly seek out a record deal, a national tour, 

and nationwide airplay. The episode of Behind the Music featuring Garbage (2002) ends 

with them performing the theme to the James Bond film The World is Not Enough. The 

song plays through the closing credits, which suggests that even though the band has 

multiple platinum albums, fame, fortune, and the respect of an audience, there is always 

something else to achieve as, in rock and roll success, the world is never enough. In 

School of Rock (2003), instructor Dewey Finn touts the importance of just “one great 

rock show” to get his students excited about performing the WROK Battle of the Bands. 

The band performs at the show and receives an overwhelmingly positive crowd reaction. 

In the epilogue following the “one [singular] great rock show,” the film shows their 

manager Summer Hathaway (Miranda Cosgrove), telling the individual on the other end 

of her cellular phone, “I told you, as soon as I talk to the band I'll get back to you. If 

you're so desperate then stop low-balling us!” The unpaid “one great rock show” turns 

into a series of gigs with a focus on payment as opposed to experiences. In the mediated 

forms of the myth of rock and roll, it can never be about just “one great rock show,” it is 

about perpetually chasing the feeling of that one great rock show.  
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 This sample of the mediated forms of rock and roll constructs success as a 

phenomenon that contains tangible and affective markers. These mediated forms portray 

the progression toward success as occurring in a linear and cumulative fashion, where 

each performance and media exposure moves a band one step closer to success. However 

this success can never be complete as the myth of rock and roll constructs it as insatiable, 

where one achievement must be followed by another larger one in order to recapture the 

feeling that accompanied the earlier moments of success. 

Conclusions About the Mediated Form of Rock and Roll 

 In this chapter I examined a sample of the mediated forms of the myth of rock and 

roll and its portrayal of the rock and roll phenomenon itself, who performs and succeeds 

at rock and roll, how rock and roll “works” through live performances and media 

exposure, and how success functions in rock and roll. In these forms, rock and roll 

functions as a mysterious phenomenon that defies definition. Its practitioners rarely 

discuss what rock and roll actually entails. Instead, they emphasize its experiential nature 

and the pure and good nature of the music to describe the rock and roll experience. This 

sample of rock and roll forms constructs rock and roll as a “good” phenomenon that 

bands must protect from the “evil” music industry. These foundations of rock and roll 

inform each area of the logistics of “doing” rock and roll.  

 This sample of forms depicts “averageness” as a necessary quality for a musician 

seeking success and stardom in rock and roll. This myth not only promises experiential 

pleasures, but also upward social and financial mobility achieved through a meritocratic 

process of creating and performing rock and roll. However, this averageness when 

applied to identity categories, suggests a rather different experience for musicians who 
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are not white, heterosexual, or male. The forms typically relegate female musicians to 

positions of support, where audiences and fellow musicians judge them on physical 

appearance. The myth marginalizes gay musicians to the periphery of the music-making 

process in a hetero-dominated space which portrays gay characters as shocking or 

comedic. The mediated form of rock and roll also places individuals of color in the 

periphery of rock and roll, as secondary characters, without the artistic vision of white 

musicians. 

 This sample of forms provides a blueprint for rock and roll bands to “do” rock 

and roll through live performances and entry into mediated spaces. Musicians use live 

performances “on the road” to take their music directly to audiences without the 

interference of the music industry. Here, going on the road requires a minimal initial 

investment and each performance promises an opportunity to win fans through the 

presentation of a band's music in an unmediated manner, where success relates directly to 

the music itself. This sample of forms also portrays the tour as immersing musicians in 

rock and roll music as well as providing an escape from the necessity of a day job. 

Whereas going “on the road” occurs outside of the influence of the music industry, entry 

into the mass media occurs in a largely industry-controlled space and thus musicians 

must collude with the music industry. While industry-controlled media channels promise 

to get a band's music “out there” to an unparalleled potential audience, entry into this 

space is potentially hazardous to the band and its music. Although hazardous, the myth 

constructs entry into this mediated space and collusion with the music industry as the 

only way to “make it.”  
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 The mediated forms of rock and roll construct success as multifaceted, including 

both canonical (an appearance on a television program) and affective (the experiential 

pleasures of rock and roll) elements. Bands “make it” through a linear and progressive 

process, as each live performance and media exposure brings a group one step closer to 

success. Success in the myth of rock and roll can never be terminal as musicians require 

greater and greater successes to match the pleasure found in previous moments of 

success.  

 As detailed in this chapter, the form of the myth of rock and roll provides a 

powerful promise, where the affective and primal pleasures of rock and roll can be 

harnessed into pleasurable experiences that lead to financial and social mobility. In 

Chapter 5, through in-depth interviews with a variety of rock and roll musicians, I 

examine how musicians negotiate with the promises of the myth of rock and roll as 

illustrated in these forms and how they accept and modify their concepts through their 

lived experiences as musicians. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
xiii Some characters in the films did not have last names. Whenever I use only a first name, this is the case. 
 
xiv This sample of forms constructs the bass player as secondary and supportive for both men and women 

by construct the individual who plays the bass as generally unimportant to the band. In Almost Famous, 
when the first Stillwater t-shirt arrives, guitarist Russell Hammond (Billy Crudup) and vocalist Jeff 
Bebe fight about the creative direction of the band while bass player Larry Fellows (Mark Kozelek) opts 
not to get involved and just wants “to get some barbecue.” In That Thing You Do, the bass player (Ethan 
Embry) is not even mentioned by name (referred to even in the credits as T.B. Player) is shown to be 
inessential as he is replaced by another bass player hours before The Wonders appear on national 
television. 

 
xv A normative life script refers to the culturally shared idea of what entails a normal progression through 

life. Holmber & MacKinzie (2002) summarize this progression as love, marriage, and then baby 
carriage. 

 
xvi This character appears in the credits without a last name. Even though she is married to Russell 

Hammond, I did not want to presume that she had taken that last name. 
 
xvii Other footnote-worthy categories of averageness in the myth of rock and roll include age (young, 18-

35) and a slim body-type.  
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 
xviii Of course going on tour requires a lot more than just getting in a van and making some phone calls. 

There are the logistics of jobs, money is required (as everything on the road costs money and little is 
made in return), and equipment must be up to touring standards. I do not mean to gloss over this, but the 
mediated forms of rock and roll do and construct touring as a readily-accessible manner by which bands 
can present their rock and roll directly to the people.  

 
xix MTV's Unplugged continues to air to the date of this writing in 2011. In the 1990s the show was a 

regular series, however, since 2000, the show has only sporadically aired more as a special event.  
 
xx I include this footnote to explain the significance of the paradigmatic choice of Ft. Wayne, IN and 

explaining why 4 hours is truly significant. In this case, A.D.D. would have had to have left Cleveland 
at 4 P.M. to make the 8 P.M. load in at the club. They'd be hungry and probably eat something as it has 
been several hours and they played a sweaty rock and roll show. Venues are open until anywhere 
between 1 A.M. and 3 A.M. Bands cannot load out and get paid until this time. Generally, any payment 
occurs well after closing time when drawers have been counted down. By the logistics of playing 
venues, there is absolutely no way this band gets home by daylight especially as it is a 4-hour drive. 
Like many bands before them, they'd likely make a friend at the venue and sleep on a floor/couch, or 
crash out at a random rest area only to be awoken by something random. This is an out of town show in 
every sense of the word. 
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CHAPTER 5 

NEGOTIATING THE CONCEPT OF ROCK AND ROLL  

 

 

 

 The myth of rock and roll provides musicians with both the promises of the rock 

and roll experience and a lens through which to view those experiences. In Chapter 4, I 

detailed how the form, represented by five nationally distributed movies and eight 

episodes of Behind the Music, constructs and circulates the myth of rock and roll. In this 

chapter, I examine how individuals constructed their individual concepts of rock and roll 

through the promises encoded in the forms of rock and roll and their own experiences. 

The concepts found in this chapter represent my sample of musicians' personalized 

understandings of the cultural myth of rock and roll. I draw my conclusions from a series 

of 41 interviews (see Appendices 3 and 4 for interview protocols) conducted between 

February and April of 2011 with a maximum diversity sample of musicians located 

primarily in the Midwest United States. I conducted 33 face-to-face interviews in 

Chicago, IL (7), St. Louis, MO (4), Columbia, MO (16), Warrensburg, MO (6); 2 phone 

interviews, and 6 e-mail interviews. The musicians ranged in age from 18-62 years, had 

1-40 years in experience as musicians, and varied in success from performing a few 

shows in front of friends to being on a major record label with platinum albums and 

worldwide tours (see Appendix 2 for a detailed description of each respondent). 

Throughout this chapter, to ensure confidentiality I have assigned pseudonyms and 

eliminated references to specific places and bands that could lead to identification. I do 
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not mean to generalize with this sample, rather, I have sought a wide variance to 

understand the overall negotiation process that occurred when musicians constructed their 

concepts in relation to the form of rock and roll. 

 In this chapter, I examine how a musician negotiated his or her initial concept of 

rock and roll by incorporating various pieces cultural forms, including the narratives and 

signifiers similar to the forms I discussed in Chapter 4. I argue that through her or his 

experiences, a musician could negotiate a “concept shift” where lived understandings 

replaced mediated representations of rock and roll and the musician's concept shifted 

away from the forms' portrayals of the myth. The degree that a musician shifted away 

from the myth of rock and roll constructed by the myth's mediated forms varied as she or 

he rejected or accepted pieces to make sense of her or his own experiences through the 

sets of meanings available. My overall goal is to examine individual articulations of the 

myth as constructed through musicians' readings of the mediated representations of the 

forms and their lived experiences.  

 I begin by examining the role of media in my respondents' development as 

musicians and the patchwork of media texts from which musicians drew their initial 

understandings of rock and roll; these ranged from MTV to autobiographies to 

infomercials. These texts created musicians' expectations of what “doing” rock and roll 

entails, especially in the areas of public performances, finances, gender, and success in 

rock and roll. Then I examine how musicians described rock and roll as simultaneously a 

pure and good entity and as a deceitful myth perpetuated by culture. They understood the 

good and ideal portion of rock and roll as safe from the music industry and media in a 

“core” that they believed to exist. The musicians expressed that if they could dig deep 
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enough, they could find this core of rock and roll. The ideal of rock and roll that they 

described could not be captured or corrupted, only experienced. Regardless of any 

experiences to the contrary, the respondents continued to believe in the incorruptible 

good of this core of rock and roll. I next examine the negotiations with the myth that 

musicians underwent when “doing” rock and roll and how these respondents shifted their 

concepts about rock and roll to make sense of their lived experiences. The interviewees 

described their expectations for doing live performances, receiving financial 

compensation from doing rock and roll, and understanding the nature of success in rock 

and roll and how through lived experiences and access to new sets of meanings, 

musicians challenged these expectations. In the next section, I explore how despite the 

egalitarian ideal of rock and roll where “anyone” can participate, the experience of doing 

rock and roll differed for musicians based on gender, sexual orientation, and race. Next, I 

examine the function of going “on the road” the road for musicians. This chapter’s final 

section explores how despite disillusionment, musicians continue to understand rock and 

roll itself as a good and pure phenomenon. Specifically they described rock and roll as an 

addictive phenomenon on par with religion (offering spiritual salvation and a shared 

purpose), magic (transforming individuals from ordinary into rock stars), and addictive 

drugs (offering highs not found outside of rock and roll). The musicians constructed these 

experiences as truth in contrast to falsified cultural forms. I begin by examining the 

patchwork of media from which my respondents drew their initial understandings of rock 

and roll.  

MTV, Infomercials, and Autobiographies: The Mediated Forms of Rock and Roll 
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 Despite a distrust of mediated sources, musicians cannot avoid a relationship with 

the mediated form of the myth of rock and roll. This ubiquitous resource in American 

culture provides a promise for musicians' experiences when doing rock and roll. This 

section explores how these musicians have used mediated representations of rock and roll 

throughout their lives and how the function of these texts changed for the musicians as 

their rock and roll careers evolved. Before they became musicians, the respondents 

explained that they used a patchwork of media sources to construct their concepts of rock 

and roll. However, as they gained experience and new sets of meanings about doing rock 

and roll, many of the musicians I interviewed rejected these forms as false, offering their 

subjective experiences as truth. In this sense, the mediated forms of rock and roll provide 

a standard that musicians can expect from doing rock and roll as they begin their careers, 

and later provide a false standard to which they can compare their own experiences to as 

truth.  

 Instead of drawing from a group of shared, canonical media texts, the musicians 

who I interviewed constructed their understandings of rock and roll through a patchwork 

of miscellaneous media sources that resonated with them. I do not mean to suggest that 

there are no important shared media sources; rather, these musicians personalized their 

understandings by utilizing what was available to them at the time, both popular and 

niche. The musicians in this study drew upon radio, MTV music videos, various films 

(Blues Brothers, Anvil, Spinal Tap, Spice World, Help), recorded music and its 

packaging, television shows about bands (The Monkees) or featuring bands in episodes 

(Gilmour Girls), autobiographies, magazines (Rolling Stone, Circus), and miscellaneous 

concert videos rented from video stores. Each text provided a different variant on the 
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myth of rock and roll that the respondent then personalized to negotiate an understanding 

of rock and roll. These respondents reported using this patchwork of media forms in three 

distinct stages over the course of their experiences with rock and roll. Initially the 

mediated representations provided a mystique that drew the musician into wanting to 

know more about rock and roll. As the intrigue grew, the respondents reported that the 

media texts provided instructions of how to “do” rock and roll. After these musicians 

gained subjective experiences through doing rock and roll, they used the mediated forms 

of rock and roll to authenticate their own “real” lived experiences as compared to the 

false reality circulated through forms.  

 As I suggested in Chapter 4 and in the introduction of this chapter, the myth 

constructs rock and roll as a pure and good phenomenon positioned against the 

monolithic music industry. In this first stage of media usage, this sample of musicians did 

not separate good rock and roll music/personal experience from the evil music industry 

/mediated representations. The respondents' early exposures to media's representations of 

rock and roll supplied a mystique that intrigued them and encouraged them to seek more 

information about rock and roll. While media texts were not the only resource to provide 

individuals with access to the experience of rock and roll (for example, two respondents 

had fathers who were active musicians and these experiences superseded media sources 

as far as being introduced to the phenomenon), they were the most widely accessible 

sources for a potential musician's exposure. Herb (1000+, M)xxi discussed part of the 

patchwork of media texts that piqued his interest in rock and roll: 

I read every music biography I could get my hands on, I was always 
fascinated by drums. I remember in school watching this video about 
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African drumming and no one gave a shit, but I thought it was amazing. I 
used to rent concert videos from Blockbuster. 
 

Herb was incidentally exposed to some media texts (a video about African drumming 

shown during class) and others he actively sought out (concert videos from Blockbuster, 

music biographies). Both incidental and intentional media exposures were essential in 

concept construction for these respondents as they provided both the initial intrigue that 

drew them into wanting to know more and subsequent opportunities to explore these 

initial concepts. Emma (200+, F) explained how her initial intrigue led to her active 

search for new sources for information: 

I received my information about bands in the 70s watching the five-
minute-long commercials that showed bands in concert and little blurb 
interviews. I thought they were really cool and it is how I fell in love with 
R.E.O. Speed Wagon and I was going to marry Steve Perry from Journey. 
Later in high school I would go to the local record shops and buy all of the 
Creem Magazines and whatever other magazines had hot guys on the 
cover shirtless and playing a guitar. 
  

The incidental exposure to K-Tel commercials for compilation cassette tapes and 

recordsxxii sparked Emma’s exploration of more intentional sources about musician 

information, such as rock magazines. The experience of viewing concert footage and 

hearing the direct words of these musicians through their “blurb interviews” stayed with 

Emma for over 30 years despite the ads only running in the 1970s. For both Herb and 

Emma, these mediated representations piqued their interest and remained with them 

throughout their careers.  

 These initial mediated exposures to rock and roll provided the musicians in my 

sample with an initial fascination that led them to seek their own physical experiences 
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with rock and roll as well as the positive affect that accompanied these experiences. Joe 

(50+, M) shared an example of pleasure from mimicking a band on the radio: 

It's my dream. I always wanted to be, you know, a famous rock star. You 
know when you listen to the radio, and, or a CD and you imagine it's you 
singing it or playing it. When you're a little kid, you have your buddies, 
and have like a fake band, broomstick in my hand, playing and singing.  
 

Joe based his imitation on recorded songs, physically copying the imagined performances 

of these groups with his friends. As I suggested in Chapter 4, the myth of rock and roll 

constructs itself as a phenomenon that “anyone” can do. Even in Joe's broomstick 

simulation, he gained a gateway type of experience, as the myth constructs the gap 

between audience member and active participant as a narrow one. This gap between 

performer and participant contains considerable common ground as mediated 

representations of the myth construct rock and roll musicians as having average origins 

similar to their audience. As discussed in Chapter 4, the program Behind the Music 

provides access to famous musicians’ stories, including the inspirations behind their 

songs and their private lives. These stories, as well as similar ones in magazines, films, 

and other media sources, serve to highlight the averageness of musicians' origins. 

Courtney (200+, F) recalled how media sources like these functioned for her:  

I spent a lot of my early childhood watching MTV and VH1. I was 
obsessed with  music videos, so the act of performing has always intrigued 
me. [I remember] being immersed in that culture, I guess, getting really 
attached to famous people that are known for rock and roll and finding out 
that they're real people and that you can play rock and roll and have a 
normal life. 
 

These mediated representations on MTV and VH1 initially intrigued Courtney and led to 

her wanting to watch more and become “immersed in that culture.” Her immersion in the 

mediated myth of rock and roll provided her with access to the “real” musicians who had 
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a “normal life” from average origins just like her own. Returning to Chapter 4, mediated 

forms portray these musicians as average, and stress the importance of averageness in 

doing rock and roll. If the musicians are “real people” like Courtney, her averageness is 

not a detriment to doing rock and roll. Rather, averageness provides a shared starting 

point for anyone looking to become a successful rock and roll musician. 

As this sample of musicians further explored rock and roll, they reported seeking 

out mediated representations that provided them with information about how to do rock 

and roll. In this stage, musicians used an array of media sources to explore their own 

ambitions of doing rock and roll. For example, Sterling (1000+, M) reported that his 

approach to performing music changed after he viewed The Beatles on The Ed Sullivan 

Show, “I learned acoustic guitar because I wanted to be a lonely folk singer. But of course 

you'd see the Beatles on TV and of course it was a whole new role model.” The Beatles’ 

model of performing rock and roll promised a group of musicians who performed their 

own rock and roll songs attention from the opposite sex as well as a career in music. 

Sterling continued, “Rock and roll represented a way in which you could, you know, 

learn those three chords and become the life of the party.” The myth of rock and roll's 

promises differed greatly from how Sterling understood those of folk music. For Sterling, 

rock and roll promised increased social capital as the life of the party while folk offered 

an avenue toward introspection. Mediated representations of rock and roll provided a 

wide array of potential “role models” for aspiring musicians. In their discussions of who 

and what influenced the musicians they would eventually become, the respondents 

referenced a range of role models from The Monkees to Motörhead, all of whom accrued 

social capital through performing rock and roll.  
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 When musicians experienced doing rock and roll publicly, they articulated 

mediated texts as a false standard when compared to their own first-hand experiences. In 

this third stage of media use, the individuals in this sample expressed that the 

manufactured image of media signified falseness as compared to their subjective 

experiences, which signified truth. Zach (15+, M) articulated his understanding of the 

mediated images of rock and roll changing from good to bad: 

I had an image of what rock and roll was, it was a magical place. . . . 
When music videos started popping up, it felt like you got a more clear 
picture of what was going on behind the scenes. That picture might have 
seemed clear at the time but it was manufactured by the record companies 
so I guess that's where the myth comes in, the public face of rock, made-
up fantasy world of what you were sold. 
 

The signifiers that Zach used to describe the mediated representations of rock and roll 

suggest a type of falseness that is “manufactured” and “made up fantasy” by “record 

companies,” constructed and turned into commodities to be “sold.” However, this “made 

up fantasy” provided a certain clarity about rock and roll that continued to resonate with 

these individuals throughout their careers as musicians. Despite recognizing the image of 

rock and roll constructed by the industry as false, Zach later asserted that “Rock and roll 

original and pure should be preserved [as opposed to it being about] people trying to sell 

records [where] the record industry is trying to sell an image and a product.” While Zach 

has rejected the elements surrounding rock and roll as false, such as the images and 

products, the understanding of rock and roll as “original and pure” has remained with him 

throughout his experiences. This division of the industry-constructed image of rock and 

roll and the ideal core of rock and roll is key to understanding the enduring power of the 

myth for these musicians. Other musicians that I interviewed also referenced the 
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falseness of the mediated representation, such as Orville (500+, M), who discussed the 

predictable nature of the representations of rock and roll in the media, “It's just a 

formulated thing that re-generates.” When I asked why media texts did not shift to match 

his experiences in rock and roll, he continued, “Well, because it's not glamorous. It's not 

part of the rock and roll fantasy. The fantasy of being the center of attention. Sex, drugs, 

rock and roll. It's not important for me. They take anything that can be packaged and 

sold.” Orville's concept of rock and roll separated the “they” of the image-making 

industry that constructed a commodified fantasy from his real personal experiences doing 

rock and roll. By holding up media texts as examples of the commodified element of rock 

and roll that focuses on the image, Orville privileged his own experiences as binarily 

opposed and non-commodified. Jerry (100+, M) made the division between industry-

constructed experiences more directly: 

It's not as glamorous as people think. In movies it's in chronological order, 
you gotta do this to get that to get this to get that, but people who make 
films about musicians and stuff, it's just their interpretation. It's supposed 
to be a reflection of reality but it can't be, it's a fucking movie. 
 

Jerry believed the second-hand experiences of media producers and their subsequent texts 

to be false and the interpretation of individuals who did not have access to his type of 

subjective truth found only through experiencing rock and roll. Thus, these musicians 

who had subjectively experienced doing rock and roll described the mediated 

representations of rock and roll as mere fallacious media. Sean (1000+, M) provided an 

additional example of this divide between musicians' experiences and the images 

constructed by industry and mediated representations: “Most rock and roll movies are 

made by people who never were in a band and can't accept as fact little details that real 
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bands live through.” What “real bands live through” constituted “fact” for Sean in 

contrast to false mediated representations. In these musicians' concepts about rock and 

roll, subjective experience constituted truth in a manner similar to the fictional example 

from Stillwater singer Jeff Bebe (Jason Lee) in Almost Famous (2000) I described in 

Chapter 4. When respondents rejected the mediated representations of rock and roll, they 

privileged their own lived experiences and separated a pure and good rock and roll from 

the commodified images of the industry. Musicians must dismiss the mediated myth of 

rock and roll as false to rectify their own experiences. By embracing their own lived 

experiences as truth, these respondents had the ability to redefine success, elevate 

themselves compared to the inexperienced, and discursively place themselves in a 

position of power over mediated representations as only their experiences could 

constituted truth in rock and roll.  

 My sample of musicians reported maintaining a tenuous relationship with 

mediated representations of rock and roll, which changed as gained material experience 

with rock and roll. The respondents constructed their initial concepts of rock and roll with 

a patchwork of media resources ranging from full-length feature films about rock and roll 

bands to miscellaneous moments of rock and roll found in television commercials and 

magazine pictures, both incidental and intentional. These respondents expressed utilizing 

these sources differently at various stages of their relationship with rock and roll. 

Initially, the mediated forms of the myth provided the musicians with intrigue about rock 

and roll. Later, these musicians gathered details about how to “do” rock and roll from 

these representations. Finally, these musicians constructed mediated representations as 

false images constructed by the industry compared to the truth of their own lived 
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experiences while retaining the understanding that rock and roll itself constitutes a pure 

and good phenomenon that they could only understand through experiencing it. In the 

next section, I continue my examination of this binary of false images and real 

experiences in doing rock and roll by detailing how the respondents articulated their 

concepts of rock and roll.  

Understanding The Concept of Rock and Roll 

 In this section, I directly examine how these respondents articulated their concepts 

of rock and roll. While I suggested in the previous section that this sample of musicians 

reported understanding rock and roll as good and separate from industry and media, now 

I expand on how these respondents understood rock and roll as both complex and 

naturalized. This set of meanings about rock and roll expressed by these musicians 

provides the underlying logic of this entire chapter. These respondents struggled to define 

rock and roll directly and described it using what I call the mythic ideal core of rock and 

roll. I use “mythic” here in the Barthesean sense as the ideal core contains both elements 

of truth and falseness and it can never be directly disproved as these respondents 

understood truth as residing in the first-hand experience of rock and roll. In this struggle 

to define rock and roll, the respondents distinguished between the images constructed by 

the evil music industry and this experiential essence of rock and roll. The respondents' 

concepts also reflected the myth's egalitarian promise, where anyone can do rock and roll, 

and by participating, anything can happen. 

  Many of the musicians in my interviews have invested much of their time, 

money, and identity into rock and roll, both as audience members and performers. 

Despite this immersion, answering the question of “What is rock and roll?” proved 
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problematic..Most seemed surprised by the question. Some passed on answering the 

question altogether while many others used elements of rock and roll, such as a Marshall 

amplifier stack or a particular album, to represent the core of the entire phenomenon. By 

using these signifiers of rock and roll experiential, the musicians suggested that rock and 

roll can be understood through experience (hearing a particular album or amplifier) as 

opposed to language. Again, real rock and roll only resided only in the subjective 

experience. Zach (15+, M) summed up his difficulties in defining rock and roll when he 

suggested rock and roll has “permeated our culture, you don't even think about what it 

means, it just is.” However, as Barthes (1957) would suggest, nothing ever “just is.” 

Throughout my interviews, respondents hinted at and outwardly expressed a belief in an 

ideal, or core of rock and roll similar to those found in the mediated representations 

discussed in Chapter 4. For these musicians, the ideal core encompassed everything good 

about rock and roll and stood in contrast to the corrupted image of rock and roll. This 

ideal core could only be found in subjective moments with rock and roll as opposed to 

discourse.  

 When I asked Jerry (100+, M) what rock and roll entailed, he answered, “It's got 

to do with guitars, volume, having a good time. Rock and roll is doing whatever the fuck 

you want. You can't put it into words.” Jerry's description of rock and roll stressed the 

experiential importance of rock and roll and, by proxy, the distrust of representations of 

these experiences. By not putting rock and roll “into words,” he discursively rejected an 

objective standardization of meaning through language. Later, he emphasized the 

importance of the individual experience, “The power of rock and roll, it's breaking the 

mold and it's not living by other people's rules or standards. Being true to yourself.” Only 
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by harnessing the “power of rock and roll” could an individual achieve some “true” 

individuality, as truth arose through the experience of rock and roll for Jerry. The 

mediated forms of rock and roll provide a standard set of images, words, and signifiers, 

all functioning as the binary to the truth found in the personal experience. Chris (1000+, 

M) also stressed the experiential nature of rock and roll in place of a standardized 

definition, “It's primal. It's feel. I guess that's it, it’s a thing, I wish I could expand that 

thought.” The inability to articulate what rock and roll entailed did not stop Chris from 

having rock and roll as a major part of his life, from playing in bands to making his living 

by working in an infamous punk rock bar in the south loop of Chicago, IL for the 

previous decade. While the experiences that Jerry and Chris have had with rock and roll 

have not been ideal (as they expressed later in their interviews), the phenomenon of rock 

and roll itself remains an eternally good ideal that no single moment could corrupt. These 

respondents, along with many other musicians in this sample, expressed an understanding 

of rock and roll as elusive and ideal, where underneath all of mediated representations, 

commodification, and audience apathy there existed an ideal core that remained eternally 

good and special.  

 The musicians I interviewed expressed their view on the ideal of rock and roll, 

along with the mythic power that this ideal has, by describing a core of rock and roll. 

Suzi (20+, F) explained the core of rock and roll: 

Rock and roll is the core of every good song. It is the skeleton that can 
remain whole even though there isn’t an epidermis or even organs. Rock 
and roll is not stage production. It is not Spinal Tap. It is not riders full of 
insane and mundane items. It is not on television. Rock and roll is found in 
the small clubs where the musicians are baring their souls through their 
music. 
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Suzi separated the ideal core of rock and roll, “musicians baring their souls through 

music,” from the images constructed in mediated representations. She understands the 

non-musical factors of rock and roll performances (riders, large stages, media 

appearances) as divorcing bands and listeners from the ideal core of rock and roll that 

resides in “every good song.” Elements outside of the song detracted from rock and roll's 

mythic ability to liberate and express and production elements (in this case stage and 

media production) obscured this ideal. Throughout my interviews, musicians utilized the 

signifier of “production” as shorthand for the corruption of the ideal of rock and roll. 

These production elements included not only elements found in the live performance, but 

also the use of any non-essential recording techniques defined as anything that the band 

itself could not perform live. In my interview with Chris (1000+, M), the album Raw 

Power by The Stooges played over the bar's stereo. Chris made reference to the album to 

explain his concept of rock and roll and expand on the separation of production and the 

mythic ideal core of rock and roll: 

That's it right there. It's just so raw. Even the studio version's raw, yeah to 
me it's  the live rock feel, you know, you record bands in mono, how much 
more raw can you get than that? The production level's low, you're kinda 
making a face [makes  a face of discomfort from the sounds], it's a  feel. 
When you see a band play that you really like and it blows you away. 
Rock and roll is a feel.  
 

For both Chris and Suzi, real rock and roll occurred in a live setting as the “primal” and 

“raw” sounds emanated directly from the band . These sounds then allowed them to 

experience the ideal core of rock and roll. Chris offered The Stooges' “raw” and 

seemingly transparently recorded music as an exemplar of “real” rock and roll. Returning 

to Chapter 4, the forms of rock and roll construct rock and roll as good and separated 
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from evil industry interference. In Chris' example, raw-ness and a lack of industry 

interference signified the expression of pure rock and roll, whereas production resulted in 

a disconnect between a band and its music. For Chris, only live-ness, raw-ness, and 

primitivity ensured that what played over the bar's stereo was indeed reflective of rock 

and roll and not tainted by industry interference. Nick (300+, M) also stressed the 

importance of minimal production when he suggested that rock and roll “can't be too 

polished. If it's too slick, it loses its rock and roll-ness.” For Nick, production by the 

industry and its polishing techniques obscured the ideal core as articulated by the myth. 

For these respondents, musicians playing music constituted pure rock and roll whereas 

the industry attempted to corrupt their ideals of rock and roll through production 

techniques that attempted to separate band from music.  

 For my sample of musicians, the ideal core of rock and roll provided the impetus 

for making “every good song.” This ideal core of rock and roll as articulated by the myth 

allowed musicians to access something pure within themselves. Olivia (1000+, F) 

explained how ideal rock and roll provided her a means by which to express herself in an 

open and honest manner not available by any other means: 

To me rock and roll is an ideal, a lifestyle, a means of expressing yourself, 
a means of baring your soul and telling the world what you want to, kind 
of peeling the layers like an onion. At some point the older you get, the 
longer you do it, you get closer and closer to the core, and that’s what 
makes it special.  
 

Olivia used the ideal core of rock and roll to express herself through songwriting. The 

“layers” on the outside of this onion represented everything impeding a musician's access 

to the ideal core of rock and roll. However, this ideal core is the product of myth and 

there is no actual core in the center of this rock and roll onion. However, it is very real to 
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musicians like Olivia, who reported to have experienced it in her subjective experiences. 

This ideal core, where the mythic soul of rock and roll resided, provided the driving force 

for the musicians that I interviewed to continue doing rock and roll when their lived 

experiences did not match the forms as they believe they could reach it. However, the 

ideal core represented more of an essence, reachable only though experience and 

incorruptible from all outside pressures.  

 The incorruptible good found in the ideal core of rock and roll as articulated by 

the myth provided the motivation for musicians during the moments where lived 

experiences conflicted with the myth's constructed promises. The “good” found in this 

ideal core of rock and roll as articulated by this sample of musicians included elements of 

freedom, affect, and presence. As I have already suggested, the musicians I interviewed 

described the elusive ideal as available only in experienced moments. Dave (1000+, M) 

described the importance of presence around rock and roll, “The feeling that comes when 

the rock is good puts the listener and the player in the present moment. There is also a 

connection made when it's working right. This doesn't happen all the time, but when it's 

happening it's amazing.” Dave's signifier of the “present moment” found in experiencing 

rock and roll suggests an immediacy in rock and roll only available when an individual is 

physically present and experiencing it. The elusiveness in catching these moments 

differed greatly from the forms discussed in Chapter 4, where each moment in the 

narrative serves a purpose to advance a unified plot featuring a rock and roll band. The 

elusiveness of these experiences did nothing to stop Dave from chasing them as it 

provided the only manner by which he could again experience the ideal core of rock and 

roll. While many of the musicians I interviewed believed many of the elements of the 
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myth to be false, this core remained unequivocally true. When I asked Jay (500+, M) if 

he thought there was a myth of rock and roll, he articulated his view of the ideal core of 

rock and roll surrounded by the deception of the music industry, “Well, I mean, is it a 

myth? I guess it's myth that surrounds it, but rock and roll is very real. They [the music 

industry] started selling an image. It sells whether it's true or not.” While Jay articulated a 

tension between the “very real” rock and roll and the images of questionable truth, both 

the image of rock and roll and the real rock and roll have been constructed by the myth. 

In his binary between the music industry and rock and roll, he delineated where “they” 

are not “us,” as these two terms exist in mutual exclusivity and othering “they” results in 

a more unified “us.” “They” represent the antagonist that “us,” armed with the power of 

the ideal core of rock and roll and the infinite possibilities that the myth promises.  

 As an extension of the ideal of rock and roll, musicians offered their 

understandings of rock and roll as an egalitarian activity. The respondents suggested that 

“anything” can happen for “anyone” who wanted to play rock and roll. The good and 

pure core of rock and roll made this possible. Courtney (200+, F) suggested “anyone can 

play rock and roll,” implying that rock and roll was open to any person who wished to 

partake regardless of their background or skill set. Or as Dan (50+, M) suggested, 

“Anybody can play in a rock band, even if you freakin' suck.” For anyone interested in 

performing rock and roll, Joshua (400+, M) suggested, “You know, the opportunities are 

out there. Anything's possible.” Joshua's suggestion again incorporates the “any” prefix. 

Instead of everything being possible, where every ideal situation happens for everyone, 

rock and roll provides an opportunity for “anything” to happen. The myth of rock and roll 

circulated eternal hope as long as the musicians believed in its ideal core. In response to a 
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question about achieving success in rock and roll, Gary (75+, M) suggested that “The fact 

that you're in a band makes it possible. Is it a given? No it's not, but it's possible.” For 

these respondents, rock and roll provided “anyone” with the possibilities and 

opportunities for “anything” to happen.  

 This section on musicians' concepts of rock and roll provides the base for the 

remainder of this chapter, thus I wish to emphasize the manner by which the myth 

constructs the ideal core of rock and roll. For these respondents, rock and roll resisted 

direct definitions. Instead, they relied upon subjective experiences and a belief in an ideal 

rock and roll that was incorruptible by the evils of the music industry and endured despite 

any of their own experiences to the contrary. They detailed a divide between the images 

circulated by the industry and privileged their own lived experiences as truth in a manner 

similar to the binary of music and industry that I discussed in Chapter 4. The ideal core of 

rock and roll circulated by the myth provides a means of expression and freedom. These 

respondents understood the good and pure nature of rock and roll as egalitarian, where 

anyone could do rock and roll and anything could happen if they did. As I demonstrate 

throughout this chapter, despite any negative experiences in doing rock and roll, the ideal 

core of rock and roll as articulated by the myth remained good and provided the 

grounding for musicians to continue doing rock and roll. In the next section, I examine 

musicians’ expectations before they began performing rock and roll publicly and how 

their concepts changed through the first-hand experience of “doing” rock and roll.  

Expectations and Disillusions 

 Throughout this dissertation, I have suggested that musicians construct 

expectations and standardized sets of meanings about doing rock and roll from mediated 
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sources before actually having these experiences. This section explores how this sample 

of musicians initially understood what to expect when doing rock and roll from media 

forms and how their concepts shifted when they had their own lived experiences, 

resulting in a “concept shift.” A concept shift occurs when an individual's concept, 

initially based upon mediated forms, becomes fractured by her or his first-hand 

experiences; the individual must rectify their material reality with the mediated one. This 

results in a new concept about a phenomenon. The first area of shifting that I examine 

centers around the expectations around live performances versus the musicians' lived 

understandings. Second, I explore the expectations of lucrative financial compensation 

for performing rock and roll and the financial realities that many musicians experienced. 

In the last section, I deconstruct the elements of rock and roll success and the process of 

“making it” in regard to the respondents' initial expectations and their adjusted 

understandings. Though this sample expressed a concept shift in these three portions of 

the myth of rock and roll, their understandings of the core of rock and roll, as articulated 

in the previous section, did not change. 

 The mediated forms of rock and roll I discussed in Chapter 4 provide a cultural 

resource from which many of these musicians constructed their expectations of what 

doing rock and roll entailed. In these mediated representations of the myth of rock and 

roll, live performances and going “on the road” constituted a major portion of doing rock 

and roll. In the forms, bands gain fans and sell recordings based upon a meritocratic 

process where quality rock and roll, free from industry interests, leads to success. The 

forms of rock and roll provide a set of initial expectations for going “on the road” and 

“winning over” audiences while getting paid well for their efforts. The musicians I 
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interviewed expressed feelings of confusion and betrayal when comparing their early 

performance experiences to their initial expectations. Dan (50+, M) described the 

expectations he had for his first performance and the actual experience:  

I had expectations of how easy it would be, until you do it. Like booking 
shows  and moving equipment and at the end of the night when you're 
playing for a crowd of 100 people but they all came for the other band. 
Getting like 12 bucks  at the end of the night was a shocker; I mean, I 
thought musicians were held in a higher light, I mean, I thought we were 
paid for our talent, but that's not the case. It's about publicity too, even 
before you play you somehow have to prove that you can bring people in 
there. I know it's something that I have to do myself, too, like no one is 
going to do it for me. I knew it was gonna be a lot of hard work, but like, 
my expectations are different now, it's more for myself.  
 

For Dan, the experiences surrounding rock and roll performances differed greatly from 

those found in mediated representations. In the mediated forms of rock and roll I 

discussed in Chapter 4, bands win fans through the quality of their music. Additionally, 

someone outside of the band, such as a manager, a booking agent, or promotional expert, 

handles the various business activities surrounding live performance. In the forms, this 

delegation allows musicians and rock and roll to remain untangled from industry 

interests. In Dan's concept, he understands business and music as no longer separate, 

suggesting “no one is going to do it for me.” In addition to the surprise of needing to 

merge his music with business, Dan's response highlighted his frustration and confusion 

about his relationship with audiences. Most notably for Dan, the cultural form fostered an 

expectation where musicians were “held in a higher light.” These forms construct rock 

and roll as a culturally significant phenomenon, and by association, depict the bands that 

create this music as culturally important as well. When bands perform in a film or 

television program, audiences pay attention to the band on stage. Shifting from these 
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expectations, Dan concluded that “My expectations are different, it's more for myself.” 

When he declared that he made music for himself, he removes the importance of the 

audience in the process of him gaining pleasures. The audience became an extra-musical 

element for musicians like Roy (500+, M), who explicitly divided the audience from rock 

and roll when I asked him about the difference between the expectations constructed by 

the forms of an attentive audience and his own lived experiences, “I'm actually playing 

for me, not anybody else, so I don't care.” The experiences of Dan and Roy have shifted 

the way that they understood rock and roll performances, as a show now provides 

gratifications for the musician instead of the audience. William (20-25, M) described a 

similar concept shift regarding live performances:  

I was pretty disillusioned at my first show; I sort of realized that my own 
experiences were going to be different. It was humbling, I was really 
young and had the idea that people would be interested in my music and 
that people were gonna like it a lot. I think I thought I was better than I 
was. It brought me back down to Earth.  
 

The myth of rock and roll provides the expectations, or illusions, for musicians like 

William. Through his lived experiences, William came “back down to Earth” from his 

imagined ascension to stardom, humbled by a tepid audience reaction. William's concept 

shift occurred at his very first public performance as he “realized” that his “own 

experiences were going to be different” than the expectations constructed by the myth of 

rock and roll. William later differentiated between the myth and his experiences of how 

musicians can accrue an audience over the course of multiple shows, “The idea that you'll 

play a couple of these local shows. You have an idea of what it will be like in your head, 

and the idea that it leads to something bigger, like being a famous musician.” William's 

expectations included an attentive audience and a progressive path toward success both 
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based upon the quality of his rock and roll where he would win fans. He understood the 

initial set of shows “leads to something bigger” such as fame through making music. The 

expectations that William articulated for his first show applied to out of town 

performances for Cliff (100+, M): 

Oh yeah we're gonna get big were playing in this city, but there would 
only be five people. Travel two hours to get there and get no money. Oh 
yeah, we're getting big alright. We told the bars, “Oh yeah we can draw a 
crowd.” Well the theory is that if you play a show for five people, the next 
time you play there you’ll get more [people attending] from word of 
mouth from those five people.  
 

Cliff separated the theoretical benefits, signifying the myth, from his own subjective 

experiences in playing out of town shows. The mythic construction of the audience has 

far more upside than the material reality of playing shows. Playing out of town provided 

an opportunity to win fans five at a time and, according to “the theory,” audience 

members who attended the show would then tell others about the performance. This 

theoretical pass along effect would result in the exponential growth of a fanbase only 

limited by the number of a band's performances. Although Cliff's subjective experiences 

differed from this promise, he continued to play shows out of town. Later in the interview 

he informed me that a band should “practice practice practice and make sure you get all 

your stuff done before you play a show. Be at your best just in case that one lucky time 

someone [a record company representative might step into the bar.” For Cliff, in spite of 

his contradictory experiences, he could not let go of the myth of rock and roll's promise 

where “anything is possible.” Throughout many of the interviews I conducted with these 

respondents, both the actual performances of rock and roll and what these performances 

can lead to did not match the expectations constructed by the forms. To reconcile the 
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differences between the mediated forms and their individual concepts,  these musicians 

constructed their own new gratifications in doing rock and roll that were not contingent 

upon their initial expectations. 

 While many of these musicians shifted their concepts regarding live 

performances, they found it difficult to completely abandon the ideal of the mediated 

form. Jason (300+, M) demonstrated this in his reflection on how one particular 

representation of rock and roll constructed live music as special to an audience: 

One of my favorite movies of all time is The Blues Brothers movie, where 
they go to Ray's Music Exchange and there's like a battered old Rhodes 
[electric piano] and [keyboardist Murphy Dunne is] like, “There's no 
action left in these keys.” And [Ray’s] like, “Oh, there's action left in these 
keys” and starts playing “Shake a Tail Feather” [by Ray Charles] and like 
everyone in the street is like minding their own business and they're like, 
“Wait a minute, there's music!” And they all start going crazy. And like, 
you see that a lot in movies. And we started playing a song and it's like 
[points at the imagined audience] “What's wrong with you guys?” I think I 
was disappointed that didn't happen in real life. I don't know how to get 
around that. 
 

This film depicts rock and roll as life stopping, where people go “crazy,” dance, and 

listen attentively. It shakes them from everyday life and provides a moment of shared 

pleasure for everyone who could hear the music, thus suggesting that rock and roll music 

should appeal to everyone. When Jason performed his music at a venue, he did not 

receive the same reaction. He faulted the audience for not reacting correctly to the rock 

and roll as opposed to questioning the ideal of rock and roll itself. In a manner similar to 

Dan and William, Jason had initial expectations that accompanied performing rock and 

roll. Each of these musicians discussed having to find new gratifications outside of this 

audience reaction. These musicians found personal truth in the experience of rock and 
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roll regardless of the audience, differing from the symbiotic moments between audience 

and musician depicted in the forms of Chapter 4.  

 The myth of rock and roll also constructs expectations about monetary 

compensation and music-related expenses that are relevant for musicians of all 

experience levels. The central issue revolved around the perceived investments of time 

and money, and the expected financial returns from them. In the mediated forms I 

examined in Chapter 4, the films and television shows portray a band's financial situation 

as a secondary concern without depicting the monetary expenses of doing rock and roll. 

In these forms, while a band may initially struggle financially, they can overcome this 

situation by creating quality rock and roll. The musicians I interviewed had concepts that 

shifted away quickly from this simplified version of rock and roll economics. When I 

asked Sheldon (1000+, M) about how media forms portray rock and roll, he responded by 

listing the costs that the forms omitted: 

This is a huge pit that you'll never ever recover from. Make millions I 
guess you'll break even, speaking as someone who spent lot of money on 
gear and tours and heartbreak and records and CDs for other people and 
it's insurmountable. No amount of money can cover that. You're lucky to 
be making any money your first show.  
 

The forms I analyzed in Chapter 4 never explicitly address the cost of gear, touring, and 

recordings. While Sheldon's estimate of needing millions of dollars to “break even” is 

hyperbolic, he clearly expressed frustrations about the cost of doing rock and roll and the 

“insurmountable” financial burden that it placed upon the musician. This barrier to entry 

also contradicts the egalitarian nature of the rock and roll myth where “anyone” can do 

rock and roll. Sterling (1000+, M) described how the myth explained how easy playing 

rock and roll could be, “You know that record by Bill Parsons? 'American Boy,' 'Getch 
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yourself a guitar, put it in tune, you'll be a rockin' and rolling soon.' I mean there's a 

certain sense of being able to imminently gratify the senses.” The myth of rock and roll 

constructs rock and roll's gratifications as requiring only an instrument and some effort. 

Considering the actual high economic barrier to touring and recording, musicians such as 

Dan (50+, M) who made $12 at a show and Eric (200+, M), who said he typically makes 

around $40, had to shift their concepts about money to validate their lived experiences. 

Emily (500+, F) described how her concept about touring and money has shifted: 

You kind of get lied to a lot when you start this. The idea of touring 
sounds awesome until you're sleeping on someone's floor and eating 
Denny's because you can't find anything else. And you know, you're 
running out of gas money and you're supposed to get paid, but the booker 
walks away from your show with the 40 dollars that was supposed to get 
you to your next gig. And nobody ever talks about that shit, and so you 
find out for yourself. 
 

Emily’s real life experiences revealed that her expectations about touring and money 

were misinformed. The form seldom depicts the hidden costs of lodging and fuel or the 

aggravating logistics of getting paid from the booking agent. The simplification found in 

the representations necessitates musicians needing to gain knowledge via first-hand 

experiences, thus further emphasizing the legitimacy of lived experience in rock and roll. 

For the musicians I interviewed, “that shit” referred to all of the logistics outside of the 

music itself, including touring, paying bills, and anything else that separated musicians 

from the the ideal core of rock and roll. Despite her concept shift, Emily later described 

that she continues to do rock and roll because she feels performing is “therapeutic and 

fun” even if it is not financially rewarding.  

 The forms of rock and roll represent a path to upward mobility, where quality 

music leads to financial compensation. In these forms discussed in Chapter 4, once a 
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band achieved popularity and album sales, they were guaranteed enduring financial 

security unless they do something “wrongxxiii”. Miles (1000+, M) has achieved the level 

of success depicted in such forms, selling millions of records, touring, and gaining 

widespread recognition for his music. Despite this, he discussed the fleeting nature of 

financial success, which he contrasted with success as the myth of rock and roll 

constructs it:  

I think the biggest myth is one of financial security, which comes into play 
when there is a modicum of success attached to the career. In 1998 [band 
name omitted] had videos on MTV and our songs were played every 25 
seconds on the radio. One assumes that if these factors are in play the 
artist is now “set for life.” In other words, my colleagues in [band name 
omitted] and I must be exceedingly rich as a result of our sudden and 
temporary fame. I think this myth is fueled by the notion that our songs 
keep earning tons of revenue every year, and a “snowball” effect 
perpetuates a great pile of wealth. If anything, the “snowball” starts rolling 
on dry patches of earth and melts away as time diminishes its size.  This 
has indeed been the case with the career of [band name omitted]. I have 
sometimes fantasized about my old job at the bagel shop, baking and 
baking on the graveyard shift. I swear I miss it a little. Being in a band, 
like running any business, is complicated and difficult. 
 

Working at the bagel shop, Miles had a vision of what success in rock and roll entailed. 

Although Miles said “one assumes” about the financial logistics of doing rock and roll, 

he also had to have bought into the myth to leave the bagel shop and pursue rock and roll 

the myth's promises. Only by doing rock and roll and achieving success did his concept 

change. Miles' concept contrasted with the form of rock and roll, where musicians do 

appear to get “exceedingly rich as a result of sudden and temporary fame.” For Miles, 

who had “made it” as a successful musician, keeping it proved elusive. Instead of 

receiving an enduring return on his investment in rock and roll, Miles' living remained 

contingent upon working with the music industry to receive royalties and appearance 
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fees. To continue doing rock and roll as a full-time profession, he could no longer remain 

separate from the business of music. Throughout the interview, Miles described 

experiences in which he spent more time running the “business” than playing rock and 

roll. By reminiscing about his job at the bagel shop, he reflected on a time where finances 

and rock and roll were separate. Although he professed to prefer his current situation, his 

nostalgia suggested a desire to return to a time when his music was separate from the 

stress of the music business. While the myth constructs this as possible, the concepts of 

musicians such as Emily and Miles suggested that even under the most ideal 

circumstances, it is difficult to do rock and roll without also attending to the business 

portion of it. For these musicians, once their concepts shifted, they could never go back to 

believing the promises of the myth.  

 The respondents' shifting concepts regarding live performances and financial 

expectations were symptomatic of their concept shifts about “making it” and success in 

rock and roll. In Chapter 4, I articulated how the mediated representations defined 

success through a band achieving fame and fortune, the continued ability to make music, 

and a separation of a band's rock and roll music from the music industry. However, upon 

not achieving (or achieving and subsequently losing) success, this sample of musicians 

shifted their concepts to focus on the importance of being able to continue doing rock and 

roll. In these interviews, doing rock and roll represented an experiential and subjective 

process instead of a final destination of success. I begin this section by examining these 

respondents' initial concepts of success and how they shifted through experience.  

 As I suggested in Chapter 4, the forms construct success in rock and roll as a 

linear process that adheres to meritocratic standards. In this process, certain steps will 
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lead to success. When I asked novice musician Sandy (4+, M) how a band attains 

success, he responded:  

Consistently tour, sell out your shows, make money. Play your first show, 
go out  play more shows, write new material, and the more shows you play 
the more you see a response, book a show 100 miles form your home base, 
network, find other bands that want to play with you. Get out there, your 
name gets to other people, kinda starts to build.  
 

Sandy's concept contained a progression from one’s first performance to success that 

mirrored the path to success represented in the mediated representations discussed in 

Chapter 4. The more a group played shows and exerted effort, the more shows, listeners, 

audience response, and money they would earn. Sandy's form-influenced concept of a 

path to success contained the internal logic of the myth. When a band gets their music 

“out there,” audiences and other bands take an interest in them and their popularity grows 

and just “kind starts to build.” In contrast, Garner (150+, M), who has played in bands for 

15 years, disclosed a concept about success noticeably different from Sandy's. He 

suggested that Sandy's notion of achieving success provided motivation in a musician's 

first stage of doing rock and roll, “I guess that's part of your first couple bands, you get 

really excited and you have big dreams, you don't really understand how it works. Of 

course, after time you get crushed.” The myth of rock and roll suggests getting music 

“out there” is the path to success. While Sandy adhered to the logic of the form, Garner 

implied that his personal experiences allow him to “really understand how it works.” 

Dixon (80+, M) described a similar concept shift from a novice musician to a musician 

with ten years experience and expressed his difficulty with completely rejecting the 

myth's model of success in rock and roll: 
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It was just a given when you're a kid you haven't had the experiences. It's a 
given that you have these talents that obviously other people are gonna 
want a part of these talents. We always talked about getting signed, and 
making it, and we'd be traveling and this grand affair. I think there's a little 
naivety but sometimes I look back and think. “Man, I wish I wouldn't have 
lost that spark.” It's nice to think that we had that power. “If they can do it, 
we can do it” thing. It was never a question. I'm not saying we weren't 
talented, but there are multiple factors to it. 
 

Dixon articulated a model of success where it “was never a question” and “a given” that 

his band would achieve it. His original model emphasized the agency found in 

performing that provided him with a “spark” to make his band practice and write songs. 

This “spark” relates back to the first section of this chapter where I discuss intrigue that 

these respondents felt when they first saw rock and roll performed in media texts. In these 

moments of inspiration, such as with Dixon, the myth of rock and roll empowered 

musicians to go and actually do rock and roll. However, upon subjectively experiencing 

rock and roll, Dixon lost the power that accompanied his “naivety.” Throughout this 

series of interviews, respondents referenced the allure of the myth's clarity as well as their 

own perceived agency during their time as novice musicians.  

 Many respondents struggled to retain their initial sense of agency and possibility 

as they negotiated their concepts regarding success. As these musicians shifted away 

from the clarity provided by their initial concepts of rock and roll regarding success, they 

redefined what success entailed. To do so, my interviewees directly equated “making it” 

with the ability to continue “doing it.” Dave (1000+, M) summarized his concept shift 

regarding success, “In the beginning 'making it' was everything. But now just being able 

to keep doing it is making it to me.” Sterling (1000+, M), who has made a living from 

rock and roll since the 1960s, further emphasized the importance of being able to “do it:” 
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Eventually all [being financially secure through doing rock and roll] 
allows me to do is my work, which is all I ever wanted. I love my work. I 
love writing, I love producing, and I love making records and the sense of 
who I am is built around my work ethic. What I really like to do is get up 
in the morning and sit at my desk and say, “What part of the musical 
universe am I going to explore today?” Luckily it's also become my work; 
there's no separation between church and state. 
 

Sterling articulated the pleasure he found in his immersion in rock and roll. He used the 

metaphor of merging his “church” and “state,” where church (rock and roll) provides 

affective and spiritual pleasure while state (finances through the industry) pays for the 

basic needs of life. While the form of rock and roll detailed in Chapter 4 stressed the 

importance of separating rock and roll from industry and finances, this union allowed 

Sterling full immersion into rock and roll as a lifestyle. These respondents articulated this 

immersion as success as it allows for a unification of the self by providing a guiding 

direction, even though this unified rock and roll is comprised of moments. This goal of a 

immersion continued during both high and low points as Eli (1000+, M) discussed: 

I felt I had made it when [well-know indie label omitted] signed [band 
name omitted] in 1992. I also felt I had made it when [major record label 
omitted] signed us in 1995. As a musician when you have some good 
news, it's enough to keep the dream alive, so you keep going, endlessly. I 
still have the same idea of success as when I started, I would just like to be 
able to do it in a viable sense, to make music and play. It doesn't have to 
be a big deal, just something I can do. It has not been easy to maintain. 
There were times of highs and many lows, and yet the idea never changed.  
 

Eli had been on a prominent independent label, a major label, released several albums, 

and toured all over the world. The myth constructs each of these signifiers of success as 

progress toward a static concept of making it. As Eli continued to do rock and roll, he 

chased and maintained a “dream” in an endless pursuit of moments as opposed to a 

unified and tidy narrative. While the myth of rock and roll as perpetuated through 
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mediated forms did not hold up to the actual logistics of the music industry, this sample 

of musicians still held onto the promise of a unified self living through the ideals found in 

the core of rock and roll.  

 In addition to reporting revised concepts about success, the musicians I 

interviewed minimized the importance of the traditional signifiers of success and used 

them to differentiate themselves from novice musicians. Joshua (400, M), who had been 

in bands for almost 30 years, discussed how his views of success differed from those of 

his band mate and partner: 

You know, my wife talks about that all the time and this is her first band. 
She's been playing music for less than a year, so she talks about, “Yeah, 
when we make it” and all this, but, I guess for me at 45 the realization that 
I'm not gonna be on Tiger Beat magazine anytime soon you know, is fine. 
I just like to play; it's not that important to me. 
 

Seasoned musicians like Joshua learned from their experience in bands to censor their 

outward expressions of these desires and to publicly downplay their importance. Novice 

musicians would need to learn to not express these desires and instead rhetorically focus 

on the importance of doing rock and roll as it represented an attainable goal that suggests  

agency in the process. In Joshua's case, he cited Tiger Beat as a popular culture referent 

to further downplay the importance of the myth's articulation of success and to code those 

who believe in making it as immature. When asked about conversations about making it 

that have occurred in his band, Fred (25+, M) responded, “Everybody thinks about it, but 

bands don't always say it. Maybe it's never blatantly said, but it's always implied.” For 

Fred, the taboo of discussing success in rock and roll reflected the policing that musicians 

did to protect their beliefs in the ideal core of rock and roll. As Link (10+, M) suggested, 

“People who are chasing that dream are probably making crappy music anyway,” 
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reflecting the form in Chapter 4, where success happened to those musicians creating the 

best rock and roll rather than focusing upon success.  

 As this sample of rock and roll musicians gained more experience in doing rock 

and roll, they purported to understand less about the logistics of achieving success. When 

these respondents did not achieve traditional measures of success, they constructed 

making it as an illogical process whereby talent and effort did not matter. Jason (300+, 

M), a musician who has toured, put out records on independent labels, and shared bills 

with nationally known acts, expressed his confusion over the process, “I've had friends' 

bands that signed with a major label and went nowhere. I have no idea how a band makes 

it.” Jason's personal experiences contradicted the forms' construction of a proven path 

toward success. In his revised concept, Jason articulated the inner workings of the music 

industry and the tastes of audiences as mysteries. In contrast to the logical progression 

toward success found in Chapter 4, many musicians interviewed for this chapter saw 

luck, rather than their own agentic efforts, as leading to success. As Brad (300+, M) 

suggested, it took a “certain amount of luck” to achieve success, as he emphasized 

randomness over order. Whereas musicians expressed agency in creating and performing 

rock and roll, or doing it, their concepts regarding success favored randomness and luck.  

 Throughout my interviews, respondents also minimized the role of perceived 

talent in success. Dave (1000+, M), whose primary employment has been as a musician 

and music producer since the mid 1960s, elaborated on his experiences with the 

relationship between talent and success, “The myth as I see it is that being talented 

doesn't guarantee success. I have seen some great singers and musicians struggling at the 

poverty level and seen others with no talent doing very well.” When Dave described the 
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popularity of “untalented” musicians, he implied that both the music industry and the 

record-buying public were illogical and did not delineate between good and bad music. 

This reformulation of beliefs about the possibilities for success in the music industry 

allowed unsuccessful musicians to position themselves against the music industry and the 

public by rejecting popularity as an objective measure of both success and musical 

quality. Chris (1000+, M), who earlier in his interview recanted his attempts to make it 

throughout the years and his frustrations with rejection, summed up his current concept of 

success: 

You can say some of the best bands you've seen will never get signed, 
would you say that? Yeah. I don't know. I don't know the formula 
obviously. But then again bands like Bon Jovi, I mean, it's like the shittiest 
fucking music on Earth and people 20 years later are still singing the same 
anthem crap. It's such horseshit.  
 

By attacking Bon Jovi and those who buy their records, Chris placed himself in a position 

of superiority through his association with “the best bands” that he has seen. He 

differentiated between seeing and hearing the bands to stress his connection to the music 

in a direct manner, as opposed to through mediated means. As I suggested in Chapter 4, 

the myth of rock and roll constructs live performance as providing a direct connection 

between musicians and audiences unavailable through any other means and Chris' 

concept reflected this notion. Chris constructed a public who was easily influenced by the 

record industry and “untalented” musicians such as Bon Jovi. For Chris, the combination 

of an unthinking public and an evil record industry represented the barriers preventing his 

success in rock and roll. By invoking standards of talent as an ideal prerequisite for rock 

and roll success, Dave and Chris reflected a double standard of averageness. Returning to 

Chapter 4, the mediated forms I examined constructed averageness as a necessary trait in 
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achieving rock and roll success. However, in the lived concepts of rock and roll, these 

respondents did not placed the same value on averageness. Caleb (10+, M) suggested, 

“These guys on MTV, I would not call them true rock stars. Too much hype, getting by 

with as little talent as possible.” The hierarchies of talent and distinction that these 

musicians constructed rejected some of the outer layers of the myth while they adhered to 

the core ideals of rock and roll's myth that I detailed in the previous section. For these 

interviewees, quality rock and roll did not appeal to a wide audience, as detailed in the 

forms. Instead, the “real” rock and roll remained reflected the ideal core of the myth of 

rock and roll, accessible only to these musicians. It continued to provide an exclusive and 

elusive ideal. 

 In this section, I examined these respondents had expectations about doing rock 

and roll and how their concepts shifted as a result of their lived first-hand experiences. 

The musicians I interviewed initially expected public performances to have attentive 

audiences interested in rock and roll and to receive financial compensation for their 

investments of time and money. They initially understood making it in rock and roll as 

occurring through a logical and linear set of events. When these musicians' experiences 

did not meet their initial expectations, many shifted their concepts to justify continuing to 

do rock and roll and to retain agency in their own pursuits of subjective success. As these 

musicians did rock and roll, they simultaneously rejected portions of the myth while 

retaining the belief that rock and roll had an ideal core that they could continue to 

experience, demonstrating the myth's resilience. Despite rejecting portions of the myth as 

false, the ideal core of rock and roll as articulated by the myth continued to sustain the 

respondents through the “good times and the bad.” Despite the challenges experienced 
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while doing rock and roll, the myth ultimately provided possibilities. The next great rock 

show could always be around the corner. Anything could happen to a song when it gets 

“out there.” Even as these musicians acknowledged the falseness of the myth, they still 

clung to its ideal core. In the following section, I explore how gender, race, and sexual 

orientation contrast with the ideal mythic core of rock and roll.  

Gender in Rock and Roll 

 In the mediated forms of the myth of rock and roll I examined in Chapter 4, 

gender roles for men and women differed as female musicians played supporting roles in 

rock and roll's predominantly male-dominated spaces. As I suggested thus far in this 

chapter, both the mediated forms and the concept of this sample of musicians' circulated 

rock and roll as an egalitarian pursuit, where “anyone” can do it. In this section, I 

examine how “anyone” is qualified by gender, as doing rock and roll differed for male 

and female respondents. Specifically, I explore how the women I interviewed faced 

gendered obstacles when doing rock and roll that the men did not, such as audiences’ and 

musicians' gendered expectations for talent and physical attractiveness. Audiences and 

musicians simultaneously expected female musicians to be “one of the guys” when 

playing music, negotiating band business, and socializing with musicians and audience 

members while maintaining a conventionally attractive appearance. Before I begin my 

discussion of gender specifically, I first want to discuss my observations about the 

process of attempting to discuss gender, race, and sexual orientation in rock and roll with 

my respondents.  

 While I purposefully recruited female rock and roll musicians using snowball 

sampling, my sample of 41 included only 9 women. When I approached some of the 
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female musicians about being interviewed for my study, they told me that they did not 

know what they could contribute to a study about rock and roll. After I assured these 

female musicians that I wanted to hear about their experiences, they agreed to take part in 

the interview. These initial interactions symbolized the gendered disparity found in rock 

and roll by demonstrating the positions of knowledge that men and women occupy. This 

need for validation of voice never occurred with a single male respondent, regardless of 

his level of experience. Even the most socially-reserved novices such as Caleb (10+, M) 

and Sandy (4+, M), who I had never met before the moment of the interview, were glad 

to discuss rock and roll for an academic study. I had originally met Courtney (200+, F), 

Petra (30+, F), and Rebecca (10+, F) at venues where our bands had played together 

throughout the past three years. While we are peers, these three individuals still exhibited 

hesitation about contributing to a study on rock and roll. This gendered apprehension 

demonstrated the continuing gendered nature of rock and roll, where male knowledge 

about and experience in rock and roll is privileged and legitimated as a natural part of 

rock and roll. As a result, male respondents did not worry about the validity of their 

contributions to rock and roll. 

 Many of the white, male, heterosexual musicians that I interviewed deflected 

questions about any identity categories not their own. When asked about female 

musicians, musicians of color, or LGBTQ musicians, many white, heterosexual, male 

respondents reported to never have thought about rock and roll and identity categories 

and seemed rather uncomfortable discussing potential othering. For example, when I 

asked Cliff (80+, M) about the roles of gender, sexual orientation, and race in rock and 

roll, he responded, “Um, I don’t know if I should answer that. Sometimes I've seen bands 
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where, well, let’s just skip that one.” Additionally, many respondents cited the presence 

of female musicians (the Wilson sisters from Heart, The Runaways, The Go-Gos), 

musicians of color (Jimi Hendrix, Sam the Sham and the Pharaohs, Question Mark and 

the Mysterians), or gay musicians (Little Richard, Freddie Mercury, Rob Halford) to 

suggest that rock and roll is not inherently sexed, raced, or sexually oriented. Reference 

to these well known musicians allowed respondents to deflect the question and keep the 

egalitarian ideal of rock and roll in tact. Only female musicians, or those male musicians 

who had spent time in a band with female musicians, had formed concepts about the 

impact of gender in rock and roll that varied from the myth. In my interviews, white, 

heterosexual, male musicians constructed race, gender, and sexual orientation as issues 

only for those with different identity categories than themselves. Orville (500+, M), a 

straight, white male, discussed how he and the rock and roll audience would accept any 

individual in rock and roll, “For me and my core audience, I'd say it's as welcome as 

anything.” As a straight white male, Orville had the power to welcome non-white, non-

heterosexual, and non-male participants in rock and roll. While he would welcome 

individuals of different identity categories than his own, he had no stake in adding 

diversity to rock and roll as being white, heterosexual, and male placed him squarely in 

the majority of those doing rock and roll. Other men who I interviewed offered cultural 

determinism as an answer for the homogeneity of identity categories in rock and roll. 

Fred (25+, M) suggested that “It has to do with the natural cultural settings,” and Cliff 

(80+, M) said, “I don’t know if there’s a definite answer. Could just be the culture you 

grew up in.” By writing gender inequality off as a natural and inherited cultural 

difference, Fred and Cliff can enjoy their privilege without guilt. Brad (300+, M) was one 
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of the few men in my sample to recognize the homogeneity of identity categories in rock 

and roll: 

I think it's kind of a boys club, white boys club. White guys, and breaks 
down sexually from there, girl bands trying to break into the boys club 
have to sometimes go the extra distance. Try harder. Harder to get noticed 
because they're not boys. 
 

Brad recognized his position of privilege but, like the other male musicians from this 

section, he did not have a stake in changing the uneven state of race, gender, and sexual 

orientation in rock and roll. Rock and roll was part of a “boys club,” or as Olivia (1000+, 

F) and Bob (200+, M) suggested, a “brotherhood.” Those who do rock and roll must 

enter into this boys club and gain acceptance from the white, heterosexual men who 

dominate the club. For white heterosexual men, it was the responsibility of those 

individuals with identity categories that differed from their own to conform to gain 

admission to their club. 

 The men and women with a stake in having female voices in rock and roll to 

accompany the male ones described a far different understanding of the role of gender in 

contrast to the egalitarian and ideal core of rock and roll. In Chapter 4, I discussed the 

gendered nature of the rock and roll fantasy, where an individual can find freedom “on 

the road” while receiving favorable attention from adoring members of the opposite sex. 

This gendered fantasy casts female musicians into support roles, where they must 

struggle against the perceived incompatibility of normative female life scripts, such as 

raising a family while doing rock and roll. In this rock and roll fantasy, men do not have 

to consider sex roles while “getting the girls” through playing music. While the form of 

rock and roll constructs meritocratic standards where quality music leads to success, the 
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female respondents who have experienced doing rock and roll suggested that a gendered 

standard violates this promise. Emily (500+, F) discussed her experiences with gendered 

judgments by those present at her shows: 

My drummer's a chick and she's constantly going on about how she gets 
treated  differently. You know, people are always trying to carry her gear 
and it's like very weird, really makes people focus on you. You get judged, 
weirdly enough you get judged with a handicap, but that makes it harder to 
get judged, it's, I can't tell you how many times I've heard, “You play 
pretty good for a chick.” 
 

Emily described othering in action, where audiences and musicians present at her 

performances constructed male as the standard for rock and roll talent and they 

subsequently expected less from female musicians. She suggested that the listeners based 

this handicap on sex/gender alone, creating a system that yields phrases such as “women 

in rock” or “all-girl punk band.” Suzi (20+, F) further articulated this gendered divide in 

rock and roll, “It's a painful realization when you know that you're being judged for being 

female. You're immediately considered great for your gender if you're a decent 

musician.” For Suzi, even though female musicians did rock and roll in a music scene, 

they were second-class citizens held to lower standards than their male counterparts in 

the boys club. Nancy (200+, F) discussed her experiences loading in equipment at a show 

in a male-dominated space: 

Women are the minority so a lot of times you get mistaken for a girlfriend 
and not a member of the band. Nobody assumes that you're playing, you 
have to tell them you're playing. It's happened a number of times that I've 
been asking for drink tickets or been trying to get in the door carrying 
equipment and the door guy's like “Girlfriends have to pay cover.” Yup, 
I'm just holding this heavy-ass amp because  I like it. 
 

As I discussed in Chapter 4, the forms of rock and roll construct an expectation where 

women support other musicians rather pursuing their own interests as musicians. In 
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Nancy's scenario, a “door guy” (typically male) who saw a woman carrying equipment 

hours before a music performance was more likely to presume that she was doing so to 

support the band, rather than performing in it. Even the language used to describe the 

employees of a music venue reflected the overwhelming male presences found in the 

space. Through my experiences, musicians typically refer to the person taking cover 

charge and checking identification as the “door guy,” the live audio engineer as the 

“sound guy,” and the promoter who constructs the bill as the “booking guy.” While there 

are certainly female door attendants, live sound engineers, and bookers, when a woman 

enters a club, she is likely entering a space controlled by men and understood as the other 

(Bayton, 1988; 1997, Cohen, 1997; 2001).  

 The gendered divide in doing rock and roll also manifested itself through female 

musicians balancing their performance of femininity and masculinity while male 

musicians did not. Musicians and audiences expected female musicians to emulate men 

in business practices and social situations while maintaining external appearances of 

traditional femininity. According to the forms I discussed in Chapter 4, male musicians 

gain physical desirability by performing rock and roll while female musicians must 

provide their own attractiveness. In line with the forms, but out of line with the 

egalitarian ideal of rock and roll, the female musicians I interviewed felt pressure to 

adhere to a feminine aesthetic on stage while performing masculinity in extra-musical 

duties. Petra (30+, F) suggested that during band functions and while handling booking 

duties, “I'm just one of the guys.” For Petra, being “one of the guys” helped get tasks 

done and kept her band functioning smoothly. She added that masculinity in a rock band 
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was part of a “comfort zone” for other musicians. Joni (50+, F) described her experiences 

with the expectations of performing masculinity during band business: 

You have to act manly. It's terrible that that exists but, little things, like 
super firm handshakes and, not extra politeness. I have to fight that 
sometimes. I'm super polite and you can't be. Like there was this show that 
I really wanted to play in the middle because like all my friends from 
[workplace omitted] were coming and because I set it up but, if I had been 
a man they wouldn't have asked me to play first. I just know they wouldn't 
have asked me to play first. It was a band, I didn't even know them at all. 
One of them sent me an e-mail and said they had a conflict, which I knew 
was bullshit, but anyway, that's why they couldn't play first or whatever. It 
was hard for me. I had to stand up for myself and be like, “No, this is the 
way it is.” I was really proud of myself.  
 

As I discussed in Chapter 4, the forms of rock and roll articulate support as the primary 

role of women in and around rock and roll bands. When Joni shared a bill with a band 

who wanted a different slot, they expected her to support their desires and forsake her 

own. In this case, Joni had to “act manly” and stand up for the performance experience 

she imagined when she booked the show. On local bills, bands desire to play in the 

middle of the other three or four bands as these middle slots typically garner the largest 

crowd of the night. In this particular situation, the other band expected Joni to acquiesce 

and provide support for them, allowing the band to play at a different time. To break the 

other band's expectations of female support, Joni had to eschew the expectations of 

femininity that the other musicians and audience members had. Only through “acting 

manly” in a male-dominated space could she pursue her own desires, a concern that the 

male band in here example did not share.  

 For the female musicians I interviewed, a perceived path to acceptance came 

through “acting manly” and “being one of the guys.” However, the masculine standard of 

behavior did not apply to personal appearance. In a manner similar to the musicians in the 
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forms I discussed in Chapter 4, male musicians began playing rock and roll to “get the 

girls” and gained attractiveness by performing without having to consider their 

appearance beforehand. Contrarily, audiences expected women to appear attractive on 

stage and in media. The gendering of appearances found in the form placed pressure on 

the female respondents to uphold the appearance standards of traditional femininity. 

Emily (500+, F) discussed the difference between male and female appearance standards 

in rock and roll: 

We have to be pretty, we always have to be pretty. Dudes can get a band 
together and wear t-shirts and jeans and look like the audience. I think, 
well, we play dress up every time we have a show, not that I mind. It's fun 
to dress up and it's an excuse to dress up.  
 

Social expectations held female musicians to higher appearance standards, where women 

must “play dress up” for public performances. While acting like “one of the guys” was a 

normative behavior for both men and women, the myth prohibited women from looking 

like “one of the guys” in regard to not focusing on their appearances. Because of their 

sex, male musicians received the option of wearing “t-shirts and jeans,” a signifier of 

clothing apathy, without judgment. While Emily constructed “playing dress up” as just a 

part of doing rock and roll for women, Rebecca (10+, F) articulated the displeasure of 

needing to maintain appearances while doing rock and roll: 

I know I had to be very, very concerned with the way I looked, like, more 
than men. We had to have a color scheme and I spent more time worrying 
about the clothes I was gonna wear than the music. I felt like, I don't 
know, you know, you're on stage, and it's hot and sweaty, and your make 
up runs off, and your hair is nasty and I felt like I had failed at something 
because of that, like people were more concerned with how I look than 
how I sound. 
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As I suggested in Chapter 4, the forms of the myth of rock and roll promise anyone who 

does rock and roll experiential pleasures outside of the typical concerns of everyday life. 

These moments of pleasure through rock and roll include physiological elements, such as 

Joe Perry's description in Chapter 4 of people dancing around the fire to music. For men, 

these moments generally do not consider physical appearances, outside of sweat and a 

disheveled aesthetic signifying a good time. The myth of rock and roll, reified by 

audiences and other musicians, places pressure on Rebecca to maintain her appearance 

during a performance. In doing so, it diminished her pleasures in experiencing rock and 

roll. Running makeup and disheveled hair bothered Rebecca in these moments to the 

point that she believed that she had “failed” as a musician. Whether performing rock and 

roll or dancing around a fire to music, sweat happens naturally. No male respondents 

mentioned their own appearances, either on or off stage, in my interviews. When a 

female musician such as Rebecca violated these culturally and self-imposed appearance 

standards, it resulted in her self-criticism and inability to enjoy the moment and get closer 

to the mythic core. The myth of rock and roll constructs a world where women cannot 

dance around the fire without worrying about others’ judgments of their hair and make 

up.  

 In this section, I examined the gendered divide of rock and roll as experienced by 

its practitioners. Men constructed gender as either a non-issue or an issue that only 

women had to negotiate whereas women articulated a version of rock and roll where 

gender plays a role in socialization, appearance, and their very pleasures in rock and roll. 

I began by articulating my difficulties in beginning a conversation with musicians about 

identity categories different from their own. I believe many of these respondents 
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deflected questions about gender, race, and sexual orientation to protect the egalitarian 

core of rock and roll as circulated by the myth. In these deflections, the male respondents 

expressed that non-white, non-male, and non-heterosexual individuals were “welcome” 

into the straight white boys club of rock and roll. The straight, white males whom I 

interviewed did not acknowledge the privilege of already having membership in the club. 

The female musicians I interviewed experienced performing in a rock and roll band 

differently than their male counterparts. Musicians and audiences had lower expectations 

for the musical ability of women playing rock and roll and were surprised when a woman 

played well. Audiences did not make these same gendered judgments about male 

musicians. The female respondents felt pressure to display traditionally masculine traits 

in the business and social situations surrounding rock and roll. While doing rock and roll, 

these women had to simultaneously be “one of the guys” while having to “always be 

pretty” while men were already one of the guys and never expressed feeling pressure over 

appearance. This pressure to maintain a certain level of appearance diminished the rock 

and roll experience for those who had to live up to these gendered expectations. The 

female musicians doing rock and roll entered into a male-dominated space where they 

could not help but see its gendered divides while men experienced rock and roll as a 

genderless activity. In the next section, I explore the hidden heteronormativity in the 

concept of rock and roll as well as examining how non-white individuals experience 

doing rock and roll differently than white individuals. 

Sexual Orientation and Race in Rock and Roll 

 As I suggested in the previous section, having a conversation with white, male, 

heterosexual musicians about identity categories different than their own proved difficult. 
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Only those non-white, non-male, and non-heterosexual musicians who navigated the 

straight white boys club of rock and roll noticed the expectations constructed by the myth 

of rock and roll as they related to gender, race, and sexual orientation. In regard to sexual 

orientation, my sample consisted of only individuals who identified themselves to me as 

heterosexualxxiv and this significantly impacted the range of responses about sexual 

orientation in rock and roll. Many of the respondents referenced examples of gay 

musicians such as Little Richard, Freddie Mercury (Queen), and members of Husker Dü 

to suggest that an individual of any sexual identification is welcome to do rock and roll. 

Orville (500+, M) discussed his viewpoint on sexual orientation in rock and roll, “I don't 

know. I think as far as orientation goes, it's probably pretty proportional. Obviously 

there's the issue of whether people are out or not. I mean [several second pause] I don't 

know.” Orville struggled through his response as he bookends his quote with “I don't 

know.” As he started his response, he placed sexual orientation in rock and roll in line 

with the myth's egalitarian core and defended rock and roll as a space open to all. The 

first “I don't know” served to question my implication of rock and roll as a 

heteronormative space. However, as he reflected upon it, the concluding “I don't know” 

suggested that he now considered rock and roll as different for heterosexual and GLBTQ 

individuals. Up until his reflection mid-response, his heterosexuality was an invisible 

norm that he did not notice. In Chapter 4, I discussed how the mediated forms construct 

rock and roll as an avenue for men to “get girls,” rendering GLBTQ individuals' sexuality 

as not an option available form musicians. Several heterosexual male respondents cited 

their expectations of meeting girls as a foundational reason for them starting in rock and 

roll performance. When I asked Sean (1000+, M) why he started playing in a band, he 
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responded, “To meet girls. To make a lot of noise. To create the sounds I heard on the 

records. To express myself on a stage even though at the beginning nobody really knows 

exactly what it is they want to express.” Dixon (80+, M) answered the same question in a 

similar manner, “For chicks, the attention, getting girls' attention, to listen to my artistic 

outlet.” Sean and Dixon both articulated the promise that the myth of rock and roll makes 

regarding expression where they can simultaneously express an artistic vision as well 

their sexuality orientation in pursuit of “the girls.” My discussion of sexual orientation 

differs from gender as both sexes had a voice in my analysis on the role of gender in rock 

and roll. Women shared their experiences of navigating a male-dominated space, where 

their gender was visible. My discussion on sexual orientation lacks this voice. The 

responses of these straight musicians to questions about sexual orientation demonstrates 

the strength of the myth of rock and roll, where the belief in egalitarianism limited the 

awareness of difference that the musicians could see. I plan to conduct a future study to 

more fully address role of sexual orientation of rock and roll through interviews with a 

sample diverse in sexual orientation.  

 With regard to race, all but three individuals in my sample identified as white. 

However, the voices of these three musicians of color allow for some tentative insights 

about the role of race in doing rock and roll. In a manner similar to masculinity and 

heterosexuality, whiteness was largely invisible to white respondents. The mediated 

forms that I discussed in Chapter 4 portrayed white individuals as having the ability to do 

any role in rock and roll, such as playing any instrument in a band and writing songs. As 

with gender and sexual orientation, non-white individuals faced certain expectations from 

white musicians and audiences about their place in doing rock and roll as well as the 
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instruments that they should play. Dixon (80+, M), a white musician, described his 

experience playing in a band with an individual of color, “In the city I was in this band 

for a short time and the lead singer was a black guy and I always wondered what made 

him want to play in a rock band with a bunch of white guys.” For Dixon, the black singer 

was engaging in a white activity (rock and roll) with a group of white musicians. While 

he welcomed making music with the individual of color, he viewed the singer as the other 

while ignoring his own white privilege. When non-white individuals performed rock and 

roll, audiences and musicians expected them to perform in the rhythm section of a band 

on bass or percussion. Herb (1000+, M), a drummer who identifies as Mexican, described 

his experiences with these expectations, “They just assume, 'He's Latin, he's got the 

beat.'” Herb suggested that other musicians and audiences bestowed legitimacy on his 

role in rhythm as if his proficiency derived from being Latin. Continuing the relationship 

between race and role in a band, Dan (50+, M) discussed his experiences as a mixed race 

individual in rock and roll: 

Yeah, I think people assume that, if I was a white guy playing in a band, 
they would know, “Okay, white guy in a band.” If I was a black guy in a 
band and I was anything other than a bassist or drummer, they'd be like, 
“What?” I think that being mixed, people assume that I have musical 
talent.  
 

Dan broke apart the normative assumptions of race as they related to instrumentation and 

role in a band. The “white guy in a band” has any role available to him. For musicians of 

color, playing an instrument outside of bass or drums creates a dissonance for musicians 

and audience members. Symbolically, rhythm instruments function differently than the 

melodic and lingual ones (guitar, vocals) in rock and roll. While rhythm serves to 

promote physical pleasures through dancing and movement, the melodic and lingual 
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elements allow for cerebral and affective expression as well (Willis, 1978). By expecting 

individuals of color to perform in rhythm sections, audiences and other musicians 

anticipated that white musicians would provide their white voice through melody and 

lyrics. There is nothing inherent about individuals of color that would allow them to play 

a rhythm instrument in the same manner that there is nothing inherent about white 

individuals that would allow them to play any instrument in a rock and roll band. This set 

of instrumental expectations based on race demonstrates the false egalitarianism found in 

the myth of rock and roll. 

 While white musicians took artistic expression through music as a right, 

musicians like Sheldon (1000+, M) struggled for acceptance when playing guitar and 

writing songs in rock and roll bands. Sheldon was born in Ecuador and has been a guitar 

player and vocalist in the Chicago music scene for over 25 years. He discussed some of 

the difficulties he has experienced: 

When I started there were very, very few, you just don't see Spanish rock 
bands. I wanted to get respect as a person. I wanted to be just a person up 
there in Chicago, in North America, without any boundaries, equal with 
everybody else. I wanted to be known for music, making English-based 
music on my terms. I can do this just as good as you without having to 
play Hispanic music. I want to make music where people are like, “Wow, 
this is great,” and not have to judge me on my appearance.... I've had 
people go, “Oh yeah, I don't want him in the band, he's not pale enough.” 
Oh yeah, it's happened many times, it was when I was trying to get into 
Goth bands. Oh yeah, it's very under the radar. I wasn't the quintessential 
rock and roll guy. “I wonder if this guy knows anything about rock?” It's 
unspoken, but it's there. 
 

As I have suggested, the “quintessential rock and roll guy” (white, heterosexual, and 

male) does not have to consider his race, sex, or sexual orientation when writing music or 

performing in bands. Like the female musicians I interviewed, Sheldon desired to be 
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judged by his work instead of his racial and national identities. While most rock and roll 

musicians who perform publicly worry about instrumental proficiency (Bennett, 1980) 

and the expression of an artistic vision (Ridgway, 2007), individuals of color such as 

Sheldon have the added burden of overcoming expectations from audiences and 

musicians based on race or ethnicity. Sheldon had to negotiate the roles he could have in 

a band that white musicians take as their natural right, in this case playing guitar and 

performing “English-based music” as opposed to “Hispanic music.” When Sheldon 

suggested that, “It's unspoken, but it's there,” he summarized the invisibility of race, sex, 

and sexual orientation in rock and roll for those white, male, heterosexual musicians who 

do not have to consider these identity categories when choosing an instrument or writing 

a song. The assumptions about what is “normal” in rock and roll circulate unchallenged 

by many of its practitioners while simultaneously exalting the openness of the 

phenomenon for anyone to experience.  

 In this section, I discussed my tentative findings on race and sexual orientation as 

they relate to doing rock and roll. white, heterosexual musicians did not see whiteness or 

heterosexuality as a part of rock and roll. By discussing rock and roll experiences with 

individuals of color and LGBTQ individuals, can we begin to fully understand the role of 

race and sexual orientation in the lived experiences of musicians doing rock and roll. In 

the next section, I examine the expectations of “making it” and how musicians deal with 

the concept shift that accompanies doing rock and roll.  

On the Road: Living in the Eternal Present 

 Throughout this chapter I have examined the disillusioning process many 

musicians went through as they used their lived experiences to construct what they 
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consider to be the true rock and roll experience in contrast to falsified mediated 

representations. I have separated the expectations and disillusions of going “on the road” 

from the earlier sections to explain the motivations that keep musicians doing rock and 

roll after their initial concepts shift away from the idealized mediated form. In Chapter 4, 

I discussed the opportunities that the myth constructed about going “on the road.” In 

these mediated representations, going “on the road” allows musicians to perform their 

music for audiences without the interference of the music industry and to experience 

freedom and social mobility. For this sample of musicians, touring provided proof, not of 

“making it,” but of “doing it,” a differentiation that I made in the earlier section about the 

expectations constructed by the myth of rock and roll. I begin by discussing this sample 

of musicians' initial expectations about going on the road. Next, I examine the 

disillusioning process that occurred when lived experiences replaced these initial 

expectations. Finally, I explore the concept shifts that occurred after the disillusioning, 

where these musicians took pleasures in performing without relying on the performance 

as another step toward success and pleasing audiences. 

 As with other elements of the myth of rock and roll, mediated forms provided this 

sample of musicians with their expectations for going on the road. Jimmy (150+, M) 

provided an overview of his expectations: 

Strippers and blow, green rooms, hotel rooms, smells, [laughs] lots of 
booze, popular culture I guess, you hear stories of Led Zeppelin doing 
crazy shit and then you go on the road and think it would be cool to do it, 
too. I was in a band that played shows out East and in Denver, and, we had 
this myth of “Holy shit, we're doing it, we're paying for the next gig, living 
on lunch meat and bread.” And of course there's hardly any showers and 
that kind of stuff, and then there's a time when it's awesome. Morale is so 
high when you leave, you have these expectations; even if it's a 
disappointment, you still have fun.  
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Jimmy patched together his expectations from the representations about going “on the 

road” found in popular culture. Jimmy's expectations mirrored those I discussed in 

Chapter 4, in media texts such as The Rocker (2008). In the film, A.D.D. travels in a van 

filled with all of their gear on the way to an out-of-state performance when keyboardist 

Matt Gadman says, “I'm so excited, we're on the road. We're doing it. We're living our 

dream.” In both the case of the form and the concept, the musician experienced 

excitement during the build-up before the performance with all of its mythic 

expectations. Each day on the road represents another step toward the greater goal of 

success. Mediated representations of out of town shows feature crowds just waiting to be 

won over by the magic of rock and roll music. Financial issues effortlessly work out. 

However, similar to the other expectations I have discussed in this chapter, most 

musicians in my sample reported that out of town performances and tours did not meet 

their expectations. Herb (1000+, M) discussed his changing expectations regarding 

touring: 

When I was younger I thought I was get signed really quickly. My first 
tour man, I thought I was gonna get laid everyday. The best nights were 
the ones that bands let us crash on their couch, smoke a little weed and 
make a little gas money. It made me want to go for it more. 
 

Herb, like Jimmy, negotiated a concept where he achieved pleasure from ordinary 

moments, such as smoking marijuana on a couch or eating a meal of lunch meat and 

bread, as he experienced these activities at a location and time outside of everyday life. 

These small moments existed outside of mythic expectations and the reach of the music 

industry and these musicians could own these moments. By owning these moments, they 

translated them into subjective success not evaluated by the standards of the music 
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industry. The pleasure in these lived moments became truth in contrast to unfulfilled 

promises of winning fans and making money. Sterling (1000+, M), a musician who has 

toured worldwide for the past four decades, articulated the power of the road, “It's living 

in the eternal present. You leave whatever you have behind and really the only thing that 

matters is the day. It's truly one day at a time. There really is no past and no future, and 

it's very liberating.” For Sterling, the pleasure of the road emerged from living in the 

present moment in the present location, free from all of the concerns that accompany 

history and context. Sterling's concept mirrored the promise of the road I described in 

Chapter 4 where musicians escaped a day job and found a new life outside of everyday 

responsibilities. However, the liberation that accompanied touring could only fully 

happen when a musician was financially compensated well, like Sterling who received 

enough money from the performances and the sales of records and merchandise to sustain 

him financially. This was not the case for other musicians like Otto (200+, M), who 

suggested that, “We just can't do it as much as we'd like. If we made more money I guess 

yeah we'd be on tour all the time. But at some point you have to go back and pay your 

rent.” This subjective understanding of money and touring differed from the expectations 

that Otto constructed “From the TV, all of my life was learned from TV. They make up 

these stupid situations and when you're a kid. you think that it's true, you think it's what 

happens in life.” Despite touring and receiving financial compensation at two very 

different levels, the musicians I have discussed thus far in this section went on the road to 

experience moments as part a subjective and true rock and roll experience, in contrast to 

the images of the mediated myth. 
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 As I suggested in this chapter's second section, the myth of rock and roll 

circulated an egalitarian ideal where anything could happen when a band performed rock 

and roll. By association, the constantly changing scenery of travel initially promised new 

adventures while a band progressed toward success. Miles (1000+, M) discussed how his 

concept shifted away from a focus on adventure and success due to a decade of touring 

without progress: 

The first allure of going "on the road" is the promise of a change of 
scenery. There's also a weird sensation I get from driving to places, of 
chewing up the miles, making “progress.” There's always a hope that 
something really amazing and fun lies in the next city, the next gig. After 
continuous and decade-long touring, the first allure fades. You begin to 
realize that the scenery does not change. You realize that perhaps you are 
making zero “progress” in your life beyond just playing another show. . . . 
Then you have to come to grips with the fact that all the adventure and fun 
you sought is mainly [an] illusion. You realize nothing is as you've 
previously conceived. I will say that this knowledge has not kept me from 
continuing to travel wherever I can get on a stage and play my music. 
 

Even after the initial allure of finding something new faded for Miles, the “hope” 

remained even though “the scenery does not change” and it represents “just playing 

another show.” The myth initially constructs going on the road as an experience where 

anything can happen, much like getting music “out there” as discussed in Chapter 4. 

“Anything” suggests an openness where each night provides new opportunities for 

adventure and progress. After Miles spent his first decade touring, he rejected the idea of 

touring as progress, but retained touring as a ritual. Each location still provided a promise 

of music and something different than a musician's previous location. Eli (1000+, M) has 

spent most of the last 25 years touring and he articulated a similar understanding of going 

on the road as providing a new opportunity every night: 
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To be on the road is, I think, the idea that every day, or more 
appropriately, every night, is a new night, a new chance. I don't know 
myself exactly what the allure is other than I think it's an imagination 
thing. You set up a tour and imagine all these cities you will play, who 
you might meet, what will happen there and probably the hope that you 
will feel important there, somehow, that your mission will feel like 
something vaguely important, and so you go. We used to call it “post tour 
depression.” You get home, thinking you're so happy to be back, and yet 
after 24 hours you feel this incredible urge to go back on the road. But this 
is full of ironies because life on the road is mostly a lot of waiting around, 
driving, boredom, and then the rush of playing a concert for an hour. I 
think it's maybe the idea that life starts again new everyday, everyday is a 
new chance for whatever dream you are chasing to be realized. 
 

For Eli, going “on the road” did not match his expectations as constructed by the myth of 

rock and roll. The promise contained in the myth that remained and kept musicians like 

Eli and Miles on the road was the possibility of the next anything. When these 

respondents stopped attempting to fulfill the mythic narrative of progress through each 

performance, they embraced the subjective experiences of rock and roll. The subjective 

experiences found at just another show, where “life starts again new everyday,” differed 

from the cohesive narrative found in the mediated forms of rock and roll. In the forms I 

discussed in Chapter 4, each show a band plays contributes to their eventual success. 

Despite the shift from cohesive narrative to piecemeal experience, going on the road 

continued to provide these respondents with hope. Each new night provided a new 

opportunity and a new chance for musicians to enter a new town and realize what had 

previously existed only in their imaginations constructed by the myth, “and so you go.” It 

also provided purpose, a “mission” to be physically present at a location where things 

“might” happen. Again, it was the openness of the possibilities imagined by musicians 

that protected and perpetuated the myth to all levels of experience with touring. 
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Regardless of the outcome of their tours, these musicians continued chasing the 

possibility of anything happening every time they went on the road.  

 In this section, I examined the initial allure for musicians to go “on the road” and 

why my respondents continued going even after the form's promises did not match their 

experiences. These musicians initially believed that the road offered endless adventures 

and that each show provided another step toward success. When they experienced going 

on the road first-hand, many respondents’ concepts shifted away from the myth’s 

progress-oriented view toward one based upon present moments and possibilities. By 

focusing on the pleasures found in the experiences of touring and the importance of doing 

rock and roll, instead of focusing on the achievement of a static goal of success, 

musicians could reject the form of rock and roll as false. This sample of musicians found 

truth only in the physical act of going on the road and performing rock and roll. Despite 

this concept shift, these musicians still adhered to the ideal core of rock and roll as 

articulated by the myth where anything could happen on any given night on tour, and so 

they continued to go. In the final section of this chapter, I expand upon the importance of 

the subjective experiences expressed through the metaphors of rock and roll as religion, 

magic, and drugs. Each of these overlapping themes provided my interviewees with the 

language to discuss personal experiences while rejecting mediated the myth’s 

constructions of rock and roll success.  

The Experience of Rock and Roll: Religion, Magic, and Drugs 

 In this final section, I tie together the rock and roll concepts examined throughout 

this chapter by analyzing the themes the respondents used to explain their lived 

experiences in rock and roll. In these themes, in a manner similar to the other elements of 
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the myth I have discussed throughout this chapter, the musicians rejected certain 

elements of the myth and embraced others. While I artificially separate rock and roll as 

religionxxv, as magic, and as drug and refer to each as “themes,” they overlap with one 

another and all serve to describe the subjective rock and roll experience for the musicians 

in my sample. Each of these themes linked back to the ideal core of rock and roll as 

articulated by the myth that I discussed in the second section of this chapter, where the 

myth articulates rock and roll itself as a pure and eternally good ideal. The experiences of 

religion, magic, and drugs that these respondents used to describe the rock and roll 

experience demonstrates the power of the myth when personalized through experiences.  

 The musicians I interviewed used the themes of religion, magic, and drugs to 

describe the experiential nature of rock and roll and to explain why they continue “doing 

it” after understanding “making it” as a unlikely and mythic. Each of these themes 

emanated from the idealized core of rock and roll discussed in the second section of this 

chapter where anyone can play rock and roll and anything can happen while playing it. 

As I suggested in the introduction to this section, these themes often overlapped, as Chris 

(1000+, M) articulated, “I think it's a little bit of everything. A religion? Yeah. Magic? 

Yeah. Drug? Yeah. I guess it is a little bit of everything at times.” Each of these three 

themes additionally differentiated rock and roll from signifiers of ordinariness as I 

described in Chapter 4, such as a day job. The presumed experiences associated religion, 

magic, and drugs everyday life constitute the extraordinary and they provided these 

respondents with missions and rituals. These missions and rituals provided a purpose in 

life that became addictive for many of the musicians I interviewed, such as Nick (300+, 

M):  
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After a while [rock and roll] becomes something you have to do. There 
have been times where I took a break from bands, but find myself going in 
guitar stores and noodling just to play around with other people. After a 
while it just, you have to find a way to do it again.  
 

Nick described a scenario where rock and roll became something he “has to do.” This 

physical experience of doing rock and roll cannot be stored and retrieved at a later date 

like a recording, although the memory of the feeling from rock and roll moments did 

draw Nick back to needing the feeling once again; he “has to find a way.” The inability to 

physically experience rock and roll caused discomfort for musicians like Nick and Jay 

(500+, M), who shared that, “If I don't play music I get a little weird and antsy and I start 

freaking out at people around me. It's truly something primal deep down in me.” Jay's 

“deep down” need to play rock and roll mirrored the language of many of the musicians I 

interviewed who used this logic to explain why they continue to perform rock and roll. 

The element of the myth that provided the initial intrigue and spark for these musicians 

had permeated so far into their identities and sets of meanings at the “primal” level that 

they “had to do it.” They viewed the ideal core of rock and roll as an essence that was 

now inside of them as a result of their experiences. The respondents understood this pure 

form of truth as available only to people who do rock and roll. Joshua (400+, M) 

discussed his rock and roll addiction, “You can't help it. It's addictive and you have to do 

it. You can't experience it if you've never been in a band. You feel compelled to do it.” 

While Joshua's link between doing rock and roll and addiction is rather clear, his 

separation of people in bands from people not in bands represents a subtle, but recurring 

theme of this chapter. In Chapter 4, I discussed the binary constructed by mediated forms 

of the music against the industry. In a similar manner, the mythic core of rock and roll, as 
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constructed by these musicians, positioned non-musicians, everyday life, and business as 

oppositional to music and the rock and roll experience. This ideal core of rock and roll, 

understood only through musicians' recollections about their experiences, became an 

addictive refuge away from cultural expectations of success as well as the repetition of 

ordinary life.  

 The musicians I interviewed used the theme of religion to explain the importance 

of the rock and roll experience and to defend the heart of the myth of rock and roll which 

represents rock and roll as incorruptible and eternally good. By elevating the purity of 

rock and roll through the attachment of religious signifiers, such as discussing the “spirit” 

of rock and roll (Dave, 1000+, M) or “baring your soul” (Olivia, 1000+, F), these 

respondents separated their acts of rock and roll as good from the presumed corruption of 

the ordinary world and music industry. The theme of religion served to demarcate rock 

and roll as pure and superior in its relationship with both the music industry and with 

popular music while providing its practitioners with a shared morality. When I asked 

Brad (300+, M) if there was a right and a wrong way to make money at music, he 

responded: 

Yeah, I think there's a wrong way. If somebody said, “You're in. We're 
gonna put you up for life, make you a star. You're always gonna be set. 
You're made, but you're going to be playing bass as a backup for Miley 
Cyrus.” I'd jump off a building; that's just not what I want. Now if they 
were just like, you know, any number of great bands I've seen or gotten to 
play with were like, “Hey, we want you to come play with us,” that to me 
would be great that would be something I'd love to do. But there's a wrong 
way. You can sell your soul, that's why they have that story about the guy 
who sells his soul to the devil to be the big rock star; he ends up not 
getting what he wants. It's a real story, it happens. 
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In Brad's concept of rock and roll, the purity of both the practitioner and the phenomenon 

are paramount. In his example, he discursively offered himself his body as he would 

“jump off a building” rather than compromising his soul and his belief in rock and roll. 

By rejecting playing bass for Miley Cyrus, Brad simultaneously rejected the influence of 

the music industry, money as motivation, and popular music. According to the myth, as 

articulated both here and in the forms of Chapter 4, by interacting with these anti-rock 

and roll forces a musician finds his or her very soul in jeopardy. Fred (25+, M) stressed 

the linkage between rock and roll and his own soul, “[Rock and roll] lets you do what 

your soul tells you to do rather than what everyone else tells you to do.” Rock and roll 

provided spiritual guidance for him to return to something more basic and human 

(primal) in a pressure-filled ordinary world. The myth of rock and roll constructs the 

pressures found in this ordinary world, as I discussed in my example from The Rocker 

(2008) in Chapter 4 where Robert Fishman (Rainn Wilson) leaves his band and ends up 

in a corporate day job, as “soul crushing.” Suzi (20+, F) emphasized that rock and roll 

fostered the overall health of the soul as it allowed “musicians [bare] their souls through 

their music.” For both Fred and Suzi, rock and roll and spiritual health and happiness 

were intertwined. The use of religious signifiers demonstrates the gravity of a musician 

selling his or her soul to the music industry or to popular music and betraying the ideal 

core of rock and roll that the myth circulates.  

 Describing rock and roll as a religion helped explain the sense of belonging that 

the musicians I interviewed felt in the rituals of doing rock and roll. Sterling (1000+, M) 

described the power of rock and roll in his own life:  
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Part of what we [musicians] like about rock and roll is the sense of 
belonging. I view the world culturally through the prism of rock and roll 
more than anything else. . . . You know, instead of praying to Saint Jude 
[musicians] pray to Saint Keith Richards. It's more kind of a secular 
religion or a religious allegiance. 
 

For Sterling, the religion of rock and roll provided a sense of belonging and a vehicle for 

spiritual expression. In a manner similar to Brad, rock and roll gave Sterling a way to 

understand the world and a sense of “allegiance” to other members. While this allegiance 

gave Brad and Sterling a collective identity, it did so through exclusion, thus violating the 

core of rock and roll where “anyone” could participate.  

 While offering this sense of belonging, rock and roll also offers promises of 

affective pleasure through its rituals, and many musicians I interviewed used the theme of 

magic to describe their rock and roll transformations. Both the mediated forms of rock 

and roll and the concepts of the musicians in this sample suggest that rock and roll has 

the power to transform individuals on two levels. First, doing rock and roll provides a 

vehicle for individuals to improve their social and economic standing. Second, 

experiencing rock and roll provides a moment of pleasure unavailable through any other 

means. This second set of pleasure remains essential throughout the careers of the 

musicians that I interviewed, even when they determined this first set of magical 

promises to be false. Sterling (1000+, M) provided an example of rock and roll's 

transformative power as he discussed one of his first performances: 

Magic, well you know, music is magic. It will transform you, it will 
elevate you, it  will make you vanish or pull yourself out of a hat, all the 
things that magic does. For me, I put on the trappings of a rock star when I 
was in [his first band in 1964]. I listened to my first recording of one of 
my first gigs, and I'm in my first minute of being on stage and I'm like, “I 
don't know who the hell I am.” You know? Talking in a southern accent, 
Rolling Stones one song, James Brown the next and I don't know what the 
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hell I'm doing, but you can bet I felt like a rock star up there playing to a 
college mixer in front of a hundred people who are basically not even 
paying attention to the band.  
 

For Sterling, in that moment, rock and roll transformed him into a rock star through the 

affective pleasures of that specific moment. Only in this subjective experience of doing 

rock and roll could Sterling transform in this manner. These transformations could 

happen anywhere with live music, such as a college mixer. Chris (1000+, M), a life long 

musician, discussed his experiences at the venue he runs, as he watched these moments of 

affective rock stardom each night: 

Stick around, cause I guarantee tonight you're gonna see a rock star. In 
[venue  omitted], you're gonna see a rock star. The young guy who comes 
in, is playing, it's Saturday night in Chicago, in this bar, this little shit-hole 
bar, and all his buddies are here and fucked up and his band is the best 
fucking band ever, and he's fronting. He's a fucking rock star, and then he 
climbs, jumps up on his fucking stool and wants to come on the bar and 
jump off the bar and that's just the third song! That's a rock star right there.  
 

Chris started booking shows in 2003 at this 400 square foot dive bar to be around music, 

as he later explained that he could not stay away from this feeling, “working here [at the 

venue] I get to be around it, book bands to play here, that kind of thing.” At this venue, 

bands set up on the floor next to the bar and at the same level as the crowd and other 

musicians, staff, and audience must share the same 400 square feet. This venue did not 

have a stage, lights, sound personnel, or green rooms, but the lack of these signifiers of 

rock and roll in the venue did not stop musicians from attaining affective rock stardom. In 

a manner similar to Sterling at his college mixer, the musician that Chris described 

transformed into a rock star, if only for a thirty minute set. As the myth constructs 

experience in rock and roll as truth, the musician did not “feel like” a rock star, his 

performance turned him into one in that present moment. However, the pleasure of the 
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moment was as fleeting as a magic trick, and the band, as well as the musicians I quoted 

earlier in this section, would have to find ways “to do it again.” The momentary and 

addictive nature of the rock and roll experience leads into the third and final theme. 

 The musicians I interviewed used the theme of drugs to further describe their 

addiction to the feeling that accompanies doing rock and roll, in both its presence and its 

absence. The rock and roll drug offered these musicians with pleasurable highs, as 

Orville (500+, M) described, “You pick up an electric guitar and man, you just gotta play 

with a drummer. It's my favorite high.” These highs included the affective pleasure of 

feeling like a rock star, the spiritual fulfillment of defending rock and roll, and the 

differentiation of rock and roll musicians from the ordinary world. The myth compelled 

these musicians to continue chasing not the feeling of these experiential pleasures, but 

rather, the possibility of having the experience once again. This addiction to the mythic 

promise provided the rationale for this sample of musicians to continue doing rock and 

roll even after their concepts shifted away from the messages in the mediated forms. 

These musicians used the theme of rock and roll as a drug to describe both the highs and 

lows of doing rock and roll as Eric (200+, M) detailed: 

It's like a drug, I really do think it is. The first time you use a drug, it gets 
you so  high and then, “Hey, I like that, this feels good,” then you do it 
again it still feels good, after five or six times it's like, “Okay, now it takes 
a little bit more.” You build up a tolerance. You're writing songs, then 
you're recording, playing shows, it builds. Always searching for that next 
high; another way it's like drugs is the lows are terrible. When you play to 
nobody, you feel so low. Like questioning why you do it, but you still 
keep searching for that good show. It gives you the best highs and drags 
you down. I guess I'm addicted to that drug. 
 

As I detailed in Chapter 4, doing rock and roll provides a powerful and pure experience 

that allows musicians to experience the ideal core of rock and roll. Eric describes needing 
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more and more immersion in rock and roll to feel the same level of pleasure that he felt 

initially. Whereas in the beginning of Eric's experiences as a musician, just playing a 

show to nobody gave him this affective high, now it made him feel low and terrible, 

although it was still better than the complete absence of experiencing rock and roll. 

Musicians chase these highs by believing that the next show or media appearance would 

provide the next chance to attain a previous high. While musicians like Eric were 

addicted to the feelings generated by these moments of doing rock and roll, they were 

equally addicted to the possibilities that it provided as “anything” could happen. As Eli 

(1000+, M) said while discussing going on the road, “every night is a new night, a new 

chance, and so you go.” Later in the interview, Eli equated doing rock and roll to drugs 

directly: 

And it's also a drug, because, like gambling or the lottery, or drugs, once 
you've  had a taste you think you can maybe get it back, that first initial 
high, the best feeling ever, can you get it back all over again, and again 
and again. 
 

Many of these musicians understood rock and roll as pleasurable but elusive. A musician 

could not store the exact feeling of the moment nor could she or he replicate it through a 

non-rock and roll experience. Though the memory of the moment remained, it served as a 

reminder about past pleasures and the possibility of future ones. Only the actual 

experience of doing rock and roll provided an avenue through which these respondents 

could match the pleasures they had previously gained through doing rock and roll. In this 

sense, as Eli articulated, rock and roll functioned similarly to other addictive experiences 

with the same corresponding highs and lows. To avoid the lows, the respondents chased 
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moments despite the uncertainty of being able to capture their initial feelings. Joni (50+, 

F) understood her pursuit of rock and roll pleasure as always just a step away:  

You want success, you always want more, touring is the next step on 
success, recording, it's the next step. I don't know how many musicians are 
in 12 step; addiction and rock and roll go hand and hand. It's a want that 
needs to be fulfilled.  

The myth constructs the need to take “the next step” as a natural part of rock and roll. In a 

12-step program, the program is incomplete until the participant completes every step and 

“makes it” through the program. In the myth of rock and roll, there can be no final step 

although the myth promotes pleasure through achieving markers of success, rather than 

pleasure in the subjective moment. As I suggested in Chapter 4 when discussing School 

of Rock (2003), the myth of rock and roll can never let “one great rock show” be enough 

and even the most pleasurable night cannot last forever.  

 The musicians I interviewed used the themes of religion, magic, and drugs to 

describe their relationship with rock and roll, and to describe it as a transcendent and 

addictive phenomenon. These themes supported the ideal core of rock and roll as 

articulated by the myth and the musicians utilized them to emphasize the importance of 

subjective experience as truth. Despite rhetorically rejecting elements of the forms of 

rock and roll, musicians ultimately accepted that rock and roll has the power to save 

souls, provide unparalleled highs, and transform “anyone” into a rock star. However, in 

the absence of these pleasurable experiences, musicians had a difficult time living life 

without rock and roll, equating this absence to drug withdrawal. These musicians’ 

addictions to the myth of rock and roll's illusory promises and fleeting experiences help 

explain why these musicians continued doing rock and roll after becoming disillusioned 

with the promises made by the myth. 
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Concept Conclusions  

 In this chapter, I examined how the myth of rock and roll functioned for this 

sample of 41 musicians. I have argued that the function of the myth changed over time as 

the musicians' concepts shifted to better reflect their lived experiences. As I described in 

Chapter 4, mediated forms circulated a meritocratic and egalitarian promise where 

“making it” in rock and roll is open to anyone. For the musicians I interviewed, mediated 

forms provided the impetus to begin actually doing rock and roll. These musicians used a 

diverse patchwork of mediated forms to construct their initial concepts of rock and roll. 

These included sources such as MTV, fictional television, concert videos, films, 

magazines, and biographies. Despite the variance of these different mediated forms, each 

media text emphasized the importance of the experiential pleasures associated with doing 

rock and roll. These forms also provided the initial expectations of the logistics of doing 

rock and roll in regard to public performances, finances, going on the road, and making it 

in rock and roll. Initially, many of these respondents accepted the promises made by the 

mediated forms of rock and roll. However, as this sample of musicians experienced doing 

rock and roll first-hand, some parts of their concepts shifted away from the mediated 

cultural forms that initially shaped them, yet they continued to adhere to the ideal core of 

rock and roll as circulated by the myth. These musicians understood this ideal core of 

rock and roll as pure and as separate from the corrupt music industry and falsified media 

representations without recognizing these forces were instrumental in constructing the 

musicians' concepts as well.  

 The respondents privileged their lived experiences and offered them as the only 

manner by which to experience the ideal of rock and roll. Despite constructing a binary 
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between mediated representations (constructed as false) and lived experiences 

(constructed as true), musicians continued to utilize mediated forms throughout their 

careers to make sense of their experiences. When these mediated representations did not 

match their subjective experiences, many musicians' concepts shifted to justify their 

continued interest in doing rock and roll despite not achieving success as depicted in the 

myth. By redefining success in rock and roll as the ability to continue “doing it” rather 

than “making it,” these musicians rejected the myth's construction of success. However, 

the experience of rock and roll itself was gendered, sexually-oriented, and raced through 

its circulation in the myth and reification  by audiences and musicians that privileged 

straight, white, male musicians. While white, heterosexual male musicians in this study 

could ignore the role of gender, sexual orientation, and race based on their privileged 

position in rock and roll, non-white, non-heterosexual, and non-male musicians could not 

help but notice the inequalities that occurred based on identity category. These 

inequalities occurred in contrast to the egalitarian promises of the core of rock and roll 

that suggests anyone can do rock and roll. 

 While these respondents claimed to see through many of the manifestations of this 

cultural myth, they continued doing rock and roll. To explain why they continued doing 

rock and roll as well as the importance of rock and roll in their lives, the musicians I 

interviewed used the themes of religion (whereby rock and roll saves souls), magic 

(which transforms individuals into rock stars, even for a moment), and drugs (which 

intoxicate musicians). Each performance provided a new chance to attain the affective 

pleasures of rock and roll and to find a truly exceptional moment of rock and roll in an 

ordinary world. This pursuit of imagined pleasures ultimately proved to be an addictive 
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process that these rock and roll musicians used to separate themselves from the music 

industry, pop music, and ordinary life while connecting themselves to the pure and ideal 

core of rock and roll as articulated by the myth. Thus, while outwardly rejecting the myth 

of rock and roll, these musicians constructed concepts in line with the core values of the 

mediated forms. Examining these musicians' concepts along with the mediated forms 

described in Chapter 4 resulted in an understanding of the myth at both the textual and 

audience levels. By using the lens of cultural myth to examine the texts and audiences of 

this set of meanings surrounding rock and roll, it provided insight into the mythologizing 

process where understandings of symbols (micro) articulated cultural level (macro) 

common sense. Additionally, it demonstrated the resilience of certain cultural meanings, 

such as egalitarianism and meritocracy, and how others could be challenged through 

subjective experiences, such as success and touring. In Chapter 6, I draw overall 

conclusions about the theoretical contributions of this dissertation as it relates to media 

studies and cultural myth, as well as its limitations, and my directions for future research. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
xxi When quoting the respondents, I have included the musician's sex and number of their live 

performances in parenthesis in this manner: (F, 200+) to give some context of the musicians' 
perspectives. The number of live performances provides a quantifiable measure of the individual's 
immersion in doing rock and roll. By doing this, I do not mean to value the experiences of one musician 
over another. Rather, I include this system, along with Appendix 2 at the end of the dissertation, to 
provide insight on the sets of meanings they have gathered through subjective experience.  

 
xxii Although Emma does not mention K-Tel in this quote, I followed up with her for clarification and she 

explained they were K-Tel compilations.  
 
xxiii I use the term “wrong” in reference to the Behind the Music narrative arc. In this show, bands’ 

downfalls include drug use, alienating an original fan base in the pursuit of money (selling out), or not 
being able to correctly navigate the music industry, causing the band to implode or quit making quality 
music.  
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
xxiv I had “predominantly heterosexual” here due to the answers of two respondents to the question of 

sexual orientation. It is difficult to argue against the idea of sexual orientation as a continuum rather 
than as a binary.  

 
xxv To preface, I use the term “religion” in the same manner that Sylvan (2002) did in her book about the 

religious elements in popular culture. These popular culture texts provide individuals with a cultural 
identity through ritualized practices and a shared sense of belonging. Sylvan (2002) suggests that 
popular music functions as a religion as it provides the following for those who adhere to it: “[A] form 
of ritual activity and communal ceremony that regularly and reliably produces such experiences through 
concrete practices. . . . It provides a philosophy and worldview that makes sense of these experiences 
and translates them into a code for living one's day-to-day life. . . . [I]t provides a cultural identity, a 
social structure, and a sense of belonging to a community” (p. 4). 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 

 In this study, I have analyzed both the promises and the sets of meanings 

contained in the myth of rock and roll. When I began this project, I initially focused my 

guiding queries on the “who” and “how” of the rock and roll success narrative. However, 

through my analysis I discovered that this success narrative represents only a portion of 

the myth of rock and roll. Both mediated representations and musicians' material realities 

contain a substantial experiential component, where the logistics of “doing it” are of 

equal importance to the logistics of “making it.” Following Barthes' (1957) work on myth 

informed by the field of media studies, I separated myth into two distinct, yet interacting 

areas, form and concept. The form provides a readily accessible, orderly, cultural 

resource circulated largely through media texts. To examine the mediated forms of rock 

and roll, I conducted a textual analysis of five nationally released movies about rock and 

roll and eight episodes of VH1's Behind the Music. The concept results from an 

individual's personalization of the form. To examine the individual concepts of rock and 

roll, I interviewed a maximum diversity sample of 41 rock and roll musicians. These 

interviews occurred at both public locations where musicians “do” rock and roll, such as 

venues, practice spaces, and studios, and at private places where musicians reflect on 

their experiences, such as in the home. I argue that the concept occurs at the individual 

level, often initially mirroring the recurring messages that appear across forms. However, 
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as sets of circumstances change and individuals gain direct experiences in rock and roll, 

these initial concepts can shift. Initially I believed that my project would revolve largely 

around the process of a band “making it,” but through the concurrent analysis of forms 

and concepts, I found that this narrative arc represented only a piece of the myth of rock 

and roll. The myth promises social and economic mobility, artistic and monetary 

freedom, and addictive pleasures found only in present moments of rock and roll. These 

moments occur outside of all concerns from everyday life and, at least according to the 

myth, can happen to anyone willing to have the experience of “doing” rock and roll, 

where rock and roll represents a “pure” ideal that exists outside of the music industry, 

with art separated from business. 

 My analyses of both forms and concepts each answered my initial and revised 

guiding queries in different manners. In Chapter 4, I demonstrated how rock and roll 

functions within mediated, cultural forms that depict rock and roll as a mysterious 

phenomenon, rarely defined by those who “do” rock and roll, that is only understood if 

experienced. The mediated messages I analyzed use the metaphors of magic, religion, 

and drugs to describe the rock and roll experience, suggesting that rock and roll has the 

power to transform (magic), provide spiritual salvation (religion), or intoxicate (drugs). 

The forms construct rock and roll as a pure vehicle of pleasure and expression that must 

remain separate from the dangers of the music industry. These forms personify the “evil” 

of the music industry as record label executives, radio station managers, and external 

producers, who threaten to corrupt the pure experiences that rock and roll provides. In 

these representations, “anyone” who wishes to partake in these experiences may 

participate. In addition to promising these experiential pleasures, the forms also represent 
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rock and roll as a vehicle to upward social and financial mobility. Individuals achieve this 

mobility through the meritocratic creation and performance of music, which requires 

“averageness” as a necessary quality for musicians seeking to “make it.” Even rock stars 

have average origins. However, rock and roll is not truly egalitarian and open to 

“anyone” as the myth codes “averageness” as white, heterosexual, and male and the 

mediated forms of rock and roll suggest that the rock and roll experience for individuals 

without these identity categories will differ from “average” musicians. These forms of 

rock and roll depict women in limited roles, generally supporting other musicians, 

following a normative life script, and being judged on appearance. The forms render 

GLBTQ individuals largely invisible and peripheral to the music-making process, only 

appearing on screen to provide shocking or comedic moments. Rock and roll provides a 

vehicle for heterosexual men to “get the girls” by performing rock and roll, thus further 

fostering a heteronormative space. The forms of rock and roll construct whiteness as a 

standard for rock and roll performance and song-writing while it associates non-white 

individuals with non-rock genres (e.g., hip-hop) and relegates these individuals to the 

periphery of the music-making process.  

 In the mediated forms of rock and roll, musicians perform live in front of 

audiences and position their music into various media on their way toward success. 

Mediated forms construct live performance and going “on the road” as channels through 

which musicians can deliver their music directly to audiences without the interference of 

the music industry. They also portray touring as a way to escape an “ordinary life” with a 

“day job” and begin a new life where each new day is filled with adventure and rock and 

roll music. While the myth portrays going “on the road” as separate from the music 
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industry, it suggests that media channels are controlled by the music industry. While a 

band's entry into mediated spaces promises to get their music “out there” to a potential 

mass audience, this industry-controlled space can taint the mythic purity of the rock and 

roll. Through representations of the interactions between musicians and members of the 

music industry, the myth articulates a struggle between the “good” of rock and roll music 

and the “evil” of the music industry. In this struggle, musicians fight to keep the evil 

industry away from their pure and good rock and roll. Paradoxically, the myth suggests 

that entry into this mediated space and collusion with the music industry provides the 

only path toward success or to “make it.” In these forms, musicians achieve success 

through a linear and progressive process where each live performance and instance of 

media exposure takes the group one step closer to “making it.” Success in the form of 

rock and roll, however, is never final. The drug of rock and roll success encourages a 

band to need larger crowds, more album sales, and more prestigious media exposure to 

match the pleasures that initially came with smaller moments of success. 

 The forms of the myth of rock and roll that I analyzed provide a powerful promise 

where “anyone” can harness the affective and primal pleasures of rock and roll into a 

pleasurable experience. In these cultural forms, doing rock and roll leads to both financial 

and social mobility through a meritocratic process where the best rock and roll, derived 

from average origins, succeeds. In Chapter 5, through in-depth interviews with a variety 

of rock and roll musicians, I examined how musicians negotiated their concepts of rock 

and roll. In this negotiation, they accepted certain elements of the myth articulated in the 

forms and rejected others that they determined to be false when compared to their own 

subjective experiences.  
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 I described how the function of the myth of rock and roll changed over time and 

how musicians shifted their concepts to reflect their lived experiences and better serve 

them as they continued doing rock and roll. Initially, many of the musicians I interviewed 

accepted the promises found in the mediated forms of rock and roll. The forms provided 

the initial expectations of the logistics of doing rock and roll in regard to public 

performances, finances, going on the road, and “making it” in rock and roll. However, 

upon experiencing these areas of rock and roll first-hand, many musicians shifted their 

concepts to justify their continued involvement in doing rock and roll despite not 

“making it” according to the terms of the myth. By redefining success in rock and roll as 

the ability to continue experiencing it, these musicians discursively rejected the myth's 

construction of success. Despite many revisions to their concepts regarding the logistics 

of doing rock and roll, these musicians continued to adhere to the ideal core of rock and 

roll that the myth articulated. These respondents understood this idealized core of rock 

and roll as pure and separate from the myth constructed by media and culture without 

recognizing that the myth constructed this idealized core as well. In line with the forms, 

these musicians expressed beliefs where the ideal core of rock and roll was pure and 

good. The good of the core provided the binary to the evil of the music industry and false 

mediated representations. Lived experiences in pursuit of the core provided these 

musicians with a powerful and subjective truth in contrast to the images circulated by 

mediated representations. Despite this tension, this sample of musicians continued to 

utilize mediated forms throughout their careers to make sense of their lived experiences. 

A diverse patchwork of mediated forms including MTV, fictional television, concert 

videos, films, magazines, and biographies provided the impetus for these musicians to 
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begin actually doing rock and roll. Despite the variance found in these different mediated 

forms, each emphasized the importance of the experiential pleasures associated with 

doing rock and roll, an enduring element of the myth in both forms and concepts.  

 The ideal core of rock and roll as articulated by the myth constructs rock and roll 

as egalitarian and open to anyone, and the white, straight, male musicians I interviewed 

defended this belief as they had never been limited in their experiences with rock and roll 

due to an identity category. However, despite these egalitarian beliefs, the rock and roll 

experience differs for musicians based on their gender, sexual orientation, and race and 

privileges white, heterosexual men. The white, heterosexual male respondents in this 

study did not acknowledge inequality based gender, sexual orientation, or race, as, if they 

acknowledged their own privilege, they would disrupt their belief in an egalitarian rock 

and roll. Contrarily female musicians, LGBTQ musicians, and musicians of color could 

not help but see the inequalities that occurred based on identity category in the 

heterosexual white boys club of rock and roll as they had experienced the limitations 

resulting from the inequality. Female respondents described experiences where audiences 

and fellow musicians had lowered expectations of their musical abilities compared to 

their male counterparts, judged them based on appearance, and expected them to “act 

manly” when dealing with the business of rock and roll. Men did not experience these 

same concerns. The voices of GLBTQ individuals were notably absent from this study 

and heterosexual individuals reinforced rock and roll as a heteronormative space through 

their deflections and brief responses about the subject. Similarly, the white musicians 

interviewed for this study did not recognize the privilege of whiteness in rock and roll 

while individuals of color described the expectations of audiences and musicians based 
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on their race which included the racing of rhythm instruments and not to write rock and 

roll songs. These inequalities stood in stark contrast to the egalitarian promises of the 

core of rock and roll where “anyone” can do rock and roll. While white, straight, and 

male musicians did not express the explicit desire to keep rock and roll gendered, 

sexually oriented, and raced, they also did not express a desire to give up their own 

privilege and actively promote a diversity of equal voices in rock and roll. No one in my 

sample suggested that rock and roll could be better with more women, GLBTQ 

individuals, or individuals of color participating. 

 While this group of musicians claimed to know better than the expectations 

constructed and circulated by the forms, they continued pursuing the pleasure of a present 

moment of pure rock and roll. To explain their pursuits of these moments as well as the 

importance of rock and roll in their lives, these musicians used the themes of religion 

(whereby rock and roll saved souls), magic (which transformed individuals into rock 

stars), and drugs (which intoxicated musicians while causing withdrawal in its absence). 

Each night provided a new chance to attain these affective pleasures, in what these 

musicians understood as a true, but momentary, experience of pure rock and roll. This 

pursuit of imagined pleasures ultimately proved to be an addictive process that helped 

these musicians separate themselves from the mythic evils of the music industry, an 

apathetic public, and ordinary life while connecting themselves to the unyielding good 

and possibility found in the ideal core of rock and roll. Thus, while outwardly rejecting 

the myth of rock and roll as false, these musicians ultimately constructed concepts in line 

with the myth's version of rock and roll as pure and good. 
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 The myth of rock and roll provides an essential resource for musicians in all 

stages of their careers. Even as musicians discursively distance themselves from the myth 

of rock and roll, they retain its ideal elements, such as its egalitarianism, its ability to 

provide truth through subjective experience, and its eternal promise of anything being 

possible. These elements provide clarity to their relationships with rock and roll, despite 

their subjective experiences that contradict the promises of the myth. Now that I have 

summarized my findings and analyzed the relationship between form and concept, I will 

explain my theoretical and methodological contributions. 

Theoretical Implications and Contributions 

 To examine the myth of rock and roll at both the cultural and individual levels, I  

reinterpreted Barthes' (1957) myth informed by the episteme of media studies. Media 

studies scholarship examines the interaction between media texts and audiences, which 

generates meanings. The interaction of the text and audience works in a manner similar 

the the interaction between form (text) and concept (individual) that I have described 

throughout this chapter and dissertation to circulate common sense throughout a culture. 

My reinterpretation of  Barthes' (1957) division into form and concept provides my major 

theoretical contribution to myth. While Barthes, reading Saussure, originally divided 

myth into form and concept, this study greatly expands on this division. Whereas Barthes 

interrogated single texts to extrapolate greater cultural meanings, he assumed that each 

form is converted into concept in a fairly uniform manner prescribed by the text itself. If 

this is true, then there would be no way out of the predetermined myth. While the form of 

myth provides a powerful shared cultural resource, individuals can articulate negotiated 

or resistive concepts through either lived experiences or exposure to counter-discourses. 
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In this sense, myth is ultimately a living rhetoric that is imposed on individuals by a 

culture yet it simultaneously provides individuals with the tools to negotiate with it. 

Understanding myth as the interaction of text and audience, places communication and 

the negotiation of symbols at the center of the mythologizing process. Producers and 

readers must negotiate with paradigmatic (symbolic variants) and syntagmatic (order in a 

narrative) elements to create, share, impose, and challenge the symbols that provide 

meanings in a culture. Furthermore, reinterpreting myth as a process of negotiation 

further emphasizes the necessity of widespread media literacy. Though we cannot see 

ideology, we can recognize and teach others to read the forms of a myth. While Barthes 

stresses the individuality of the concept, he does not address how individuals can have 

different readings of a myth due to elements such as gender, race, sexual orientation, or 

different types of experience with a phenomenon. By grounding the concept in 

individuals' lived experiences, and incorporating a wide variant of voices, myth as a 

theoretical perspective becomes more complete. This study not only examined the places 

where form and concept match, but also the expectations provided by the form, the 

disillusions in the concept, and how a “concept shift” occurs. The concept shift, as 

discussed in Chapter 5, is the site of hegemonic struggle (Gramsci, 1971). Hegemony 

refers to the process of “the construction and winning of popular consent” (Hall, 1988, p. 

53). As I have argued throughout this dissertation, media texts generally circulate the 

dominant ideology of a culture. However, as concept shifts arise due to sets of 

circumstances such as subjective experiences and cultural interactions, the act provides a 

manner by which individuals can resist hegemony and even construct a “counter myth” 

(Frith, 1992) to challenge this dominant ideology. Only a ground-level examination of a 
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myth can provide insights into how the form and the concept interact with one another as 

part of an ongoing process. 

 By combining myth and media studies into what I call “cultural myth,” I 

expanded several other important theoretical elements in the examination of forms 

(textual analysis) and concepts (audience analysis). First, in regard to my textual analysis 

of forms, this study expands the type of representation practices examined in a studies of 

popular music texts. Whereas most studies on popular music focus on identity categories, 

through the incorporation of myth, I have expanded the sires of representation to also 

include the places, objects, and activities of rock and roll as well as examining how they 

symbolically interact with one another. Barthes suggests that in myth, seemingly small 

symbols represent larger cultural concerns. When combined with representation, the 

resultant textual analysis balances these micro forms with macro cultural concerns and 

examines how media texts construct expectations and standardized sets of meaning 

around phenomena. Second, in regard to my audience analysis of concepts, this study 

greatly expands myth by reinterpreting myth as a site of the negotiation of meanings 

between texts and audiences. Generally, a study that claims to study myth is only 

examining forms and this can lead to the “naive unmasking” that Calefato (2008) warns 

about as opposed to a study that considers the mythologizing process. This mythologizing 

process happens in the intersection of form and concept recasts myth as a cultural site of 

negotiation and struggle rather than determinism. Additionally, I extend audience 

analyses by studying the interaction of mediated representations with the material 

realities of those individuals who the text purports to represent.  

Limitations 
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 Despite examining both the textual and audience elements of the myth of rock and 

roll, this study, has limitations, which I address in this section. Throughout the project, I 

experienced difficulty balancing my conflicting desires to totalize a cultural experience 

and respecting and representing the individuals’ experiences and voices. The result of this 

comes through in the analysis chapters, where I want to generalize based on a limited, but 

purposeful sample for both the forms and concepts. I conducted a textual analysis of eight 

episodes of Behind the Music and five nationally released movies about rock and roll to 

deconstruct the myth as it appears in mediated forms. This sample provided a solid base 

through which to examine some popular constructions of the mediated myth of rock and 

roll. However, the in-depth interviews discussed in Chapter 5 revealed that musicians 

constructed their initial concepts of rock and roll from a patchwork of media texts as 

opposed to a shared set of canonical television programs and films. Musicians' 

understandings of rock and roll remained in flux as they also interacted with biographies, 

videos, album liner notes, infomercials, magazines, and websites in addition to the types 

of forms in my sample. By omitting these media in my textual analysis, I limited my 

understanding of both the full scope of mediated forms and did not have the knowledge 

to discuss these texts when respondents mentioned them.  

Additionally, my sample of mediated forms could have purposefully included 

texts that featured more non-white (ex: Purple Rain, 1984), non-heterosexual (ex: The 

Judas Priest episode of Behind the Music), and non-male (ex: Ladies and Gentlemen the 

Fabulous Stains, 1982) musicians to assemble a more complete view of the relationship 

between identity categories and rock and roll. I selected my sample of television 

programs and films to examine the prevailing and widely circulated myth of rock and 
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roll. While I included several Behind the Music episodes and films that featured female 

musicians, I did not include the same variation with regard to race or sexual orientation. 

Entering the study, I had a long history with female musicians, both as bandmates and as 

peers. I had noticed that the rock and roll experience differed based on gender and I 

wanted to break apart how this functioned through forms and lived experiences as I had a 

stake in gender equality in rock and roll. With regard to race and sexual orientation, I 

initially did not notice the privileged position that I had as white and heterosexual in rock 

and roll. Thus I entered into this study assuming that my sample would include the voices 

of individuals of color and LGTBQ individuals. After spending time immersed in this 

study, I feel as if I also have a stake in diversity of sexual orientation and race in rock and 

roll. I began noticing the homogeneity at shows and began wondering how rock and roll 

might be better if it was more diverse. I wondered why my GLBTQ friends, who had 

amazing record collections, never started a band. I wondered why students of color in my 

classes were DIY producers of hip-hop, R&B, and soul and were completely unfamiliar 

with punk rock. Purposefully seeking out forms that included the experiences and voices 

of individuals of color, GLBTQ individuals, and female musicians would have provided a 

more complete perspective of the myth of rock and roll by representing it from a different 

perspective than white, heterosexual, and male. 

 In-depth interviews with a maximum variation sample of 41 musicians provided 

the data for my exploration of musicians' concepts of rock and roll. Similar to my sample 

of forms, my sample of musicians over-represented heterosexual, white, male musicians. 

While I purposefully sought out female musicians for the study, male respondents still 

outnumbered female ones 32 to 9. However, it was through these interviews with female 
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musicians that I began to grasp the depth of the gendered difference in rock and roll that, 

as a man, I did not notice. While interviewing female musicians, I began to recognize the 

importance of seeking out individuals of color and LGBTQ individuals who played rock 

and roll. My recruiting techniques only yielded three non-white individuals and no one 

who identified as GLBTQ. Had I known, I would have explicitly sought out individuals 

of color and LGBTQ individuals. This lack of diversity perhaps resulted from my 

respondents associating with musicians of their own identity categories, which were 

typically white and heterosexual. Thus, when I discuss the myth of rock and roll in this 

study, I am ultimately discussing the myth as understood by white, straight, male 

musicians.  

 Additionally, although many respondents had lived in and visited multiple cities 

where they performed music, 35 of the 41 musicians were currently living in the 

Midwest. This limitation could result in a potentially regionalized understanding of rock 

and roll as each music scene has its own histories and structures that influence who does 

rock and roll as well as how individuals would understand the myth of rock and roll. Two 

anecdotal examples include Denver, CO where women run a significant number of music 

venues and Los Angeles, CA where a significant number of individuals work in the 

“industry” attending random shows. These cultural situations differ from the Midwest 

and the concepts negotiated in these cities may differ from those in the Midwest in regard 

to areas such as gender roles or achieving success. A future study should address this 

possible regionalized understanding of the myth. 

Finally, this study sought to examine musicians' understandings of rock and roll 

and how, through their own experiences, their concepts lined up with the sets of 
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meanings in the mediated forms that I examined. This study did not include the 

viewpoints of non-musicians, or a musician who had never publicly performed rock and 

roll, who could have provided a different understanding of how the mediated forms of 

rock and roll function within culture. If an individual had never experienced doing rock 

and roll, he or she would have to find a different source of truth in place of the lived 

experience. Further, if a musician stopped doing rock and roll, they would provide a 

perspective different than active musicians due to their relationship with rock and roll. 

The limitations in both my examination of form and concept lead to some future 

directions of this research.  

Future Directions  

 When I wrote my Master's thesis in 2007 on the first wave of garage rock, I 

thought I had learned everything there was to know about the genre, despite only 

performing a semiotic analysis. At the end of the process, my thesis chair Phil Chidester 

informed me that instead of being at the end of a road, I was only at the beginning and 

that my study would provide the basis for the questions I would attempt to answer for the 

duration of my academic career. As I finish this dissertation, I am overwhelmed by the 

amount of questions left to explore resulting from the complexity and dynamism of both 

the media ecosystem and American culture in general that I had only hinted when 

analyzing the Nuggets CD boxed set for my Master's thesis. In this section, I will detail 

some of the specific and general directions that I envision my research taking. 

 First, through this study I developed a new awareness of the lack of diversity of 

rock and roll. In a future study, I will further explore how sexual orientation, gender, and 

race relate to the myth of rock and roll. The roles of the two openly gay characters in my 
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textual analysis and lack of GLBTQ respondents in my interviews brought up more 

questions than answers. With regard to gender, some women in rock and roll perform 

duties typically held by males, such as club ownership, booking, running live sound, and 

studio engineering. A future study could address how women enter these spaces and how 

their positions influence their particular music scenes in general and the roles that these 

women play for aspiring musicians. Further, this study raised some very preliminary links 

in the relationship of race and rock and roll. A future study will examine the role of 

individuals of color in rock and roll and examine places, such as Chicago, that have a 

thriving punk rock scene featuring individuals of color. 

 Next, the link between religious themes and rock and roll deserves further 

consideration. In my analysis of musicians' concepts, I explored how rock and roll 

functioned as a religion. While recruiting for this study, I received an email from 

someone on Craigslist who briefly explained how the genre of Christian rock 

appropriates the spiritual vehicle of rock and roll to worship God/Jesus Christ. Though 

we never found a time to talk, the relationship between the religion of rock and roll and 

Christian rock contains some interesting possibilities. For example, a popular Chicago 

punk rock band The Smoking Popes used to sing love songs, combining a crooner style 

with punk rock energy. The band split up and formed a new band with the same members 

several years later, calling themselves Duvall and writing songs explicitly about Jesus 

Christ. I attended one of their first shows that was filled with Smoking Popes fans. When 

singer Josh Caterer played a song that repeated the word “Jesus” over and over as the 

chorus, a fair amount of the crowd left. While rock and roll itself is constructed as a 

spiritual experience, directly addressing religion seems to be a violation of audience 
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expectations. My study would examine the function of this incompatibility between 

organized religion and the religion of rock and roll.  

  In a third area of future exploration, I will study the relationship between new 

media and the myth of rock and roll. During the interviews I conducted with rock and roll 

musicians, they expressed a combination of hope and cynicism about the promises of the 

Internet. The “musicians wanted” ads on Craigslist are typically loaded with musicians 

outlining the goals discussed in the form of rock and roll. Sites catering to musicians such 

as CD baby, Bandcamp, and Reverb Nation, along with other less reputable sites, all 

promise to take a band to the “next level,” thus appropriating the constructed mythic 

power of getting music “out there.” A future study will consider how new media serves to 

circulate myths of agency and “making it” in addition to exploring the new load created 

for musicians through social media.  

 Finally, my future research will further interrogate the process of cultural myth in 

both rock and roll as well as in new topics. Some of the questions I hope to answer 

include: What happens when a mediated myth provides an individual's only source of 

information about rock and roll such as with fans or non-fans? What is the role of 

musician to musician interaction as it relates to negotiating concepts? How does time 

away from experience impact concept negotiation? These questions could also easily 

transfer to different cultural phenomena such as attending college. By identifying and 

analyzing the recurring naturalized signifiers and narratives of the college experience, 

teachers and administrators could provide a counter-discourse that may provide future 

students with a more useful set of symbols with which to understand their experiences.  
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 While my study contained limitations, my future directions demonstrate the 

usefulness of cultural myth for exploring naturalized cultural phenomena. The approach I 

have outlined for analyzing the forms and concepts of a cultural myth should remain 

remarkably adaptable in different media environments and cultural contexts as well as 

with different phenomena. In this final section, I provide some concluding thoughts on 

the myth of rock and roll.  

Concluding Thoughts 

 The mediated myth of rock and roll is simultaneously simple and complex, 

discussed openly and mired in code, and contains both surface level and deep structures. 

It is at once a rejection of American capitalism through its insistence on the existence 

“pure” rock and roll outside of industry while being the very embodiment of it through its 

meritocratic and agentic views of rock and roll success, where the best product sells the 

most records. The myth of rock and roll contains promises of openness and equality to 

“anyone” who wishes to “do it” while disguising “averageness” as white, male, and 

heterosexual. As with the function of all myths, each of these dualistic statements 

contains a degree of truth to allow its circulation throughout culture (Dyer, 1982). 

However, musicians negotiate what constitutes “truth” through the lens of the myth 

throughout the various stages of their careers. Additionally, the cultural forms and 

individual concepts of rock and roll are not inherently good or bad, or true or false, 

rather, they serve different functions.  

 In the myth of rock and roll, either form or concept by itself would not work; the 

interplay between the two provides the key to understanding the longevity of rock and 

roll. The forms provide a widely available cultural resource and draw musicians into 
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“doing” rock and roll. The forms promise social/economic mobility and experiential 

pleasures that can be attained by “anyone” willing to follow a seductively logical set of 

steps. These musicians' concepts initially reflected the hopefulness of these forms, 

providing the logistics and encouragement for those willing to step into performing rock 

and roll. In this stage, musicians had agency in their own success through an egalitarian 

process. However, material reality cannot match the clarity and unity of the forms, and 

these musicians had to shift their concepts to continue doing rock and roll.  

 These musicians recognized “truth” in experiential moments and valued present 

moments in pursuit of the ideal core of rock and roll. The ideal core contains the potential 

of a religion, magic, or drugs, providing both pleasures as well as a dependency. Rock 

and roll offers a spiritual, transformative, and pleasurable, but ultimately temporary, 

experience. When these pleasures combine with a mythic promise where “anything” can 

happen, doing rock and roll provides a rewarding alternative to ordinary life. While the 

myth promises unrivaled pleasure, these promises seldom come to fruition, and after the 

rock and roll experience, the magic show ends, the epiphany fades, and the drugs wear 

off until the next time. For all of rock and roll's promises of freedom from ordinary lives 

and day jobs, musicians become beholden to the mythic experience of rock and roll itself. 

This myth is terribly flawed, the promises largely unfulfilled, but in those brief present 

moments where these musicians believe they have touched the ideal core of rock and roll, 

all other experiences pale in comparison. While cultural pressures suggest that these 

musicians should be pursuing “better” endeavors than doing rock and roll, they can never 

know them as these musicians are blinded by a myth and addicted to finding that next 

moment.  
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APPENDIX 1: FILM AND PROGRAM SUMMARIES 
 
 

Films 
 

Airheads (1994)  
 

That Thing You Do (1996) 
 

Almost Famous (2000) 
 

School of Rock (2003) 
 

The Rocker (2008) 

Behind the Music Episodes 
  

Jefferson Airplane (S1/E23; 4/5/1998) 
Steppenwolf (S2/E3; 9/6/1998) 

 
Mötley Crüe (S2/E14; 12/13/1998) 

Heart (S2/E18; 1/24/1999) 
 

The Bangles (S3, E39; 7/30/2000) 
Everclear (S4/E10; 12/10/2000) 

 
Garbage (S5/E13; 3/31/2002) 
Aerosmith (S6/E1; 9/1/2002) 

!
Films 

 
Airheads (1994). The Lone Rangers, Chazz (Brendan Fraser, guitar/vocals), Rex (Steve 
Buscemi, bass), and Pip (Adam Sandler, drums), are a rock band chasing success in the 
L.A. music scene. Tired of working day jobs (toy store clerk, pool cleaner) and living in 
musical anonymity, Chazz tries to land the band a record deal through hair-brained 
schemes, such as as sneaking into Palatine Records to hand A&R member Jimmie Wing 
(Judd Nelson) a demo reel. After facing rejection once again, Chazz and his bandmates 
resolve to break into local rock radio station WPPK and have their demo played on the 
air. When station manager Milo Jackson (Michael McKean) attempts to forcibly make 
the Lone Rangers leave, the group goes to Plan B, using water pistols that look like guns 
(taken from Rex's job at the toy store) to hold the station hostage until they play their 
demo on the air. It quickly turns into a hostage situation with the police and SWAT team 
involved and a media circus outside, while inside the station an open reel deck eats their 
demo tape and Chazz instructs the L.A. police to find his girlfriend Kayla (Amy Locane) 
as she has the only other copy of the group's demo. Kayla and Chazz had fought earlier 
that morning and this argument continues in the radio station, culminating with Kayla 
throwing a chair at Chazz's head, which breaks the glass to the control booth, and 
destroys the mixing console making it impossible to play the demo over the air. Jimmie 
Wing returns and makes the group an offer they cannot refuse, a record contract complete 
with Palatine Records' lawyers to help them get out of these charges. Wing turns the 
release of the hostages into a publicity opportunity by having a stage set up and a giant 
film crew to film their music video. Wing tells the group to pantomime with the music 
rather than playing live to the crowd and the band responds by smashing their 
instruments. The epilogue shows the band performing live in prison, where their album 
(appropriately named) “Live in Prison” eventually goes triple platinum. Directed by 
Michael Lehmann. Written by Rich Wiles.  
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That Thing You Do! (1996). Set in 1964, the film follows the brief career of Eerie, PA's 
The Wonders from obscure garage band, to one-hit-wonder. Circumstances changes for 
The Wonders when regular drummer Chad (Giovanni Ribisi) breaks his arm before the 
Mercyhurst College talent show and is replaced by Guy Patterson (Tom Everett Scott). At 
the show, Patterson changes the ballad “That Thing You Do” into an upbeat, dance 
number, to the delight of the crowd, but to the dismay of guitarist/vocalist Jimmy 
Mattingly (Johnathon Schaech). The band wins the talent show and are invited to play a 
paying gig at Vilapiano Italian Restaurant by the Airport. At this show, they get the idea 
to record and press their own record. At the next Vilapiano show, they sell many records 
including one to local promoter Phil Horace (Chris Ellis) who promises the band out of 
town shows and radio airplay. Horace's promises come to fruition and Playtone Records 
executive Mr. White (Tom Hanks) hears the song on the radio and offers to take the band 
on tour with the “Playtone galaxy of stars.” The group agrees and travels across the U.S. 
playing shows and garnering airplay as their song climbs the charts all the way up to #7. 
The tour culminates in Hollywood with their bass player, T. B. Player (Ethan Embry) 
vanishing and the band under tension at their big nationwide television taping. After the 
performance guitarist Lenny Haise (Steve Zahn) leaves for Las Vegas to get married to a 
woman he just met, leaving The Wonders comprised of only Patterson and Mattingly. 
The next day, they go to the studio to record a new song. White insists that they must 
record something from the Playtone catalog of songs, Mattingly responds by quitting the 
band. This leaves Patterson alone and The (one hit) Wonders disband. Patterson sticks 
around the studio and proceeds to jam with fictional jazz legend Del Paxton (Bill Cobbs). 
He returns to the Hollywood hotel with an armful of reels and professes his love for 
Mattingly's now ex-girlfriend Faye Dolan (Liv Tyler). They live happily ever after. 
Written and directed by Tom Hanks.  
 
Almost Famous (2000). William Miller (Patrick Fugit) is a 15 year old who has led a 
sheltered life but writes about rock and roll incredibly well. Through the pieces he writes 
for Creem Magazine, he meets his mentor Lester Bangs (Phillip Seymour Hoffman) and 
eventually gets the opportunity to write for Rolling Stone on a story about the band 
Stillwater. The assignment requires Miller to go on the road with the band as they attempt 
to transition from mid-level to headlining band and all of the growing pains that 
accompany this. On the road, Miller becomes friends with the band. As he gets closer to 
the band, he learns about the infighting in the band between singer Jeff Bebe (Jason Lee) 
and guitarist Russell Hammond (Billy Crudup) about creative direction and band image 
and starts to write what the band wants him to write as opposed to approaching the story 
with a journalistic eye. As the band continues its tour, they are approached by a manager 
from their label Dennis Hope (Jimmy Fallon) who convinces them that they should be 
traveling by plane in order to play more shows and make more money. The band 
reluctantly agrees and faces a near-death experience as the plane nearly crashes. While 
the situation looks dire, everyone on the plane (band members, William, both managers, 
and Russell's wife Leslie [Lis Stauber]) airs the dirty laundry of their lives including 
deep-seated animosity between everyone in the group. When the plane lands, Hammond 
tells Miller to “write whatever he wants.” When the fact-checker from Rolling Stone calls 
the band, Hammond initially denies what happened on tour (as he wanted the band to 
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look “cool”). However, Hammond's on-tour girlfriend Penny Lane (Kate Hudson) 
convinces him to visit Miller and to verify the story. The epilogue shows the band on 
“Tour 74: No more planes” and on the cover of Rolling Stone. Written and directed by 
Cameron Crowe.  
 
The School of Rock (2003). Dewey Finn (Jack Black) is a thirty-something life-long 
musician who was just fired from his band and is facing eviction from his apartment if he 
cannot get his roommate Ned Schneebly (Mike White) rent money. Finn begins 
recruiting a band for the WROK battle of the bands, and its $10,000 grand prize, by 
hanging fliers around town, but receiving no interest from other musicians. While at 
home, Finn receives a call from Horace Green, an exclusive, private elementary school, 
who is looking for his roommate Schneebly, as they desperately need a substitute teacher. 
As Finn finds out more about the job, including its weekly salary, he decides to 
impersonate his roommate. Initially at the job, Finn naps through the day and does no 
teaching to his fifth grade class. In the middle of the second day, Finn hears his students 
in their music class and gets the idea to have them transfer their skills from band and 
classical instruments (piano, classical guitar, cymbals, cello) to rock and roll instruments 
(guitar, bass, drums, keyboards) to form a band and win the battle of the bands. Finn 
devotes each day to learning about rock history and the logistics of performing in a band. 
He includes the entire class through having them play instruments, provide security, 
design costumes, operate lights, and even be groupies. When the students' parents find 
out about Finn's education, they pull their students from the class and forbid them from 
participating in the performance. The next day, the students convince the bus driver that 
the “field trip” to the battle of the bands is still happening and they pick up Finn to play 
“one great rock show.” They perform at the show winning over the crowd, which 
includes their parents, Finn's roommate, and school officials. Although they do not win 
the grand prize, the crowd demands an encore. In the epilogue, the band's manager 
Summer Hathaway (Miranda Cosgrove) is shown negotiating payment over the next 
show as the band plays AC/DC's “It's a long way to the top (if you wanna rock and roll)” 
as the credits roll. Directed by Richard Linklater. Written by Mike White.  
  
The Rocker (2008). The film details drummer Robert Fishman's (Rainn Wilson) brush 
with success in the 80s and subsequent redemption in the 2000s. The film begins in 1986 
backstage at a smaller venue where the band Vesuvius is informed that they have just 
landed a record contract with Matchbook Records if they kick Fishman out of the group 
and replace him with the record label's nephew. The group agrees and kicks Fishman out 
of the group. Twenty-two years later, Vesuvius are an extremely famous band, releasing 
albums that sell millions while Fishman works at a non-descript corporate job, which he 
loses after freaking out a co-worker for listening to the new Vesuvius record. Fishman 
moves in with his sister Lisa (Jane Lynch). His nephew (and Lisa's son) Matt (Josh Gad) 
has a band called A.D.D. that is slated to play a school dance, and that now needs a 
drummer after the other one gets in trouble for giving hash brownies to the Spanish club. 
Fishman eventually agrees and they play the gig, which ends after two songs when 
Fishman goes into a wild drum solo in the middle of a ballad. Fishman redeems himself 
by getting them an out of town gig. However they are thwarted on their way out of town 
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as they are arrested for stealing Lisa' van. They all must practice via video, and Fishman 
drums naked due to his new living quarters in a Chinese restaurant basement and its 
extreme heat. Matt's sister Violet (Samantha Weinstein) posts the footage on Youtube. 
The video goes viral and leads to Matchbook Records signing the band and putting them 
on tour. They make a music video, record songs, and play many show dates. Their label 
wants them to open for Vesuvius' induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. 
Fishman refuses but then relents. At the show A.D.D. goes over extremely well and 
Vesuvius's pre-recorded track malfunctions revealing that they are lip-syncing. Their 
manager David Marshall (Jason Sudeikis) tells them not to go back on stage as they 
would make their label mates Vesuvius look bad. A.D.D. fires their manager and goes out 
there and performs an encore. Directed by Peter Cattaneo. Written by Maya Forbes and 
Wally Wolodarsky (screenplay) and Ryan Jaffe (story). 
 

Behind the Music Episodes 
 
Jefferson Airplane (S1/E23; Original airdate: 4/5/1998). The episode details the rise of 
this mid-60s psychedelic folk rock group from San Francisco. The episode begins by 
providing the backgrounds of each band members, it then transitions into the origins of 
the band. Beginning as primarily an electric folk group created by Marty Balin (vocals), 
they were the first San Francisco band to be signed to a major record label (RCA), which 
occurred due largely to the influence of their manager and owner of the Fillmore West, 
Bill Graham. After releasing their first album, their female singer Signe Anderson left the 
band and was replaced by Grace Slick, whose vocals on “Somebody to Love” and “White 
Rabbit” led to the success of their second album Surrealistic Pillow. The group 
experiments with drugs, becoming apparent in their recordings. During this period, Slick 
and her bandmates engage in sexual trysts and Spencer Dryden (drummer) and Paul 
Kantner (guitar/vocals) have relationships with her. During this time, guitarist Jorma 
Kaukonen and Jack Cassidy (bassist) paired up and began writing songs with one 
another. Balin suggests that the combination of these intra-band tensions and 
experimentation with chemicals resulted in the demise of the group as Balin and Dryden 
quit the band in 1969. After continuing on with replacement members, and notably fewer 
album sales, the group disbanded and Kantner and Slick started the Jefferson Starship. 
 
Notable songs: “Somebody to Love,” “White Rabbit,” “Volunteers”  
 
Steppenwolf (S2/E3; 9/6/1998). The episode follows the career of these acid biker 
rockers beginning from their garage rock group The Sparrow in New York City in the 
mid 1960s, to their move to Los Angeles and eventual success and decline in the mid 
1970s. The episode centers around vocalist and patriarch John Kay. The episode begins 
by providing the background of everyone in the band. At first the group struggles to find 
success until Kay’s neighbor and noted record producer Gabriel Meckler agreed to 
produce the band’s next recordings. Though they were a steady presence on the West 
coast, the band gained nationwide exposure through their inclusion in the 1969 cult film 
Easy Rider. This exposure led to an increase in album sales, nationwide tours, and 
performances on television. During this rise, tension began to mount in the band as Kay 
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attempted to keep a particular image (a tough biker-y brand) while members Goldy St. 
John (keyboards) and Nick St. Nicholas (bass) explored psychedelic drugs and wild on-
stage regalia. The band eventually broke up in the mid 1970s and St. John and St. 
Nicholas struck up a deal with Kay whereby they traded all of their future royalties of 
Steppenwolf songs for the right to tour under the Steppenwolf name, a point of 
contention until this very day. The episode ends with John Kay reclaiming the weathered 
Steppenwolf name by touring around the world for the past 15 years. 
 
Notable songs: “Magic Carpet Ride,” “Born to be Wild,” “The Pusher” 
 
Mötley Crüe (S2/E14; 12/13/1998). This episode follows the career of these 80s hair 
metal rockers through their debauchery and excess, which occurred both on and off stage. 
After detailing the band members' pasts, the episode recants the origins of the band itself. 
Bassist Nikki Sixx moved to Los Angeles in the early 80s and put out an ad for “3-4 guys 
with nothing to live for but this band.” The ad yielded his bandmates Vince Neil (vocals), 
Tommy Lee (drums), and Mick Mars (guitar). They moved in together and began making 
music and garnering a following in Los Angeles and Hollywood. The band reports that 
they would drink, do drugs, and have sex with multiple women any time they were not 
making music in a “non-stop party.” In this period, they self-released a recording, which 
captured the attention of Elektra Records. Who re-released Too Fast for Love. Through 
touring, promotion, and music videos, the band’s excesses and music became well-known 
throughout the world, which led to several platinum albums. It also led to an increase in 
excess of drug and alcohol use, multiple arrests, and multiple overdoses. During this 
period, Neil even committed vehicular manslaughter when his passenger was killed in a 
car crash returning from the liquor store. The band gained sobriety in 1989 and released 
their best-selling album Dr. Feelgood. During this period, Neil left the band, but in 1997 
they reunited. The episode ends with the band expressing how they now rock more than 
ever as one of their new songs plays in the background. 
 
Notable songs: “Shout at the Devil” “Girls, Girls, Girls,” “Dr. Feelgood” 
 
Heart (S2/E18; 1/24/1999). This episode follows the career of these 70s rockers and 80s 
power balladeers from their days as a club band, to a group with worldwide support and 
visibility. The story centers around sisters Ann (vocals) and Nancy (guitar) Wilson. The 
episode first provides details of the Wilson's upbringing. It then transitions into the 
origins of Heart.Ann joined the band Hocus Pocus in 1972 and performed with the group 
around the Seattle area until original guitarist and eventual manager Mike Fisher was 
drafted and the group (now called Heart) left for Canada to avoid Fisher’s arrest. In 1974, 
Nancy had graduated college and joined the group. They soon signed to the smaller 
Mushroom Records due to the reaction of crowds to their live shows. During this period, 
Nancy dates guitarist, and Mike’s brother, Roger Fisher. The group then begins to garner 
airplay and opening slots on major concert shows in the U.S. and Canada. By 1977 they 
had signed with CBS records and their albums were going platinum. In 1979, both Nancy 
and Ann’s relationships ended with the Fishers and the band’s sound began to change and 
tension arose between everyone in the band. After two albums did not sell well, they 
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signed with Capitol and began making 80s power ballads and selling more records than 
ever. They continued the success until the early 1990s, slowing down and performing in 
various other projects. They continue performing to this day. 
 
Notable songs: “Barracuda,” “Magic Man,” “What About Love” 
 
The Bangles (S3, E39; 7/30/2000). The episode details the rise of the all-female rock and 
roll group from California, from their days as garage band The Bangs, to their self-
destruction at the top of the charts. The show begins with the backgrounds of each band 
member and transitions into the history of the band. The group began when sisters Vicki 
(guitar) and Debbi (drums) Peterson began playing in their parents’ garage in the Los 
Angeles suburbs and joined forces with guitarist/vocalist Susanna Hoffs over their mutual 
love of The Beatles. The group began playing shows and recorded a single. Hoffs 
convinced L.A. DJ Rodney Bingenheimer which led them being signed to Miles 
Copeland’s label. More airplay and touring led to interest from Capitol Records and 
nationwide notoriety was cemented when they recorded “Manic Monday,” a song written 
by Prince for Hoffs. As the band gained more media exposure and the label took more 
interest in the group, they began to take more interest in Hoffs having a solo career. 
Tension began to form within the band as they got away from their jangle pop roots and 
relied more upon producers at the label's request. Hoffs eventually embarked on a solo 
career and this effectively ended The Bangles. The episode ends with their reuniting and 
working on new songs and talking about a future focused on music outside of the 
influence of the music industry.  
 
Notable songs: “Manic Monday,” “Walk Like an Egyptian,”  
 
Everclear (S4/E10; 12/10/2000). This episode details the rise of this 90s alternative band 
centering around its guitarist/vocalist Art Alexakis. The show begins by examining the 
background of Alexakis, who spent his youth in a broken home, turning to drugs, and 
being clinically dead after a cocaine overdose. He moved from Los Angeles to San 
Francisco and then to Portland where he founded Everclear with bassist Craig Montoya, 
who also was a recovering addict. After finding a drummer, the group released an album 
on an independent Portland label and toured in support of it. After winning over fans, 
they signed with Capitol records, and toured even more to support their major label debut 
Sparkle and Fade. The show suggests that this started a cult following as their follow-up 
So Much for the Afterglow went on to even more success. However, Alexakis' touring 
schedule led to tension in the band and almost resulted in the dissolution of the band. The 
episode ends after the group has made amends and the band is shown working on a new 
album.  
 
Notable songs: “Santa Monica,” “Father of Mine,” “I Will Buy You a New Life” 
 
Garbage (S5/E13; 3/31/2002). The episode details the rise of this electronica rock band, 
as three “studio rats” (including noted producer Bruce Vig) joined forces with Irish 
chanteuse Shirley Manson. The episode centers largely around Manson and her struggles 
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in music and with her self-image. The show details her issues with self-image as a child 
and teenager, how it led to self-mutilation (cutting), and how this eventually came out as 
a part of her music. While Manson was performing in the group Goodbye Mr. 
MacKenzie and Angelfish, Duke Erikson (bass/keyboards), Steve Marker (guitar), and 
Vig (drums) were creating the music for Garbage. After seeing Manson perform in a 
music video, the group tracked down Manson and set up an audition. Manson added 
vocals and lyrics to the band's music, drawing from her past. Vig sent out the demo tapes 
and the band was signed to the label Mushroom U.K. Through airplay and press 
coverage, the band sold a substantial number of records leading to their inclusion on 
soundtracks and world tours expanding their fame. The episode ends with the group 
continuing on strong recording the theme song for The World is Not Enough. 
 
Notable songs: “I’m Only Happy When it Rains,” “Stupid Girl,” “Breaking Up the Girl” 
 
Aerosmith (S6/E1; 9/1/2002). This episode follows the rise, fall, and resurrection of this 
rock and roll band from Boston. This episode begins by detailing the past of each 
member of Aerosmith and their average origins, transitioning into their early 
expenditures into music, including the moment where Joe Perry (guitar) and Steven Tyler 
(vocals) decided to be in a band together. They formed a band and moved into an 
apartment in Boston where they rehearsed for hours each day and built up a following 
through their live shows. The interest generated by these gigs garnered them a 
management deal with the Leber/Krebs agency, which led to their record deal with 
Columbia Records. After they released their self-titled debut in 1972, they had some mild 
success. However it was not until the band toured hundreds of shows across the U.S. with 
an energetic live show that their records really started selling. From the buzz generated 
by their live shows, radio stations began playing their records and they experiences an 
uphill climb in sales and fans until the late 1970s, when drug use tore apart the band. 
Drug use damaged the music and caused both Brad Whitford (guitars) and Joe Perry to 
quit the band. The group reformed, went through rehab (under the guidance of new 
manager Tim Collins), collaborated with Run DMC on a remake of “Walk This Way,” 
and recorded a new record Done with Mirrors, thus starting their Geffen Records 
contract. Their renewed focus led to multiple platinum albums and appreciative crowds at 
live performances all around the world.  
 
Notable songs: “Dream On,” “Walk This Way,” Janie’s Got a Gun” 
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APPENDIX 2: RESPONDENT DETAILS  
 
 

Bob is a 29-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 11 years. He has 
played 150-200 shows around the Warrensburg, MO and St. Charles, MO music scenes 
on bass. He works as a carpenter. We conducted this interview at a bar in Warrensburg.  
 
Brad is a 41-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 15 years. He has 
performed 300+ shows on bass in the Midwest and works for the state of Illinois for a 
living. He has been a part of the St. Louis, MO music scene and we conducted this 
interview at a music venue there. 
 
Caleb is a 24-year-old white male musician who has spent 4 years in bands and played 
10-20 shows playing guitar. He is a student at a large university and he has spent time in 
the Columbia, MO and Kansas City music scenes. We conducted this interview at a 
student union. 
 
Chris is a 50-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for over 30 years, run 
a television show about bands, and has booked a Chicago venue for the past 8 years. He 
has performed thousands of shows around the U.S. but is primarily based in Chicago, IL. 
He works in “customer relations” in the a fore mentioned bar, which is where we 
conducted the interview.  
 
Cliff is a 24-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 8 years. He has 
performed 50-100 shows on drums, bass, and guitar typically around the Warrensburg, 
MO area. He works at a restaurant and in retail. We conducted this interview at a bar in 
Warrensburg. 
 
Courtney is a 30-year-old white female musician who has been in bands for 15 years. She 
has played 200 shows on guitar, bass, and vocals, typically around St. Louis, MO. She 
managers a retail establishment. We conducted this interview at a St. Louis music venue.  
 
Dan is a 23-year-old “bi-racial” (“black and white”) male musician who has spent 5 years 
in various bands. He has performed 50 shows on bass and drums while working in the 
field of broadcasting. He has spent time in the Columbia, MO music scene and we 
conducted this interview at his studio in Columbia. 
 
Dave is a 65-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 51 years. He has 
performed thousands of shows around the world. He has been a staple of the San Jose, 
CA music scene as a musicians and a producer. His most well-known band has been on a 
major record label and several notable independent ones as well. We conducted this 
interview via e-mail.  
 
Dixon is a 24-year-old, white male musician who has spent 10 years in bands and has 
played 80 shows. In these groups he has played keyboards, drums, and sang. His 
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profession is in retail and he has spent time in both the Chicago and central Missouri 
music scenes. We conducted this interview at a recording studio in Columbia, MO. 
 
Eli is a 43-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 26 years. He has 
performed thousands of shows around the world on guitar and vocals and his bands have 
been on major and independent record labels. He is a musician for a living currently 
residing in Europe. Before this, he was a part of the Washington, D.C. and New York 
music scenes. We conducted this interview via e-mail.  
 
Emily is a 26-year-old white female musician who has spent 9 years in bands. She has 
played 500 shows on bass, guitar, and vocals and been a part of the Chicago, IL music 
scene. Some of her bands have released records on indie labels. She is attempting to do 
music and music related activities (like graphic design for bands) as her profession. We 
conducted this interview outside of a DIY venue in Chicago, IL.  
 
Emma is a 42-year-old white female musician who has been in bands for 12 years. She 
has performed 200 shows around the U.S. on guitar and vocals. She has been a part of 
both the Denver, CO and Chicago, IL music scenes and she works in a retirement 
community. We conducted this interview via email.  
 
Eric is a 37-year-old white male musician who has spent 15 years in various bands. He 
has played 200-250 shows and plays guitar and sings. His profession is in a factory and 
has spent time in the Warrensburg, MO and Kansas City music scenes. We conducted 
this interview in his house and practice space in Warrensburg, Mo.  
 
Fred is a 23-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 4 years. He has 
performed 25 shows on drums and been a part of the Warrensburg, MO music scene and 
works “miscellaneous jobs.” We conducted this interview at a bar in Warrensburg, MO.  
 
Gary is a 56-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 15 years. He has 
performed 75 shows on trumpet and auxiliary percussion mostly around Warrensburg, 
MO. He works as a school counselor. We conducted this interview at a bar in 
Warrensburg.  
 
Garner is a 36-year-old white male musician who has spent the last 15 years in bands. In 
this period he has played 150-200 shows on drums and guitar. He has spent time in the 
Burlington, IA and Columbia, MO music scenes and currently works in logistics. We 
conducted this interview at his house in Columbia, MO. 
 
Herb is a 27-year-old Mexican-American male musician who has spent 13 years in bands. 
He has performed 1,000 shows in various bands on drums around the U.S., but is 
primarily a part of the Chicago, IL music scene. He is a student, bartends, and works 
other “bullshit jobs.” We conducted this interview at an after show party at his apartment 
in Chicago, IL. 
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Jason is a 33-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 17 years. He has 
performed 300+ shows around the U.S. on bass and guitar. He has been a part of the St. 
Louis, MO and Springfield, MO music scenes and his bands have been associated with 
several independent record labels. He is in charge of a theater. We conducted this 
interview at a St. Louis, MO music venue.  
 
Jay is a 32-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 8 years. He has 
performed 500-600 shows on bass and vocals around the U.S. He has been a part of the 
Southern California, Columbia, MO, and Champaign, IL music scenes and his bands 
have been involved with independent record labels. He works as an office assistant at a 
college. We conducted this interview at a studio in Columbia, MO.  
 
Jerry is a 35-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 20 years. He has 
performed 100 shows on guitar, bass, and vocals. He has been a part of the Columbia, 
MO, Moberly, MO, and Springfield, MO music scenes. He currently works at “odd jobs.” 
We conducted this interview at his home and studio in Columbia, MO.  
 
Jimmy is a 29-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 7 years. He has 
played 150-200 shows around the U.S. and in the Netherlands, although he has spent 
most of his time in Warrensburg, MO. He is a graduate teaching assistant. We conducted 
this interview at a bar in Warrensburg.  
 
Joe is a 27-year-old white male musician who has been in a band for 5 years. He has 
played 50 shows on vocals and guitar, mainly around Chicago, IL. He works as a 
carpenter. We conducted this interview at a Chicago music venue.  
 
Joni is a 24-year-old white female musician who has been in bands for 7 years. She has 
played 50 shows on bass, guitar, and vocals primarily around Columbia, MO. She works 
in retail. We conducted this interview in a studio in Columbia, MO.  
 
Joshua is a 45-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 29 years. He has 
performed 400 shows on guitar and vocals. He has been a part of the Los Angeles, CA, 
Kansas City, MO, and Chicago, IL music scenes. He runs his own clothing business. We 
conducted this interview outside of a Chicago music venue before his band played their 
CD release show.  
 
Link is a 40-year-old white male musician who has be in bands for 10 years, hosted radio 
shows, and booked shows. He has played 10 shows and has been a part of the Portland, 
OR and Columbia, MO music scenes. He is a student and a delivery driver. We 
conducted this interview at a Columbia, MO studio.  
 
Miles is a 46-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 33 years. He has 
played thousands of shows and been associated with a major record label and a notable 
independent. He has been nominated for Grammys and featured on MTV. He is a 
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professional musician around Austin, TX playing guitar, bass, and drums. We conducted 
this interview via e-mail.  
 
 
Nancy is a 24-year-old white female musician who has been in bands for 4 years. She has 
performed 200+ shows around the Midwest on bass, drums, and vocals. She has been a 
part of the Columbia, MO and Normal, IL music scenes and her bands have been 
associated with an independent record label. She is a retail manager. We conducted this 
interview before a show she was playing at a Columbia, MO music venue.  
 
Nick is a 43-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for the past 28 years. 
He has performed 300 shows on guitar and vocals and has been in the Austin, TX, 
Columbia, MO, and various other Missouri music scenes. He has released recordings on 
independent record labels and he currently works in a warehouse. We conducted this 
interview in a Columbia, MO studio.  
 
Olivia is a 62-year-old white female musician who has been in bands for 30 years. She 
has played thousands of shows on bass and vocals all around the world. Her bands have 
been on many noted independent record labels and has been the feature of a 
documentary. She is a musician for a living. We conducted this interview via telephone 
from her home in Oregon. 
 
Orville is a 49-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 30 years. He has 
performed over 500 shows generally around the Midwest on guitar and vocals. He has 
been a part of the Des Moines, IA and Columbia, MO music scenes and his bands have 
worked with independent record labels. He works as a custodian. We conducted this 
interview in a Columbia, MO studio.  
 
Otto is a 27-year-old white male who musician has been in bands for 13 years, as well as 
running many DIY shows around Chicago, IL. He has played 100-200 shows around the 
U.S. on guitar and vocals. He works in construction. We conducted this interview at a 
show after party in a Chicago apartment.  
 
Petra is a 29-year-old white female musician who has been in bands for 5-6 years, who 
comes to popular music from a background in classical music. She has played 30-40 
shows on violin mostly around Columbia, MO. She works in university research. We 
conducted this interview at a coffee shop in Columbia.  
 
Rebecca is a 36-year-old white female musician who has been in a band for one year. She 
has performed 10-12 shows on keyboards and saxophone and been a part of the St. Louis, 
MO music scene. She is a manager at a phone company. We conducted this interview at a 
St. Louis music venue.  
 
Roy is a 44-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 27 years. He has 
played 500 shows on guitar and bass, around the Columbia, MO and Kansas City, MO 
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areas. His bands have been involved with independent record labels. He works at a 
bottled water company. We conducted this interview at a Columbia, MO bar.  
 
Sandy is an 18-year-old white male musician who has spent 1 year in a band. He has 
performed 4 shows on guitar. He has been a part of the St. Louis, MO music scene but is 
currently attending college in Columbia, MO, where we conducted this interview at a 
downtown restaurant.  
 
Sean is a 64-year-old white male musician who has spent the last 46 years in bands doing 
it professionally and running his own business. He has been a part of the Keokuk, IA and 
Peoria, IL music scenes. He has played thousands of performances around the world 
singing and playing bass. His bands have been on several noted record labels and his 
band has had a rise in popularity due to the interest in 60s garage rock. We conducted this 
interview via email.  
 
Sheldon is a 44-year-old male musician originally from Ecuador who has been in bands 
for 30 years. He has played over 1,000 shows in several bands on guitar and vocals. He 
has been involved the music scene in Ecuador and in Chicago for the past 25 years and 
his bands have been involved with independent record labels. He works as a musician 
and bartender. We conducted this interview at a DIY Chicago music venue.  
 
Sterling is a 64-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for the past 46 
years. He has performed thousands of shows all around the world and a major piece of 
the New York music scene. He does music-related things for a living including 
producing, performing, and archiving. One of his bands enjoys an enduring cult status. 
We conducted this interview via telephone from his home in Pennsylvania.  
 
Suzi is a 28-year-old white female musician who has been in bands for 10 years. She has 
performed 20-50 shows on guitar. She has been a part of the music scenes in 
Indianapolis, IN and Seattle, WA and she works in fraud research. We conducted this 
interview via email.  
 
William is a 20-year-old white male musician who has spent 5 years in bands. He has 
performed 20-25 shows on guitar, drums, banjo, and vocals. He has been a part of the 
Columbia, MO music scene as he attends college. We conducted the interview at a studio 
in Columbia, MO.  
 
Zach is a 38-year-old white male musician who has been in bands for 6 years and has run 
multiple DIY venues. He has performed 15-25 shows on guitar and vocals around 
Columbia, MO. He is a custodian at a university for a living. We conducted this interview 
at his DIY venue in Columbia, MO.  
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APPENDIX 3: INITIAL INTERVIEW GUIDE 
 
I am a graduate student from the University of Missouri and I am here to collect data for 
my dissertation. Today I wanted to talk a bit about the life and logistics of performing in 
a rock and roll band and how the mediated representations of this may be similar or 
different from your own. The length of this interview should range between 45-90 
minutes. This interview will be recorded with a digital audio recording device. We can 
skip any questions that you would prefer not to answer and you can stop at any time. 
Additionally, this interview will be kept confidential and I will assign you a pseudonym 
when referencing you in the results. If you would prefer to use your real name and band 
affiliation, you may feel free to do so, but understand that anything you say will be in 
print in various forms. Here is a written consent form that I would like you to sign before 
we begin. Did you have any questions? If you think of any, you may contact me after the 
study at swgd9@missouri.edu We'll start with a bit of demographic information. 
 
Name: 
Age: 
Sex: 
Race: 
Sexual Orientation: 
Primary Employment: 
Number of years you have played in a band: 
Groups currently performing with: 
Describe the type of band/bands this is: 
Instrument played in this group/groups: 
Other instruments played in different groups: 
Number of bands you have performed at least one show with: 
Longest amount of time spent in one band: 
Approximate number of shows you have played to date: 
Approximate amount of recordings you have played/sung on to date: 
Have you been associated with any record labels? Which ones: 
Highest number of days in a row you have played shows: 
 
The Origin: 

! Tell me about where you first learned about what being in a band entailed. 
(Backstage behavior, the logistics of being in a band. How do you know 
what you know about this? Media texts?) 

! Tell me about any bands on television shows or movies that you 
remember. Why do you think you remember them now? 

! Why did you start playing in a band? Why do you continue to play in 
bands? 

! Generally, who plays in a rock and roll type band? (This is the transition 
into issues of representation) 
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Identity categories (Issues of ethnicity, sex, age, sexual orientation. These might be 
addressed by a respondent as a whole and may not need to be addressed individually, but 
these are here to stimulate the discussion).  

 
! Have you ever played in a group with someone of a different race, sex, 

largely different age, or sexual orientation as yourself? If yes, ask how 
were there experiences different than your own? If not, why do you think 
that is?  

! Specific to sex, are women and men treated differently in bands? At live 
performances? Is one given preference over the other?  Are there fewer 
females than males in your music scene? Why do you think this is? 

! Specific to age, are older individuals treated differently in bands?  
! Specific to race, are individuals of color treated differently in bands that 

Caucasian individuals?  At live performances? Is one given preference 
over the other?  Is there a lack of individuals of color in your music scene? 
Why do you think this is? 

! Specific to sexual orientation, are GLBTQ individuals treated differently 
in bands than individuals coded as heterosexual? Is there a lack of GLBTQ 
members in your music scene? Why do you think this is? 

 
Public Performance: 

! Were there any television shows or movies that prepared you for your first 
public performance?  

! What were your expectations for playing your first show? (Where did 
those expectations originate? Were they met, compare the two.) 

! Why do bands play live? (Experiential? Fun? Draw? To gain fans?)  
 
Media Texts: 

! What role would you say that specific media has in getting a band 
discovered? 

! Radio 
! Print (newspapers, magazines) 
! Internet (Social networking and review sites)  
! Television  
! Let's talk a bit about your recording. What were your original plans for the 

recording when you started the process? What would be your ideal process 
of getting this recording discovered? 

! How would you say that your experiences as a musician differ from what 
you might see on television? 

 
 
 
Success: 
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! What must a band do in order to be considered “successful?” (Solicit examples of 
bands.) 

! What percentage of bands succeed? How have others gotten to the point of being 
successful? (get specific examples) 

! Can anyone succeed as a musician? Examples? Do people have to work at it and 
struggle in order to be successful? 

! How have you seen your understanding of success change over time? (Did any 
television shows or films create a notion of success for you before you began 
playing?) 

! Is there a right way to make money at music? (Covers? Association with 
companies? Selling out?) 

! Why do musicians lose success? 
! Anything else that you would like to add? 
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APPENDIX 4: REVISED INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
 
I am a graduate student from the University of Missouri and I am here to collect data for 
my dissertation. Today I wanted to talk a bit about the life and logistics of performing in 
a rock and roll band and how the mediated representations of this may be similar or 
different from your own. My dissertation focuses on television and film's portrayals of 
rock and roll regarding success, those who typically play rock and roll music, public 
performances, and how media sources impact all of this. The length of this interview 
should range between 45-90 minutes. This interview will be recorded with a digital audio 
recording device so that I can transcribe it later. We can skip any questions that you 
would prefer not to answer and you can stop at any time. Additionally, this interview will 
be kept confidential and I will assign you a pseudonym when referencing you in the 
results. If you would prefer to use your real name and band affiliation, you may feel free 
to do so, but understand that anything you say will be in print in various forms. Here is a 
written consent form that I would like you to sign before we begin. Do you have any 
questions? If you think of any, you may contact me after the study at 
swgd9@missouri.edu We'll start with a bit of demographic information. 
 
Name: 
Age: 
Sex: 
Race: 
Sexual Orientation: 
Primary Employment: 
Number of years you have played in a band: 
Groups currently performing with: 
Describe the type of band/bands this is: 
Instrument played in this group/groups: 
Other instruments played in different groups: 
Number of bands you have performed at least one show with: 
Longest amount of time spent in one band: 
Which other music scenes have you been a part of: 
Approximate number of shows you have played to date: 
Approximate amount of recordings you have played/sung on to date: 
Have you been associated with any record labels? Which ones: 
Highest number of days in a row you have played shows: 
 
Big Questions: 

! Do you believe that there is a myth of rock and roll, and if so take a bit 
and try to describe this myth to me. 

! Tell me about one of the first times where you realized that there might be 
a difference between the myth and your experiences. 

! This is a difficult question, but to you, what is rock and roll? Where did 
you first start to understand what it was more than notes? 
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The Origins of Bands: 
! Tell me about where you first learned about what being in a band entailed 

off-stage. For example, backstage behavior, the logistics of being in a 
band. Do you remember any television or film about this? 

! Tell me about any bands on television shows or movies that you 
remember. Why do you think you remember them now? 

! Why did you start playing in a band? Why do you continue to play in 
bands? 

! At what point do musicians start to focus on “making it?” Do you have 
any experiences with musicians who wanted to “make it?” 

 
Success: 
 

What must a rock and roll band do in order to have “made it?” What are some 
examples of successful bands? 

Walk me through the process of a band on the way to “making it.”  
If it was in your control, how would you personally go about achieving this 

fame and success?  
What percentage of bands “make it?” 
Can anyone succeed as a musician if they try hard enough? Examples? Do 

people have to work at it and struggle in order to be successful? 
Have you seen your own understanding of success change over time? Where 

did these original notions of success come from? 
What would you have to have done for your parents to think that you've 

“made it”? 
Is there a right way to make money at music? (Covers? Association with 

companies? Selling out?) 
Why do musicians “lose it” after they've “made it?” Would you lose it if you 

made it? 
 
Identity categories: 

 
! Generally, who plays in a rock and roll band? 
! Have you ever played in a group with someone of a different race, sex, 

largely different age, or sexual orientation as yourself? If yes, ask how 
were there experiences different than your own? If not, why do you think 
that is?  

! Specific to sex, are women and men treated differently in bands? At live 
performances? Is one given preference over the other?  Are there fewer 
females than males in your music scene? Why do you think this is? 

! Specific to age, are older individuals treated differently in bands?  
! Specific to race, are individuals of color treated differently in bands that 

Caucasian individuals?  At live performances? Is one given preference 
over the other?  Is there a lack of individuals of color in your music scene? 
Why do you think this is? 
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! Specific to sexual orientation, are GLBTQ individuals treated differently 
in bands than individuals coded as heterosexual? Is there a lack of GLBTQ 
members in your music scene? Why do you think this is? 

 
Public Performance: 

! Tell me about how you expected the audience to behave at your first rock 
band performance. Do you remember any television shows or movies that 
prepared you for what to expect at your first public performance?  

! Tell me about how a performance works in a television show or movie? 
How do your experiences compare? Why do you think this is?  

 
Media Texts: 

! What role would you say that media in general, has in getting a band 
discovered? When did you discover that media was different from 
television and film's portrayal? 

! Have you ever heard one of your songs on the radio? What did it feel like? 
! What types of opportunities does the Internet open up? Are they all 

positive? 
! In general, how would you say that your experiences as a musician differ 

from what you might see on television? 
! Why do you think that some of the myths that we have discussed persist to 

this day? Why do you think that media portrayals focus on the successful 
bands instead of groups sleeping on floors and in vans? 

! Is there anything else that you would like to add? 
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